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P R E F A C E 
FOP quite some time now, Chuvaeh scholars and 
scholars from the Department of Altaistics, Jdztief 
Attila University, Szeged have been working in 
close collaboration. One of the aims of our common 
effort has been to lay down the foundations of a 
new Etymological Dictionary of the Chuvash Language. 
To this end, considerable amount of preparatory 
work - collecting historical and dialectal data -
has already been done in Cheboksary. 
This volume presents a few papers on the very compli-
cated subject of Chuvash etymology. Uith the exception 
of Arpdd Berta's paper, all the articles have already 
appeared in languages and journals not easily accessible 
to most of the scholarly world. The late Prof. Julius 
Németh's paper was published in German in Studia in 
llonorem Veselini BesevlievJ the English translation 
in of a slightly revised version. Hasan Eren's paper 
haa been published in Turkish, my papers in Hungarian. 
Adám Molnár has compiled a useful bibliography which, 
though far from being complete, will hopefully help 
madara fin I their bearings in the vast amount litera-
ture conneoked with the history of the Chuvash people 
and language. We offer this volume as the first contri-
bution to our common project. 
My niniere thanks go to Addm Molnár for his help in 
editing this volume.. 




THE MEANING OF THE ETNONYM BULBAR* 
by 
JULIUS NÉMETH 
The literature on the etymology of the etnonym 
Bulbar is to be found in Moravcsik (1958, p. 104). Since 
1958, some publications have dwelt on the topic; I shall 
deal with them, so far as they are known to me, 
without observing a chronological order. 
Tomaschek (1872, p. 156, 1877, p. 683), more than 
a hundred years ago, explained the etnonym Bulvar as 
1 
"Mischling" f r om the Turkic verb bul-^a- "to mix" . The 
earl ier data, as far as I can see, do not offer any sub-
stantial help concerning the explanation of the name. A 
new and exhaustive crit ical review of the material, which 
in some respect not always c lear , can be found in 
Doerfer 1963-75 II, pp. 315-320, 353-3542 . Most recently, 
we read in RasSnen 1969: bulbar "Volksname, Bulgar.ei 
< bul-^a-r "mischend" . 
In the year 192-7, when I had the good fortune to 
become aquainted with my highly esteemed colleague, V. 
BeSevliev, I tried to give a thorough phonetical and s e -
mantical explanation of this name (Németh 1927). I found 
+ First publiehed .in German: Die Bedeutung des bulgari-
schen Volksnamen: Studia in Honorem Veselini BeSevliev. 
Sofia 1978, 68-71. 
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that phonetically the explanation is acceptable, and I agreed 
with it, but I translated the name as "gemischtes (Volk)" , 
assuming, in accordance with my opinion of that time, that 
it was connected with the mixing of the Huns and Bulgars 
in the Caucasus region. At that t ime, however, I had also 
an other semantical explanation in mind, which I pointed 
out at the end of my paper: "Je veux observer enfin que 
dans l ' inscr ipt ion de Tonyuquq (1.22. respect ivement 23 
dans Radloff) on trouve également un mot dérivé du verb 
•buWa- pour caractér iser 1' état de la nation: (ttlrk bodun' i 
3 , 
yime) buhganc (ol timiS), mots que Thomsen traduit : ' Das 
Türkenvolk ist in Unruhe, (sagte e r ) . . . ' tandis que dans 
Radloff, Alttürk, jlnschr. Zw, F. S. 11, nous l isons: 
' (Das Türk-Volk i s t ) in Verwirrung. . . sagten s i e ' - - La 
ville hindoue de Lakhnauti porte également le nom turc 
de Bul-^ak-pur ' v i l l e du désordre , de l ' é m e u t e ' (von Le 
Coq, Türkische Namen und Titel in Indien, Mélanges 
Garbe 1927, p . 2 ) " . 
I repeated in 1930 this possible explanation in more 
details in my book on the land conquering of the Hungar-
ians (Németh 1930 pp. 95-97). There I also cited the OT 
expression il but^a^j'rr^a (Müller 1910, p. 78, line 35), 
"in die Staatsverwirrung" and added: "It is c lear that an 
attribute which - as we see - often denotes the (political) 
situation of a state or a people, becomes easily an 
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etnonym. " 
In the last years , on strength of the data on thé verb 
bul-^a- and its derivatives provided by the new OT dictionary 
of the Soviet Academy (DTS) and based on the knowledge 
gathered over more than fifty years on the OT etnonyms, 
I abandoned the former semantic explanation and prefer my 
second one, because it is not connected with a historical 
hypothesis but only with linguistic facts. 
The DTS, this highly important epoch making work 
of the respective Russian and Soviet Turkology, gives the 
following meanings of bul^a- " l . peremeSivat ' , smeSivat' ; 
to mix ( e .g . drugs), 2. mutit ' ; to stir (water), the same 
in figurative sense; 3. dósa idat ' , o b i ï a t ' , . peSalit* , 
omra ïa t ' , vredit ' ; to vex, to offend, to "sadden, to 
overshadow, to hurt; 4. vozbuXdat* nedovol ' s tvo , sejat ' 
smutu; to instigate, incite disaffection, revolt" . 
I would like now to stress , that the meaning under 
No. 4 often occurs in connection with the political situation 
of a people and that the OT etnonyms are predominantly 
connected with political c ircumstances . • 
In the DTS we find in addition to the already cited 
data: bul^aq " zameïate l ' stvo, vozbuïdenie, bezpokojstvo, 
smjatenie, panika" with many citations (in Gabain 1950, 
p. 305 "Verwirrung, Aufruhr" , Doerfer 1962, p. 261 ','Re-
bel l ion") . Dr. Z ieme called my attention to the quotation 
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ő r le t - bulya- " m u í i t ' i privodit* v zameSatel ' stvo" (DTS, 
p. 389). I would add f r o m the DTS phrases as el bul^andi' 
"v narode nafcinalis' smuty" (KaX^.), atrti qama élirjiz 
bul^an-^ay "togda vse vaSe gosudarstvo pridet v smjatenie" 
(TT II), bodun bul-yanuq'in siyasát süzár "volnenie naroda 
uspokaivaet diplomatija" (QB) etc . 
Likely suggestive are the data f r om the newest and 
best dictionary of the only surviving Bul^ar-Turkic language, 
the Chuvash (Sirotkin 1961): palxav ( < bul^aq) "bunt, 
mjateX; volnenie, tregova" , palxavar "perepoloh, sumatoha, 
trevoga; (archaic) vosstanie" , palxav la "mjateznyj , smutnyj", 
palxavsa "buntar ' , mjateXnik", palxan- "stanovit* sja mutnym, 
mutit* sja; buntovat ' ; volnovat' sja, bezpokoit ' s ja" (fact. 
palxantar-). palxanu "smuta, bunt; volnenie, trevoga, 
sumatoha", palxanulla "smutnyj, mjate iny j , mjate íno ; 
t revo íny j , t r evo íno " , palxar "bolgarin, bolgarski j " , ' palxarla 
"po bolgarski j ; bo lgarski j " ; p&lxat-"mutit' (Sidkost ' ) ; 
voroífcit ' (napr. v e í í i ) " , in figurative sense: "se jat ' smutu, 
podstrekat ' , pr i l ivat ' k buntu". 
These are surprising and archaic data on the expla -
nation of an archaic etnonym and likely peculiar are the 
occurrences in the OT inscriptions already cited further 
in Ibn Muhanna bul^aq, Kumyk bulgavur ( ! ) " smuta, 
smjatenie, neurjadica", Alt, Verbicki j (1884) p'ilgaq, , 
Khakass pilgax, pulgax "sumahota smjatenie, vozmuSienie, 
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trevoga" etc . (see Egorov 1964, p. 147, Joki 1952). 
The etnonym Bulbar pertains here too. We do not 
know what the meaning of bulbar was as an appellative; 
it doe8 not occur as such. The verb bul^a- has the 
following meaning in a political context: " to cause a state 
of d isorder" (and not " to res is t " ) and the nomen verbale 
with - r : bulbar "Aufwühler, Aufwiegler, Revolutionär", 
Bulbar is thus: "das Volk der Revolutionäre, das Volk 
von Leuten, die gegen die Herschaft zum Aufruhr re izen" . 
The name is a symbol of the love of f reedom of 
the Bulgarian people. This is not an empty phraseology. 
The word race has been often discredited, but the people 
have their character . . _ 
I have dealt with the double category " l oya l - rebe l " 
in the Turkic etnonymics in 1930 (pp. 38-39). To this 
pertains Bulbar on the one hand, and, on the other, the . 
etnonyms Av%ar "der sich ergibt' Sah - seven "der den 
Shach lieb hat" and most likely Uy^ur "folgend, sich 
anpassend". 
' x 
The new literature on the name o f fers nothing of 
essrential importance. Pe l l i o t ' s opinion can be found in 
Pell iot 1949, p .228 , with a meticulous analysis of the 
carefully col lected data. He writes: " . . . N e serait - i l 
pas possible , que Bulbar fut en relaite une forme % 
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suffixe -gar du verbe bul - qui signifie " t rouver " , et par 
suite, au point de vue sémantique, un synonyme de 
Tapar Tabar dont il a été question plus haut (p. 183)? 
Sans pouvoir en administrer la preuve formel le , c ' e s t a 
cette solution que j ' inc l ine actuellement". 
The Pe l l i o t ' s hypothesis is subtly concieved, but 
semantically very weak (and morphologically not very 
successful) , 
A very good short summary oï the ear l ier in-
vestigations can be found in Vasmer ' s Russian etymological 
dictionary (Vasmer I, p. 102). 
For various reasons it is to be very important to 
4 
me what J. B. Rudnickij writes (1962) : (bolhârin) "The 
name is generally considered as a Tk. borrowing in S I . , 
the ultimate source being OTk. bulgar hal f -breed, one 
of mixed r a c e " , c f , bulgamak "to m i x " ; according to 
Pell iot , Oeuvres posthumes 2 (Paris 1950), 228-229, the 
name orig . meant " rebe l l , troubler" Jon l o c . cit . Pell iot 
says nothing similar,"^ this is my hypothesis layed 
in 1927. J; in his Origins of Russia (87) G. Vemadsky 
derives the name f rom the Alanic: " in Osset ic bylgaeron 
"means shore, bank (of a r iver ) " ; also "edge (of a bluff, 
or a h i l l ) " .On this basis the name "Bulgar" might be 
interpreted as "Shore people" . The name seems to be of 
the same type as that of the Slavic tribe Pomonare ("Sea 
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Shore" tribe). It should be noted that in Byzantine sources 
the area of the Origin of Great Bulgaria is defined as 
stretching f r o m Maeotis ( i . e . Sea of Azov) to the "Kouphis 
( i . e . Kuban) River " £a not very convincing hypothesiej ; in-
conceivable are attempts to derive the name f rom G. Balger 
" f ighter" , DeSev ZONF 2, 198-199, or f r om the name of the 
Volga River respect ive ly" . 
See also the new etymological dictionary of the B u l -
garian language: Balgarski etimologicen re&iik, p. 99. 
Notes 
* On a collation of data, connections and etymology of 
this verb see in Joki 1952, pp. 88, 109. I would add the 
data of Abuiqa (Ed. by A. Vambery, p. 37), Tarama 
SOzltigtl: bulgalak, Derleme SOzltigtl: bul - etc . 
2 I do not see Boodberg, HJAS I, p. 291 cited. 
3 ZDMG NF. Ill, p . 165, Samlede Afhandliger III, p. 507; 
se most recently BeSevliev 1970. 
4 
L . Kiss was kind to1- call my attention to this work. I 
have to o f fer my thanks to him also for some other data. 
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ZWEI WOLGABOLGARISCHE LEHNWÖRTER IN DER 
MUNDART DER GETAUFTEN TATAREN 
von 
ÁRPÁD BERTA 
In seinem Aufsatz "Some Volga Bulgárián Words in 
the Volga Kipchak Langauges" hat Pro fessor Röna-Tas 
darauf hingewiesen, dass es neben der gut bekannten Rich-
tung der Entlehnungen (Tatarische —# Tschuwassische) auch 
zahlreiche Falle gibt, wo die Richtung der Entlehnungen 
umgekehrt ist. * 
Wahrend der Beschäftigung mit den tatarischen Auf-
2 
Zeichnungen von Gábor Bálint fielen mir einige mundart-
liche Wörter auf, die in das Tatarische aus dem Wolga-
bolgarischen eingedrungen sind. Ich möchte hier zwei 
Wörter von ihnen behandeln. 
1. tatBOstr %5klan- 'elidegenít, el lop; entwenden' 
< suklan- f — WB suxl an- ^ jfoqlan- vgl. 
PT XyPq ' e s gibt nichts* 
3 
Türkische Angaben:. 
Kiptschakische: yugal- ' t e r ja t ' s j a , propadat' , 
i s í e z a t ' , skryt' s ja ' (tat), yugalt- ' t e r ja t ' , utraí ivat ' ' 
(ebd), ySyal- , jrUJal- ' elveszik, verlorengehen, umkom-
men' (tatB), yu^alt- ' e lvesz í t , verl ieren, umkommen 
lassen' (ebd), yugal ' - , jfufay- 'propadat ' , t er ja t ' s ja ' 
(TTDS), yugat' - , y u ^ a t ' J f u ^ a l t t n - ' t e r j a t ' , po ter ja t " 
15 -
(ebd), yu^al- ' poterjat ' sja ' (baschk), yu'falt- ' p o t e r j a t ' ' 
(ebd), j o g o l - ' poterjat ' sja, is ieznut*, sginut' , p ropas t ' ' 
(kirg), j ogot - ' p o t e r j a t ' , utratit ' , ras trat i t ' ' (ebd); 
Ogusische: yoko l - ' uniJitoSat' sja, byt' unictozennym, 
pogibat ' , i s c e z a t ' ' (osm), yokla- ' vspominat ' , t rat i t ' , 
rashodovat ' , t e r ja t ' , unictoiat*, ubivat'\ (tkm), yoklan-
' vspominat' sja, byt* potracennym, izrashodovannym, 
tratit' s ja, rashodovat' sja, byt' uterjannym, terjat' sja, 
byt' unictoXennym, unictozat 's ja , byt' ubitym' (ebd), 
yogal - ' p ropadat ' , i scezat ' (postepenno), ter jat ' s ja , 
umirat ' , pogibat' (ebd); 
Tschuwassische: suxal - ' p ropadat ' , isÜezat ' ' (Aäma-
r'in XII ; 289), suxat- ' t e r j a t " (ebd). 
Die türkischen Angaben aus den anderen Sprachgrup-
pen s. Clauson 900a, 902ab; Räsanen 1969, 205b; Egorov 
1964, 222. 
Die angeführten türkischen Wortformen gehen auf die 
urtürkischen Verbalst imme X yöqad- ' u m k o m m e n ' , X yoqa l -
' umkommen, ver lorengehen ' , Xyoqalt - ' ve r l i e ren , u m -
, 4 
kommen lassen zurück. 
Die für das tatarische mundartliche Zeitwort sSklan-
' entwenden'als Quelle vermutete wolgabolgarische Wort -
X1 Xy X form suxlan- ^ joqlan- ~ PT yoqlan- geht unmittelbar 
X X «• 
auf yoq ' e s gibt nichts" zurück: yoq + - l a - ' V e r b a l -
suffix ' + -n 'Suff ix des P a s s i v u m s ' . Zur Bildung vgl. 
die angeführten türkmenischen Zeitwörter (yokla- und 
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yoklan-) . 
Die Bedeutung des tatarischen Zeitwortes s^klan-
'entwenden' lässt sich durch folgende Kette der Bedeutungs-
entwicklung erklaren: ' v e r l o r e n , vernichtet werden' > . 
' jmdra. Verlust verursachen' > 'entwenden' . Die pass iv i -
sche Bedeutung dürfte sich vielleicht auf dem tatarischen 
Sprachgebiet verdunkelt haben.^ 
Die Konsonanten des wolgabolgarischen Zeitwortes 
XAuxlan- und - x - wurden im Tatarischen durch Ii - und 
7 
- k - substituiert. Das Wort ist vor der tatarischen Laut-
entwicklung Xu > £ entlehnt worden. 
2. tatB Sfrt ' c s o r o s z l y a , hosszú vas (ekén); Pf lug-
m e s s e r ' < X s fr t 4 - WB X|írt_ < X s f r t ~ PT 
sírt 'Rücken ' 
Türkische Angaben: 
Kiptschakische: sírt 'hrebet , spina, gornyj hrebet, 
kr ja í , greben' gory ' (tat), sfrt 'hát , hátgerinc, hegyge-
rinc, Rücken, Rückgrat, Bergrücken' (tatB), p&ak s 
'késhát , (késfoka), Messerrücken ' (ebd), sfrt ' zadnjaja 
storona cego-1. ' (TTDS), Sfrt 'konski j vo los ' (ebd), hfrt 
' sp ina, hrebet, g r e b e n ' ' (baschk), sfrt ' vnesnaja storona, 
vneSnost ' ; to, cto nahoditsja ne vnutri, a za predelami 
<5ego-l. ; per i fer i ja ; mestnost ' otstojaäcaja daleko ot stol icy, 
ot goroda; tyl 'naja storona, spinka, obuh (noza, meca) ; 
syrty (vysokogornoe plató, vysokogornaja dolina)' (kirg); 
- 17 -
Ogusische: sirt ' spina, greben' (gory, holma), spinka, 
tupaja storona (noXa i t. p . ) ' (osm), ai'rt ' zadnjaja c a s t ' , 
vozvysennost ' ' (tkm); 
Tschuwassiscüe: B%rt ' h o l m , vozvysennost ' ' (A&marin 
XI, 278-9) , Sart ' c a s t ' pluga, sabana; verhnie plavniki u 
ryby na spine' (Asmarin XVII, 340). 
Die weiteren türkischen Angaben s. Clauson 846ab; 
Räsänen 1969, 419b; Egorov 1964, 184. 
Die hierher gehörenden türkischen Wortformen weisen 
eine breite Bedeutungsentwicklung auf. Die ursprüngliche B e -
x 8 deutung des PT sfrt konnte nach Clauson 'Rücken ' sein. 
Die anderen Bedeutungen, wie ' R ü c k g r a t ' , ' B e r g r ü c k e n ' , 
' M e s s e r r ü c k e n ' , ' P f l u g m e s s e r ' , ' R ü c k e n f l o s s e ' , 'Mahne ' 
(d.h. das was auf dem Genick des Pferdes ist) u . s . w . 
/ 
lassen B i c h aus der ursprünglichen Bedeutung 'Rücken ' gut 
erklären. 
Die angeführten kiptschakischen und ogusischen Wort-
formen mit anlautendem a - (baschk h - ) sind die "erwarteten" 
Entsprechungen des PT X s fr t . Das tschuwassische sart 
' P f l u g m e s s e r , Rückenflosse ' ist ebenso eine regelmässig 
entwickelte F o r m (WB * s - vor -_i- > a_- und WB X-_i- > - a - ) . 
Das Wort s£rt 'Hügel, Höhe* kann dagegen eine Entlehnung 
. , . 1 0 aus dem Tatarischen sein. 
Die tatarischen mundartlichen Wortformen Sirt ' P f lug-
m e s s e r ' und sirt 'Mähne' sind wolgabolgarischen Entlehnunge 
- 18 -
Anme r kungen 
Róna-Tas 1976, 169-75. 
Bálint 1875-77. Der Verfasser dieses Artikels hat die 
textkritische Neuausgabe der Aufzeichnungen von Bálint 
im Druck. 
Die der Etymologie angehörigen Wörter sind -ausser 
dem Tschuwassischen- nur aus dem Tatarischen, 
Baschkirischen, Kirgisischen, Osmanischen und Turk-
menischen zitiert. Die türkischen Angaben aus den an-
deren Türksprachen siehe in den Wörterbüchern von 
Clauson, Räsänen und Egorov. 
s. Clauson a . a . O . Clauson führt diese Verbalformen x — x — 
auf das Wort yoq ^ ^ o - + ' dev. Nomensuff ix ' 
zurück. Auf das ehemalige Vorhandensein des Stammes 
y o - weisen auch die folgenden Verba hin: jfuy- 'terjat* , 
p o t e r j a t " (TTDS), Juyal- ' propadat ' , ter jat 's ja* (ebd), 
yuyal- ' e l vesz ik , verloren gehen, umkommen' (tatB), 
yuyalt- , yuyht - 'elveszít , ' verl ieren, umkommen lassen' 
(ebd), jfoy- 'unicto&at ' , likvidirovat*, utrac ivat ' , t e r j a t ' ' 
(kirg), j oyul - ' unicto2at 's ja , u t r a i i v a t ' s j a ' , ter jat 's ja* 
jehd). Diese Verbal formen deuten den Verbalstämm 
yod - ' l iquidieren '^ • y o - + - d an. 
Vgl. auch Levitskaja 1976, 165-7. 
s . Bálint 1877, 85, wo Bálint darauf hinweist, daag die 
mit -n suffigierten Verba in der Mundart der getauften 
Tataren auch ohne passivische Bedeutung gebraucht w e r -
den können. 
Zu der Substitution des anlautenden WB X s - durch im 
Tatarischen s. Röna-Tas 1976, 173. In der Mundart der 
getauften Tataren steht immer k statt g. 
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s. Clauson a . a . O . 
Nach ihrer F o r m hatte die Pflugschar wichtige Ähnlich, 
keiten mit dem Messer(rücken), e. darüber Muhametlin 
1977, 39. 
Es kann nicht völlig ausgeschlossen werden, dass 
das WB sirt - um Homonymformen zu vermeiden - un-
regelmassig zu sart wurde. In diesem Falle könnte auch 
das ung. szirt ' F e l s e n ' - trotz des anlautenden s -
(orth. s z - ) - zu den bol gar türkischen Lehnwörtern der 
ungarischen Sprache gerechnet werden. 
Die Lautgestalt des wolgabolgarischen Wortes konnte zur 
Zeit der ^Entlehnung Sirt oder 8Srt sein. Die Entlehnung 
des WB Sfrt ' P f l u g m e s s e r ' weist auf die Rolle der 
Wolgabolgaren in der Pflugbauwirtschaft im Wolga-Gebiet 
hin. Die Bedeutung ' P f l u g m e s s e r , Pflugschar ' darf aber 
nicht als eine spezielle wolgabolgarische Bedeutungsent-
wicklung betrachtet werden. Vgl. dazu AAH: si'rt ' yüksek 
arazi , Kipjakfada - sapan d e m i r i ' , s. auch Clauson a . a . O . 
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REMARKS ON V . G . E G O R O V ' S ETYMOLOGICAL 
DICTIONARY OF THE CHUVASH IANGUAGE* 
by 
HASAN EREN 
In point of vocal ism and grammatical structure, the 
Chuvash language has a special place among Turkic lan-
guages. For that reason, it seemed essential that T u r c o -
logists study the Chuvash language and determine its place 
among the Turkic languages by taking into consideration 
questions of phonetics and grammar. Several European 
scholars have joined in this activity. As it became clear 
that, in addition to Hungarian and Cheremis (Mari), a 
good many languages had been affected by Chuvash, Hun-
garian and Finnish scholars in particular .have made spe -
cial e f forts in that field. Of the Hungarian scholars , J. 
Budenz, Z . G o m b o c z , J. Németh and L. Ligeti may be m e n - . 
tioned as examples. Of Finnish scholars , Y. Wichmann, 
H. Paa8onen, G. J. Rannstedt and M.Räsänen deserve notice. 
N. Poppe has also discussed the subject. 
During World War II, J. Benzing was studying the 
Chuvash language in Germany, while in Denmark, K. 
Gr^nbech kept going the Chuvash dialect studies, a tradi -
tion since V.Gr^nbech began work in this f ield. O .Pr i t sak , 
as well , wrote some valuable papers on like subjects. 
F irs t published in Turkish: Çuvaff Dilinin Etymologique 
Sözlttgü: Türk Dili Ära^tirmalari Yilligi Belleten 1972, 
pp. 241-265. 
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In Russia, N. I. AÍmar in was the most prominent 
specialist in Ghuvash language. It was particularly 
through his Thesaurus linguae Tschuvaachorum that 
A^marin became well-known. In recent years, V. G. 
Egorov has published some papers of value on the sub-
jec t . Egorov ' 8 f i rst major work was published in 1930. 
As a continuation of that work he recently published a 
Chuvash etymological dictionary (1964). 
E g o r o v ' s above-mentioned work has aroused wide 
scientific interest since its publication. Of its review 
and critical notices in learned journals, K . H . M e n g e s ' s 
(1968a) and J.Németh* s works (1970) deserve mention. 
Following in their footsteps, I wish to make my c o m -
ments on E g o r o v ' s dictionary. 
On page 30, Egorov compares the Chuvash f o r m 
of the word arak, arka ' skirt ' to the Turkish etek, 
which in my view is incorrect . The Turkic Bound - t -
( < OT X - t - ) has been retained by the Chuvash lan -
guage. It is well-known, however, that the OT - d -
has become - r - in Chuvash, as e. g . , in OT adaq > 
Chuv. ura ' f o o t ' . OT X<pcfig Chuv. xuran 'beech 
t r e e ' . The Turkic word etek takes the f o r m etek or 
itek in every dialect. The f o r m edek to be found 
in Altai (Oirat), Teleut and Shor is secondary. Thus 
we cannot assume the existence of the form edek in 
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Old Turkic . Consequently, it would be erroneous to relate 
the Chuvash word arSk to the Turkic etek. 
On page8 31-32, Egorov states that the Chuvash word 
araslan ' l i o n ' is a borrowing f r om Tatar. Nevertheless, 
an archaic f o rm of this word: uslan kayak (kayak) is still 
used by the Chuvash people. 
It is quite clear f r om the entry that Egorov was un-
aware of the existence of a number of papers about the 
word arslan. We may pass over the fact that he does not 
seem to have read L . Patrubányi 's article (1881), but he 
should have made use of the conclusions drawn in the 
seminal essay of W.Bang (1916-17). A.5i?erbak in his 
work (1961) turned to account both Patrubányi 's and B a n g ' s 
conclusions (pp. 137-138). But it seems like Egorov had 
not read those works, and his sources did not range b e -
yond the writings of Ramstedt and rbak. 
J .Németh (1942) made comments upon the etymology 
of the Turkish word arslan. Scierbak, who also discussed 
the etymology of the word, had no knowledge of Németh 's 
paper. This fact makes us understand why Egorov, like 
Síerbak, has not come to hear about the paper. 
On page 32, under the heading arman ' m i l l ' , Egorov 
gives the cognates of the Turkish word degirmen in other 
Turkic languages: Kirgiz tegirmen, Uzbek tegirmon, 
Turkmen degirmen, Kara-Kalpak digirman. It is quite 
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c lear that the Chuv. ár man ( ^ avarman) can be traced 
back to the stem avar- ( «y ev i r - ) ' t o turn*. In fact, there 
is no dif ference between the structure of this word and 
degirmen. However, the cognates of degirmen in the other 
Turkic languages should not have been entered. 
The Chuvash word asak ' a s s * on p. 38 is a loan-
-word f rom Tatar. 
On p. 46, when enumerating the cognates of the Chu-
vash word valak (or vulak) ' g r o o v e * , Egorov mixed up 
the Turkic forms oluk and yalak. It goes without saying 
that the Chuv. valak has been traced back to oluq. Thus 
the inclusion of yalak in addition to olaq is wrong. R e -
cently, a l so , the Hungarian word vályú has been, traced 
back to Chuvash (Palló 1971a, p. 85). 
On p. 48, after the Turkic cognates of the Chuvash 
word vakar (or makar) ' o x ' , the Hungarian word ökör 
should have been mentioned, as well . Moreover , the 
author should have taken into consideration the publica-
tions about the origin of this word by J. Németh and G. J. 
Ramstedt. 
On p. 60, having enumerated the cognates of the 
Chuvash word yev£g 'matchmaker* , the Turkish elyi , 
Bashk. yausi , Tat. yauci , Kara-Kalpak jausi, Turkmen 
savE'i, the author adds the comment that the word elyi 
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derives f r om the Turkic stem e l , i l . 
This entry needs elaboration on more than one account: 
/ l / the Chuvash word yev£e cannot be related to the 
Turkish elyi , 
/ 2 / the Turkish word el^i cannot be traced back to the 
stem el^ (or il) , 
/ 3 / the Chuvash word cannot be compared to the Tatar 
f o r m yau<£i ( — Bashk. yaucl), 
/ 4 / no connection whatever is to be supposed between 
the Tatar word yauEi an the Turkmen sav&l. 
I would argue that of the f o r m s given by Egorov, 
the Tatar word yau&i alone can be taken into consideration. 
On p. 73 Egorov , besides enumerating the cognates 
of the Chuvash word yava 'nes t , h o m e ' , touches upon the 
question of tracing back the Turkish word yuva ( uya) 
to the word (stem) 6y - , fly- ' t o prevent, to s t o p ' . To the 
best of my knowledge, the origin of the Turkish word yuva 
has been unidentified to this day. But, at any rate, it can-
not be connected with the stem tijr-. And is in this ten-
try the author should have diclosed that the word yava 
was borrowed into Chuvash f rom the neighbouring lan-
guages. 
Similarly, it is quite clear that the Chuv. yavas 
' slow' is another borrowing f rom Tatar. 
I could not find the form yiyi , suggested by the 
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author to be the cognate of the Chuvash word yava on 
page 73, when trying to look it up in Mahmud KasgarT's 
Divan (Brockelmann). In addition to this, Egorov includes 
the following f o rms : Turkish koyu, Bashk. quyi, Nogay 
qoy'i, Kazakh and Kara-Kalpak qoyu. To the Nogay word 
qoy'i the author has attached the word y'iyl ' t h i c k ' , as well. 
In my opinion, the Chuvash word yava should not 
have been compared to any other f o rm but y'iy'i. It is a 
known fact that the Turkic sound c -̂ changed to in s ev -
eral Chuvash words , e . g . Turkic qa l - ** Chuv. yul - , 
Turkic qan •»» Chuv. yun, Turkic g a r - ** Chuv. yur. (The 
Chuvash cognate of the Turkic word qanat is sunat which, 
doubtlessly, goes back to the form"^*vunat.) Consequently, 
it may be supposed that the Chuvash form yava is derived 
f r om the word qoyu. Nevertheless, it is the Nogay word 
y'iy'i , which seems to be the most c losely related to the 
Chuv. yHtva, both in point of phonetics and of semantics. 
On p. 74, Egorov states that he could not find the 
counterparts of the Chuvash word yamak ' s i s t e r ' in the 
other Turkic languages. As mentioned also by Egorov, 
G. J. Ramstedt (1922-23, p. 20) traced back this word to 
the Turkic quma ' s e c o n d w i f e ' . Yet, Ramstedt 's c o m -
parison cannot be easily adopted. It would de difficult to 
connect the two words even in terms of phonetics. We 
are aware of th fact that the Turkic sound changed to 
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in many Chuvash words ( e . g . , Turkic qa l - , qan, qin 
Chuv. yul, yun, yene). But it cannot be supposed that, 
as a result of the above sound-change, a f o r m like the 
Chuv. yámak developed f r o m the Turkic quma. L. Ligeti 
argued (1938) that the sound-change > which has 
taken place in Chuvash, can be observed in words containing 
a long vowel. With the word quma, this is out of the 
question. We have no alternative but to adopt the opinion 
of G. Doer fer , who argues that the Turkic quma is a l oan-
-word in Turkish f r o m Mongolian (I, item 287). 
On p. 75, the author has failed to indicate the fact 
that the Chuvash words yamran and yana& were borrowed 
into Chuvash f r o m Tatar. 
Similarly, it is evident that the Chuvash word 
ySipar has also been borrowed f r o m the neighbouring lan-
guages. Moreover , the author has failed to mention that 
the Turkic y'ipar has a counterpart in Hungarian (the Hun-
garian word gyopár). Recently, in 1969, an excellent p a -
per was written on the Hungarian word gyopár by L. Ligeti , 
On page 76, the author states that the derivation of 
the Chuvash word yarana ' stirrup' is unknown to him. H. 
Paasonen (1908), connected this word with the Turkic 
word ttzegi. Following Paasonen, Z . G o m b o c z also adopted 
this comparison (1902a). 
The question of the Turkic counterparts of the 
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Chuvash word yëner ' saddle' on page 78 is rather complex. 
Egorov has listed the various forms of the Turkic word 
eyer ( < eder) (eyer, eger , ezer . . . ) as cognates. It f o l -
l o w s f rom the above instances that the Turkic word eyer 
goes back to the f o r m eder . The counterpart of the Turkic 
sound - d - is supposed to be - r - in Chuvash, as in the 
Turkic adaq ' f o o t ' f Chuv. ura, Turkic adiq ' s o b e r ' 
Chuv. ura, etc . Consequently, in Chuvash, the f o rm 
x 
e r e r should be inferred to be the counterpart of the 
Turkic word eder. Thus, whether the Chuv. yëner could 
be compared with the Turkic eyer (eger, ezer ) , 
que otion) to be considered carefully. 
On page 84, Egorov has confined himself to c o m p a r -
ing the Chuvash f o r m kavân ' gourd' with the Turkic qavun 
(Tat. qavin, Turkmen gavin . . . ). It is evident that this 
word has been adopted into Chuvash f rom the neighbouring 
Turkic languages. 
As to the derivation of the Turkic word qavun f r o m 
Arabian, I am quite certain that this is absolutely i m p r o p -
e r . This word, which has long been current in the Turkic 
languages, cannot be of Arabic derivation. 
On page 88, the author has added the f o rm kenevir 
to the Turkish word kendir as a cognate of the Chuv. 
kantar ' h e m p ' . In my view, under the Chuvash word 
kantar, it would have been sufficient to list the f o rm 
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kendir, still current in most Turkic languages, as a c o g -
nate. However, the word kenevir, which is not represented 
in any other Turkish dialect except that of Anatolia, cannot 
be compared with the Turkic kendir. If at all , only the stems 
of the two words could be connected. 
It is a known fact that several words analogous to 
kendir may be found in Greek, German, and the Slavic 
languages. These words were dealt with in a publication 
by Z . G o m b o c z (1927). 
It is also known that the Hungarian word kender 
'hemp* has been taken into Hungarian f r o m Turkic (Gom-
b o c z , 1912, pp. 92-93). This word was c lassed by Gombocz 
among Bulgar-Turkic loan-words. Consequently, the Hung. 
kender may have been grouped under kantar. 
On pages 88-89, Egorov has grouped together into 
the cognates of the Chuv. kap ' shape, f o r m ' the Turkic 
f o r m s gap and kep. In my view, he should not have c o n -
fused the gap with kep. It is obvious that it is the T u r -
kic word kep, which the Chuv. kap can be related to. 
The Hungarian word kep 'p ic ture ' has also been adopted 
f r o m Turkic (Gombocz, 1912, pp. 93-94). 
On page 95, under kacaka ' g o a t ' , Egorov has failed 
to re fer to the Hungarian word kecske . Yet, this is the 
f o r m , which is the most closely related to the Chuvash 
f o r m kanaka. If Egorov had taken this fact into cons id-
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eration, he could, not have traced back the Chuvash word 
kanaka to the form kaca taka. 
Under this heading, the author should also have 
discussed, besides the Turkic word keci , the form e£ki, 
represented in all the other Turkic dialects. Z . G o m b o c z , 
when listing the Turkic cognates of the Hungarian word 
kecske, f i rst wanted to distinguish the f o rm e?ki f r om 
the word keci , but in his later works he dealt more and 
more often with the c lose connection between the two 
words. J.Németh (1942, pp.286-300) though agreeing with 
G o m b o c z ' s view, was not against comparing the Turkic 
word keci ( ^ ke£ki) with the f o rm eJiki. Like Németh, 
T . Halasi-Kun, in his work on the dropping out of the 
Kipchak sound k - , connected the Turkic f orms keEi and 
eíki_ (1950, pp. 50-51). Finally, A . M . S Í e r b a k (1961) 
took the view that the forms ke&i and e£ki can be traced 
back to a common stem. 
In J. Németh* s above-mentioned work, the etymology 
of the word keEi can also be found; in my paper (1953, 
p. 55), I also attempted to support this etymology by sup-
plying a new piece of evidence. 
Sle rbak stated in his above-mentioned work that the 
Chuv. kanaka was a loan-word f r o m Russian. The Bashk. 
keze and the Tat. káza are also supposed to be loan-
-words but the Chuv. kanaka can have nothing in common 
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with the Russian koza. 
Egorov needn't have re ferred to the Kazakh, Kirgiz , 
Kara-Kalpak teke at all, if e<?ki, a word current in the 
Turkic languages, has not been included. 
On page 95, as well , after listing the Turkic cognates 
of the Chuvash word' ka&ak ' spoon ' , he did not indicate that 
this word has been taken into the Chuvash language f r o m 
Tatar dialects. 
Egorov has compared the Chuvash word kavakal 
'duck ' with the Bashkir and Tatar ktigel, as well as the 
Kirgiz kOgOl ' d r a k e ' . This comparison, known f o r a long 
t ime, was established by Paasonen. Yet, the author was 
not completely satisfied with this comparison, and sug-
gested that this word might be traced back to an onomato-
poeic kva kva, in imitation of the duck ' s quack. 
The Turkic languages have some bird-names going 
back to onomatopes, such as the Turkish ibibik, karga, 
saksagan . . . Yet, , it hardly seems probable that the Chuv. 
kavakal should prove to be such an onomatope. 
The word kavakal means 'duck ' in Chuvash. The 
current meaning of the above-mentioned Bashkir, Tatar, 
and Kirgiz f o r m s is ' d r a k e ' . It is well-known that, in 
the dialects of Anatolia, the Turkish sjflvel means a 
'green-headed duck ' . I argued in an article of mine (1958) 
treating the words derived f rom the Turkish word gflk 
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' s k y ' . Besides the word gövel ' d u c k ' , the word yegilbag 
'drake ' is also used by the Turks of Anatolia. Thus, the 
word kögöl ( w kügel), common in Turkic languages, may 
be used with the meaning ' d r a k e ' , anyway. Among the 
derivatives of the Turkic gök, several bird-names can be 
found. It will suffice to mention the Turkish word gűvercin 
(Chuv. k& vakarcan ' p i g e o n ' ) . It is evident that this word 
is a derivative of the Turkish stem gök (Chuv. k&vak). The 
Chuvash word kavakarcan has been explained by Egorov , 
too, in terms of kavak. Consequently, the Chuvash word 
kavakal ' duck ' cannot supposed to be an onomatope. 
D.S .Setarov (1970, p. 89) states that the Russian 
gogol ' is a loan-word adopted into Russian f r o m Turkish. 
Equally, F . P . Filin (1962, p. 210) takes this word for an 
onomatope. 
On page 97, when listing the Turkic cognates of the 
Chuvash word kavar ' a live coal f r om a f i re , e m b e r s ' , 
Egorov also gives the Turkish f o rm kor ' a live c o a l ' . It 
is well-known that both kor and köz are forms in use in 
Anatolia. In the f o r m köz, this word is also represented 
in the Altai dialects. In some of these dialects, the f o r m 
kos occurs , as well. It is obvious that the latter goes 
back to the f o r m koz. 
In addition to köz, another f orm, kor is employed 
in Turkish. This f o rm has long been connected with the 
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word qoz ( > qos) , current in the Turkic languages. In this 
respect , Egorov was quite right to group both kor and 
köz with the cognates of the Chuv. kXvar. Yet. Egorov has 
not confined himself to including the above-mentioned forms 
under this heading, he has also added the Turkmen hovur 
' h e a t ' , the Turkish kavur- , the Uzbek kovur- , and some 
other like words . 
There is no connection whatever between the Turkic 
words köz ( *» qoz) ~ qor and qavur- . Thus, it was wrong 
of Egorov to include the word kavur- under this heading. 
Right at the end, Egorov states that this Turkic word 
is an old loan-word f r om Persian. 
The Turkic f o r m raises several problems that should 
be discussed: which is the older f o rm, koz köz), current 
in Turkic languages or kor , represented in the dialects of 
Anatolia and the Balkans? Again, is there any connection 
between the Turkic word köz ( ~ qoz) and the Teleut kö 
' s o o t ' ? Can any connection be supposed between the a b o v e - , 
-mentioned words and the stem k ö y - ( k ü y - ) ' t o b u r n ' ? 
Couldn ' t the Turkish word kömür ' c o a l ' be derived f rom 
that s tem? A s long as we have no answers to these ques -
tions, it will be a difficult problem to enter into etymo-
logical arguments. 
At the end of the entry, Egorov, has also added 
the stem küy- ( ~ kö£-) ' t o burn ' , current in Turkic lan-
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guages. 
On page 97, Egorov has given as a cognate of the 
Chuvash word kaykar ' f a l c o n ' , the Bashkir word q'iy^Ir 
'•harrier (for hunting hens)' alone. Yet, this word is rep -
resented in several Turkic languages in the f o rm qlry'iy 
' h a w k ' . Consequently, The Chuv. kaykar is a metathetical 
variant for the word qir^iy. The metathesis in this word 
may be supported by the instance o* the Turkish word 
toygar ' l a r k ' . The old f o rm of the word torgay is r e p r e -
sented in several Turkic languages. In J. Nemeth's view 
(1943, p. 101), even the Hung, karvaly (Turkic qir^iv) may 
be considered a Turkic loan-word. 
On page 100, when discussing the Chuvash word 
karkka ' t u r k e y ' , notice may have been taken of the Turkish 
word gurk ( kurk), too. In Turkish, this word means 
both ' turkey cock ' and ' b r o o d - h e n ' . In the Anatolian d ia -
lects , forms like gurk- ( a/ kurk) are used together with 
gtlrk- ( ~ kOrkJj gulk, guluk ( k u l u k ) , gttlQk ( ~ ktilttk), 
ktlliak, etc . In Anatolia, the f o rms culuk ( cfllflk) 
culluk, ^uluk, etc . have been adopted, as well. 
On page 101, under kasamak ' m e a s l e s ' , Egorov has 
derived the Turkic q'izamiq f rom q'izxl amaq! 
This is a bad etymology without any serious founda-
tion. The author has admitted under this heading that the 
Chuv. kasamak is a Tatar loan-word; he has even r e c o r d -
I 
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ed the Old Chuvash a cognate of the word q'izam'iq 
(xerlexen). It is characteristic of the entire dictionary 
that Egorov, treating words borrowed f r o m Tatar, does 
not indicate this explicitly. The Tatar words must be 
indicated as such - as under this heading - otherwise 
those unacquainted with phonetical characterist ics of the 
Chuvash language may not easily recognize this fact. 
On page 105, under kentek ' n a v e l ' , Hung. kOldOk 
' n a v e l ' , may have been added to the Kirgiz , Kazakh, 
Uzbek, and Tatar data (Z .Gombocz , 1912, pp. 103-104). 
Paasonen compared the Chuvash word kepe ' shirt ' 
with the word kflbe ' a r m o u r ' . On pages 105-106, when 
listing the Turkic cognates of the word kepe. Egorov 
has added to the kflbe the Turkish kab, kap, the Altai 
and Shor kep, the Khakass kip ' example , pattern ' , the 
Nogay qap&iq , the Tatar qapciq, the Uzbek qop, qop^iq 
' s a c k ' , the Turkish kebe ' c l o a k ' , etc. - ye t there is no 
connection whatever between these words and the Chuv. 
kepe. The Turkish word kap cannot be connected with 
V 
the Chuv. kepe, either in terms of phonetics or in those 
of semantics. The word kep ' e x a m p l e ' , as pointed out 
above, is a cognate of the Chuv. kap. Thus, the word 
kep need not have been included under kepe. 
As to the Turkish word kebe, in Anatolia this word 
has taken another f o r m , as well, kepe. In A . T i e t z e ' s 
view (1955, p. 223, item 109), the f o r m kebe has been adopt-
ed into Turkish f r o m Armenian (gaba), and the f o rm kepe 
f r o m Greek. Consequently, the Turkish word kebe cannot be 
c lassed among the cognates of the Chuv. kepe. 
On page 109, when listing the cognates of the Chuvash 
word kerü kerev ' b r i d e g r o o m ' , the author has. added the 
Azerbaijani word küreken and the Turkmen word köreken 
to the f o rms küdegO, kttyegü, kttyö, küyö, küyü, küze, 
kűtüö, gflvey, e tc . 
At f irst sight, it seems that the word küreken 
( ** köreken) and the Chuvash word kerfl ( < kerev) are 
very much alike in terms of phonetics and those of s e -
mantics . This l ikeness, however, is misleading. This 
word and the Chuv. kerfl have nothing in common, because 
kttreken köreken) has been borrowed into the Turkic 
languages f r o m Mongolian (Mong. kflrgen > kflregen ' b r i d e -
g r o o m ' ) . There fore , the word küreken ( *•> köreken) cannot 
be c lassed among the Turkic cognates of the Chuv. kerfl. 
At present, the origin of the Turkish gflvey ( ^ Chuv. 
kerfl < kfldegfl) is controversial . 
On page 110, Egorov has added to the cognates 
grouped under the Chuvash word kesse ' f e l t ' the Turkish 
(and Turkmen) kece and other words current in the Turkic 
languages with the meaning ' f e l t ' , kiyiz, kiz, kigiz, kidis 
etc . 
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Under this heading, the author has confused two Turkic 
words , both meaning ' f e l t* . The Chuv. kSsáe can be c o n -
nected with the Turkish (and Turkmen) words ke%e, alone. 
No connection whatever can be supposed between the Kirgiz , 
Nogay, Kara-Kalpak, Uzbek forms kiyiz ( < kigiz ) and 
the word ke&e. 
On page 111, the author states that he could not find 
a Turkic counterpart for the Chuvash word kiv^en ' deb t , 
l o a n ' , the only examples quoted by him are the Hung. kfll-
csön and the Mong. kfllűafln on the authority of Z . G o m b o c z ' s 
work (1912). The Yakut word kttlösön ' sweat ' has escaped 
the author 's attention. 
The Hung, kale s On was last déalt with by L. Ligeti 
(1935. PP- 112-33). In his view, the Yakut kfllflsdn is a 
loan-word f r o m Mongolian (p. 234). In the above paper, L i -
geti re ferred to every Chuvash word borrowed f r o m Mon-
golian. For that reason, it seems to be a serious short -
coming of not only the above entry, but also of the entire 
dictionary, that Egorov has taken no notice of Ligeti ' s 
work. 
The derivation of the Yakut word kűlOsün ( > kftlühün) 
f r o m Mongolian has also been adopted by Stanislaw 
Kaiuzinsky (1961, p. 82). 
On p. 112, the Hung. kfllytf 'pounder ' may have been 
included under the Chuvash kile ' l a r g e stone or wooden 
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m o r t a r ' . This word is known to be taken into Hungarian 
f r om Turkic . (Gombocz, 1912, p. 104). 
In the Turkic dialects, the word soqu 'stone mortar 
for pounding' is also represented, as well as this f o r m . 
In the Anatolian dialects this word was supplanted, ' except 
for a small area, by the word dibek. A paper of mine , -
discussing the derivation of the word dibek is to come out 
in the near future. 
I also propose to treat the Chuv. maksama ' b e e r ' 
(p. 128). The author has recorded the Kirgiz maqslm ' a 
drink made f r o m fermented barley without malt ' and the 
Tatar f o rms maqs'ima, maqs'im, as the cognates of the 
Chuvash word; and has presumed that the• etymology of 
the word is unknown. The author may not have noticed my 
contribution to the KOrflsi Csoma Archivum (1941-43, pp. 
130-132). 
On page 118, under kunEa ' boo t - l eg or leg of a boot 
or s tocking ' , the author has derived the Turkic word 
qonE f rom the stem kOn ' c o a r s e leather ' . I am convinced 
that no connection whatever can be supposed between the 
Turkic words qonjj and kOn ( *> gdn), either in terms of 
phonetics, , or in terms of grammatical structure, or those 
of semantics. 
On page 118, the word kupSs 'v io l in ' is undoubtedly 
a loan-word f r o m Tatar. 
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On page 119« the matter of the Turkic cognates of the 
* Chuv. kurak 'grass ' is controversial.lt is understandable 
that Egorov, too, had serious difficulties in treating the 
subject. The auther has recorded the Turkish word koruk 
as a cognate of the Chuv. kurak. Nevertheless, it would 
be wrong to connect the Chuv. kurak with the word koruk 
'unripe grape*. 
On page 120, the Turkic cogr.ates of the Chuvash 
word kus ' e y e ' , such as the Kirgiz, Kazakh, Nogay, 
Karachay-Balkar köz, .Turkmen, Turkish göz, etc . have 
been cited by Egorov. The counterpart of the common 
Turkic sound - z is - r in Chuvash, as in Turkish 
sekiz Chuv. sakkar, sakSr ' e i g h t ' , Turkish dokuz Chuv. 
taxxar, taxar ' n i n e ' , Turkish semiz Chuv. samar ' f a t ' , 
etc . The Chuvash f o r m kus is the most c lose ly related to 
the common Turkic köz , in terms of phonetics. There fore , 
Egorov should have indicated that the Chuvash f o rm kus 
is a loan-word f r o m Tatar. 
On page 122, when listing the cognates of the Chuv. 
kttl- ' t o drive (animals), he has added the Turkish 
koy - , Kara-Kalpak koi»-, Turkmen g o s - , etc . to the word 
kfll-, current in the Turkic languages; though no phonetical 
relation can be supposed between them. Thus, it is wrong 
to connect the stems koy- and kö l - . 
As to the Chuv. mayax ' m o u s t a c h e ' , on page 130, 
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it is evident that this is a loan-word f rom Tatar. The 
author has not made this fact quite c lear , just as he has 
failed to give details in other places . 
On page 148, the subject of the cognates of the Chuv. 
p&ri ' buckwheat is a difficult one. Egorov has given the 
Bashkir and Tatar boray 'buckwheat ' , the Turkish, Turk-
men bugday, the Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak b'iday, etc. as c o g -
nates and he has added that the word is also represented 
in the Indo-European languages. 
The Chuv. pari has also been treated by J.Benzing 
(1944). Benzing regarded the Tatar f o rm boray as a Chu-
vash loan-word (p. 26). 
On page 155, when listing the Turkic cognates of 
the Chuv. peve - ' to paint ' , the author has failed to 
mention that this word has been adopted into Chuvash 
f r o m a neighbouring language. As this word is d e r i -
vative of the Turkic f o r m boda- , we should infer a f o r m 
containing an - r - in Chuvash. The Chuvash f o rm peve -
can be derived f r o m the stem buya- ( < boya-) . 
On page 166, the author has traced back the Chu-
vash f o rm purs cin ' silk* f r o m the word barcin, yet he 
has failed to mention the Hung, bársony ' v e l v e t ' , b o r -
es rowed f r om Turkic . A study of the Hung, bársony was 
made by Z . Gombocz . In G o m b o c z ' s works (1927 and 
1928), several interesting instances can be found con -
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cerning the stem, of the word pursan. 
When listing the Turkic cognate of the Chuv. pus 
' h e a d ' , the author has failed to mention that this word 
has been taken into Chuvash f r om Tatar. Yet, it is ob -
vious that this word does not bear the mark of being a 
Chuvash word. On the evidence of the Turkish tas.^Chuv. 
cul or the Turkish gflmttj ( < kflmQs^Chuv. kernel, e t c . , 
a f o r m pul may be inferred to exist in Chuvash as a 
cognate of the Turkic word bas ( > pas, pas) Consequently, 
the Chuvash f o r m pus has to be traced back to Tatar. 
On page 173, under pil ' h o n e y ' , Egorov has c on -
fined himself to recording the principal Turkic cognates 
of this word. In recent years , much has been written 
about the derivation of the Turkish word bal ' h o n e y ' . 
Egorov may not have noticed these papers . 
Also on page 173, when listing the cognates of the 
Chuv. p'ilcak • ' m u d ' , Egorov has recorded the following 
f o rms : the Turkish, K irg i s , Tatar balc iq , Turkmen palfriq, 
Kara-Kalpak, Nogay balWiq, Bashkir bals'iq, Altai palEaq, 
pal^ac, etc . The Chuvash f o r m pllcak is obviously a d e r -
ivative f r o m one of the neighbouring languages. 
Egorov has not dealt with the derivation of the Turkish 
bal^ik. In one of my f o r m e r papers contributed to the 0 
Tttrkiyat Mecmuas i , I derived the word bal j ik f r o m the 
stem balq. (This contribution was also published in German, 
« 
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in Ural-altaische Jahrbücher.) The author has not come to 
hear of these, either. 
On page 174, the Chuv. saval ' dagger , wedge' has 
been connected by Egorov with the word a'i^'is 'dagger , 
w e d g e ' , current in the Altai dialects. This allows us to 
suppose that, in the author 's view, the word siy'is goes 
back to the f o r m Xsijßi%. In my opinion, however, it is 
eas ier to compare the Chuv. sav£l with sigil, a word 
represented in the Anatolian dialects (Ankara, Kastamonu, 
Kütahya), meaning "an iron or wooden wedge for cutting 
up big blocks of wood, hard to chop, by placing it in a 
slit made by the axe" . In Anatolia, besides the word 
sigil other f o r m s are also used such as siyil ' i r on or 
wooden wedge for cutting wood' (Kütahya, Zonguldak, 
Bolu, Janakkale, Sivas) and singil (Zonguldak). 
The stem of the Turkic sigil (siyil , singil) is not 
known. This word obviously goes back to very old times. 
There fo re , it can quite easily be connected with the Chu-
vash f o r m saval. 
On page 174, the author has failed to mention that 
the Chuv. sazan ' c a r p ' is a loan-word f r om Tatar. We 
know that the counterpart of the Turkic sound - z - is - r -
in Chuvash. Consequently, a f o rm Xsuran should be in-
f e r red to exist in Cuvash. For this reason, the Chuv. 
sazan is obviously a loan-word f r om Tatar. 
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The entry under savSt ' v e s s e l , pot ' is also to be 
correc ted . The Chuv. savat is known to be related to 
the words savut eavit ' i d . ' , current in the Turkic lan-
guages. (Cf. H. Paasonen 1908.) Egorov , when listing 
the cognates of the Chuv. savat, has added the word sepet 
to the words savut sav'it: Turkish sepet, Turkmen sebet, 
Uzbek savat ' b a s k e t ' , etc . At the end of the entry, he has 
observed that this word is "presumably a loan-word f r om 
Pers ian" . 
The Turkish sepet (Turkmen sebet, e t c . ) are known 
to be loan-words f r o m Pers ian. However, it is wrong of 
the author to compare the Turkic word savut ** s a vit with 
the Persian sepet, disregarding the dif ference in meaning. 
This comparison, based on similarity in sounding alone, 
is incorrect . 
On page 175, he has given the Turkish f o r m seki as 
the only cognate of the Chuv. sakal, sakSlta ' s t e p ' . Yet, 
in the Turkic languages, the form sekil is in use, as 
well as seki. 
On page 177, he has compared the Chuv. salma 
' f l o u r paste ' with the Tat. salma and the Bashk. halma. 
On this evidence, it is obvious that the Chuv. salma is 
a loan-word f r o m Tatar. 
An example in point of E g o r o v ' s working method is 
the entry under sukl&r ' b l i n d ' , on page 193. On analyzing 
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the Chuv. sukkar, the author has added the Kazakh, Kara -
K a l p a k , Nogay soq'ir. Tat. suq'ir, Bashk. huqir, etc . to 
the Turkish kör . Egorov has adopted the view, that there 
is an etymological connection between the Turkic words kör 
and aoqur, adding however that kör is 'presumably ' a loan-
- w o r d f r o m Pers ian. 
The Turkic kör is undoubtedly a loan-word f r om P e r -
sian. F o r that reason, it is wrong to compare the words 
soqur and kör ( > qor , qur). 
The Turkic counterpart of the Chuvash word samrak 
' y o u n g ' , on page 202, is not known. The only word to 
which it bears phonetical and semantic resemblance, is 
the Hung, gyermek ' ch i ld* . M. Rasanen (1920) was the 
f i r s t to propose the derivation of the Hung, gyermek f rom 
Turkic . Z . Gombocz , . . when reviewing 
Rasanen ' s work (1921, p. 84) took the position that this 
word was not in use in any other language except Chuvash. 
Li. Rásonyi (1966), took up the subject of a connection 
between the Chuv. samr&k and the Hung, gyermek. 
On page 205, the author has c lassed among the 
Turkic cognates of the Chuv. sakan- ' t o knee l ' , the word 
y ük tin- ' to kneel ' , as well as the stem Eök- ( ~ cük-) . 
The author has incorrect ly connected the Chuvash f o rm 
with the verb Sök- . 
Egorov has recorded the word yul ' b r o o k , spring' 
I 
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among the cognates of the Chuv. ¿al ' spring, fountain, wel l ' 
(p. 206). This word is known to be a very old one in the 
Turkic languages, c f . Pelliot (1930a), Sinor (1964). The word 
&il ' r i v e r ' is current even in the present-day Turkic lan-
guages. Nevertheless, the f o r m Eulye, represented in the 
/ v 
Azer i dialects, cannot be compared with the Chuv. sal, 
either in terms of phonetics or in those of semantics. 
Under this heading, Egorov has also grouped the T u r -
kish and Gagauz words kuyu as cognates of the Chuv. 
This word is known to go back to the f o r m quduq. T h e r e -
fore , it is impossible to compare the Chuv. s£l with the 
Turkic f o rm kuyu ( < quduq). 
On page 207, Egorov has connected the Chuv. sanax 
' f l o u r ' with the Turkic word un, without mentioning that 
the Turkic un is a loan-word f rom Chinese. The author 
may have been unaware of the existence of the papers on 
this subject. To my knowledge, P. Pell iot (191%, p. 177) 
was the f irst to suppose the Turkic un to be a loan-word 
f r o m Chinese. L,'. Ligeti (1938, p. 192) and M.Rasanen (1949, 
pp. 87 and 189) connected this word with the Korean (in 
L iget i ' s work: Sino-Korean) word pun. In G. J. Ramstedt 's 
view (1932, p. 246) the Korean pun has been borrowed f r om 
Chinese. A . J .Joki (1952, pp. 366-367) also adopted the 
view that the Korean pun is a derivative f r om Chinese. He 
made, however, certain reservations concerning the 
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Chinese derivation of the Turkic word un. In his view, 
this word can also be traced back to the Turki^ stem o g -
(ov - , uv - , u - ) . The derivation of the word un f r om the 
stem uv- was earl ier proposed by W.Bang, as well 
(1918-19,pp. 14-15). M. Rasanen (1969,p. 514) derived 
the word un directly f r o m the stem u£-. G. Clauson stated 
under un (p. 166) that this word is represented in all 
present-day Turkic languages; however, he failed to m e n -
tion the Chuvash f o r m ¿anax. 
On page 209, the author has accounted for the word 
¿e sen by deriving it f r o m the Chuvash stem s e a - ' to 
bloom, to f l o w e r ' , This word is represented in a good 
many Turkic languages besides Chuvash (&e£en ' e l oquent ' ) . 
This .word is of Mongolian origin; for this reason, it can-
not be traced back to the stem s e l - . 
When enumerating the cognates of the Chuvash word 
seve ' seam' (p. 209), Egorov has added the Uzbek £oq to 
the Bashkir word yOy, and the Tat. ft)y. Because of phone-
tical d i f ferences , it would be difficult to compare the Uz-
bek word £oq with the other instances, grouped under this 
heading. 
At the end of the entry, th'e author has recorded the 
Kirgiz word tik - ' t o s e w ' . ThiB word could have no c o n -
nection with' the f o rm seve. 
On the other hand, it „would have been advisable t6 
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include the Hung, szflcs ' f u r r i e r ' . It is well-known that 
the Hung, szflcs is a derivation of the Chuvash form 
(Gombocz. 1912, p. 126). 
On page 209, we find included the Kirgiz word 
Eoqir. in addition to the Tatar, Bashkir, and Turkmen 
cognates of the Chuvash word ' s t u r g e o n ' . It would 
be better to omit the latter word, which bears no r e s e m -
blance to the word cOke ( > cekfe). 
On page 212, the author has grouped together the 
Turkic cognates of the word ¿ere ' r i n g ' . It has been a 
mistake to c lass the Yakut word dOrfl ' r i n g ' among the 
Turkic cognates of the word. The Yakut dflrO ( tflrO) is 
a loan-word f r om Mongolian (Kaiuzynski, 1961, p. 96). 
Reference may have been made to the Hungarian 
word gyflrfl ' r i n g ' , too. An excellent paper was written 
about the derivation of the Turkic yOztlk ( ** Hung, gyflrfl) 
by L . Ligeti (1958). Of course^ the author could not know 
of the existence of this paper. 
On page 214, when listing the cognates of the Chuv. 
airek ' a l d e r ' , Egorov has added the Tatar form zirek 
(zirik) to the worda current in Kazakh, Bashkir, and 
other Turkic languages. The author has adopted the T a -
tar f o r m zirek f r o m Budagov (Budagov: z i r ik ) . It is 
known, however, that in the Tatar language there is a 
synonymous word yirek besides the f o rm zirek (Paasonen, 
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1897,p. 48, and 1903, p. 27). I am not sure, whether there i 
any connection between the Tatar forme zirek and y i r l k . 
There can be no doubt, however, that the Chuvash f o r m 
is a cognate of the Tatar yir&k. Even the Karachay 
f o r m Jerk, quoted by the author, is a cognate of yir8k. At 
the end of the entry under sirek, Egorov has given the 
Yakut word sihik sisik. I would suggest, however, that 
he should have analysed the connection between the Yakut 
sihik (sisik) and the word yirek, in terms of phonetics. " 
It would have been useful to mention, at the end of 
the entry, that a connection can be established between 
the Hung, gyflrfl ' A c e r tartarium' and the Chuv. ¿ irek 
(Z . Gombocz , 1912, p. 83). 
On page 214, Egorov has listed the cognate of the 
Chuv. s i m l s ' f r u i t ' : Turkish yemiy, Uzbek, Kirgiz 
yemiS, Nogay emia, Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak Ye mi a, etc . 
Moreover , he has added the Turkish word yem ' f o d d e r ' , 
but he has not studied the connection between yemili and 
yem. The Chuv. ¿ i m l l is evidently a derivation f r o m 
the stem si - ' t o e a t ' , Yet , an important trait of the 
word has ' escaped the author 's attention. It is well-known 
that the counterpart of the Turkic sound -15 (and is 
-1_ (and-1^) in Chuvash, as in Turkish altmig 
' s i x t y ' Chuv. utmal, Turkish yetmiy ' seventy ' «Chuv. 
sitm^l, Turkish gtlmQ^ ~ Chuv. kernel, Turkish kiy 
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Chuv. xel , Turkish beg <v Chuv. pillék, etc . Consequently, 
X/ w we ought to find the f o rm simel in Chuvash as a counter-
/ w / 
part of the Turkish yemig. Therefore , the f o r m simes 
cannot be regarded as normal. 
Egorov has spoken of the Hungarian loan-words f r o m 
Old Chuvash in several parts of his dictionary. Under 
this heading, it would also have been useful to consider 
the Hungarian word gyümölcs ' f r u i t ' when writing the 
. history of the Chuvash word simes. Z . G o m b o c z (1912, 
pp. 81-2) , traced the Hungarian word gyümölcs back to 
x y. . v 
the Chuvash f o r m j imis . Yet, it is well-known that in 
the Hungarian words adopted f rom Old Turkic the Turkic 
sounds - s (and -%-) have been replaced by (and -1^), 
as in. Turkic tü& Hung, dél ' n o o n , South' . Therefore , 
the sound £s f i j in the Hungarian word gyümölcs has to 
be accounted f o r . The Mongolian f o r m Jimis is a loan-
-word f r o m Turkic . 
We know that the Chuv. s irem ' t w e n t y ' , on page 
214, can be traced back to the Turkic word yirmi 
( < yigirmi) . Egorov , after enumerating a number of 
f o rms in use in Old and present-day Turkic languages, 
has suggested that the word is a compound of the Chuv. 
yeker ' twins ' a / Turkic ikiz plus the suffix - m a , -ma% 
' t e n ' . Linguists have long entertained the idea that the 
Turkic yirmi ( < yigirmi) is a derivation of the numeral 
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iki (yiki). G. J. Ramstedt may be quoted as an example. 
Ram8tedt argued that yigirmi was formed by adding the 
Mong. arban ' ten' to the Turkic yiki ( a/ iki_). Ramstedt* s 
suggestion needs careful consideration. Egorov , however, 
could not quote any other of the old etimologies of the 
word besides Ramstedt ' s explanation. 
As to E g o r o v ' s suggestion, we know nothing^of the 
existence of a suffix - m a ~ (-mâS) ' ten ' in Chuvash. The 
name for number ten in Chuvash is vun ( ** Turkish on). 
The suffix -mas ( a* -ma) , recorded by Egorov , is only 
putative. I would suggest that the author has proposed 
I « 
these f orms by having in mind the Chuvash words sitmel 
' seventy' ( ** Turkish yetmip) and utmal ' sixty' ( ~ T u r -
kish altmig). The Turkic words altm'iX and yetmiS, in 
fact, go back to thé stems alt'i ' s ix ' and yeti ' seven ' . 
By analogy with the Turkic numerals seksen ( < sekiz on) 
and doksan ( < dokuz on), attempts were made to explain 
the words altm'iS and yetmi^ in terms of a compound, 
consisting of the elements alt'i and -mis, yeti ( > yedi) 
and - m i s . The suffix -miX (or -mi|J can easily be sup-
posed to have the meaning 'ten* in these f o r m s . The 
more so, as in Turkic languages the forms altan 
( < alton < alt'i on) and yetten ( < yetton, < yetti on, 
yeti on ) are also used f o r altmig and yetmi^. On the 
evidence of the Turkic words altmx% and yetmi%, it can 
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be argued that Turkic once had a suff ix -miX_ (or - m i f ) 
with the meaning ' t e n ' . In Ramstedt 's view (1907,p. 16), 
the - m i s ( ~ -miX) in the words altmis and yetmili, is 
a deverbal suffix. J.Németh (1942-47, p. 82) who had 
studied the Uralic counterparts of the suffix -m'is 
( - m i j f ) , found that the sound at the end of the suffix 
- m i s ( - m i s ) went back to a sound - s . ("Das türkische 
-8 geht meines Erachtens. auf ursprüngliches - £ zurück") . 
I think that this view of Németh's cannot be adopted with-
out careful consideration. On the, evidence of the Chuvash 
f o r m utmal and sitmel, altmis and yetmii? are the only 
f o r m s to be inferred in Turkish. 
On page 216, Egorov, in addition to comparing the 
Chuv. sul ' y e a r ' with the Yakut s'il, the Turkish, Turk-
men, Nogay, Bashkir y'il, e t c . , has also added the word 
ya^f ' a g e , time of life of a p e r s o n ' , current in Turkic 
languages. Up to the present, no connection could be 
found between the Turkic y'il and ya&. In terms of s e -
mantics , the two words are obviously c lose to each other. 
Nevertheless, in terms of phonetics, the similarity of 
the two words has to be considered with reservation. F o r 
this reason, only the word y'il must have been recorded 
under this heading as a cognate of a Chuvash word. 
On page 220, the Turkish ya&nn may be added to 
the cognates of the Chuvash word éurSm. M o r e o v e r , a 
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previous paper of L. Rásony i ' s might have been mentioned 
(1934). In this paper, Rásonyi attempted to prove the 
Turkic derivation of the Hung, szárny ' w i n g ' . 
On page 221, under surta ' c a n d l e ' , the Hung, gyertya 
might have been included (Gombocz, 1912, pp. 78-80). 
On page 224, when listing the Turkic cognates of the 
Chuv. ¿ ' ir- * to w r i t e ' , the author had added the Yakut 
suruy- ' t o write ' and suruk 'writ ing ' to the f o rm y a z -
Jaz-) . The Yakut suruy- and suruk are loan-words 
f r o m Mongolian (See KaiUziÁski, 1961, pp. 23, 47, 125). 
There fore , it was erroneous of the author to give Yakut 
re ferences in support of that word. On the other hand, 
the Hung. í r - ' t o write ' should have been included (Gom-
b o c z , 1912, pp. 87-88). 
The entry under the Chuv. j'ilax ' gui lt ' , on page 
225, also needs correct ing . Egorov has mistakenly grou-
ped the Altai d ' az'ik ' e r r o r , guilt, c r i m e ' (Verbickij) 
among the cognates of the word. In terms of meaning, . 
nothing can be said against the comparison. Seen, how-
e v e r , f r o m the point of view of phonetics, the Chuv. 
cannot be compared with the Altai d' az'ik (Tur-
kish yazikX As a Chuvash counterpart of the Turkish 
yazik a form containing an - r - Xsirak) may be inferred. 
The author has argued that the counterpart of the Turkic 
sound - z - within this word is a Chuvash -2" . As far as , 
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I know, no other auch example can be found in Chuvash. 
F o r this reason, we cannot compare the Chuvash word 
silax with the TurkiBh yazik. 
In my opinion, the ChuvaB ¿115.x may be compared 
with the Kipchak ilik ' g u i l t ' : ilik < Xyil ik > £il£x. Thia 
word, occurring in Et-Tuhfet, was connected by T . H a l a s i -
-Kun (1947, p. 25), too, with the Chuv. ¿'illlx. 
On page 226, Egorov has grouped into the cognates 
of the Chuv. ¿irla ' f r u i t ' , the Tat. |ilek, the Baehk. 
yelek, the Turkiah yilek, the Uighur yemia, the Khakaaa 
Eistek. all meaning ' f r u i t ' . In addition to giving these 
re ferences , the author has argued that thia word ia a 
derivation of the Uighur stem ye - ' to e a t ' , while tracing 
x 
back the word elek to the f o r m ed - lek . 
This entry needs correct ion on more than one 
account-. First , to compare the Uighur yemis with the 
Chuv. ¿'irla is mistaken. The ward y e m i j haa long been 
current in the Turkic, language a and is known to exist in 
Chuvash, too (aiine^). It is totally wrong to connect the 
Turkish jrilek with the Chuv. ¿'irla. 
Coming to the Chuv. aitar, sUtar ' p i l l o w ' , on page 
226, Egorov has enumerated the following cognates: 
Uighur yastuq, Turkiah yaatxk, Turkmen yaaalq, Kirgiz , 
Kazakh tasfiq, Kara-Kalpak dast'jq, Nogay yast'iq, Tatar 
yaatfiq, Yakut aittfq, e tc . He haa added to all theae that 
the Chuvaah, Yakut, Uighur, Uzbek, and Turkmen forma 
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can presumably bp the derivatives of the stem yat- ' t o lie 
down' (Chuv. Xfrit-, Yakut sit - , Turkish, Turkmen, Tatar, 
etc . yat- ) . In the author 's view, the word yasflq was 
formed f r o m the f o r m yasftq by dissimilation. And the 
Yakut f o r m s'ittiq, where dissimilation did not take place, 
would be the direct counterpart of the word yatflq. 
Egorov has traced back the Chuv. Jltar, ¿Star to the 
stem yat- (•> Chuv. s'it-), yet he has not discussed the 
grammatical structure of the f o r m ¿ltar. 
Having said this by way of explanation, he has added 
at the end of the entry that the Kirgiz , Kazakh, Kara-
K a l p a k , etc . word yastlq goes back to the stem yasta- . 
On this evidence, we may point out that the author 
has contradicted himself in the entry: in the f irst part he 
has explained the yasftq in terms of the stem yat- , in 
the second part he has derived it f r o m yasta- . 
On page 236, the Chuv. talma}? ' interpreter ' is taken 
f o r a loan-word f r o m Tatar (tilmac). The Turkic word 
fllmaE was last dealt with by P. Jyrkankallio (1952) and 
J.,Nemeth (1958). 
On page 239, notice should have been taken of the 
Turkish f o r m toygar besides the words torgay (a* turgay) 
among the cognates of the Chuv. tari ' l a rk , crested lark' 
On page 244, under t%ve ' c a m e l ' , the Hung, teve 
has been omitted (Gombocz, 1912, p. 129), just as under 
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tSker ' mirror* the Hung, tükör has not been mentioned 
(Gombocz, 1912, p. 134). It would have been of interest 
to include temegen, the Mongolian cognate of the Turkish 
word deve ( < teve). 
Under the Chuv. ten&l ' a x l e ' , on page 246, the 
Hung, tengely might have been mentioned Gombocz (1912, 
p. 128). 
On page 259, after listing the Turkic cognates of 
the Chuv. tura ' G o d ' , the author has added the Sumerian 
dingir ' f i r m a m e n t ' . As formerly expounded by B . L a n d s -
berger (19*i2, p. 96), no connection can be supposed between 
the Sumerian dingir and the Turkish t e y r i ( tanri) ' G o d ' 
On page 267, under tfls- ' t o push, to endure ' , the 
author has failed to mention that the Turkic f o r m s t ö z -
(/v/ ttlz-) have been borrowed f rom Tatar. Yet , on the 
evidence of the Hung. tf ir- , a Chuvash form tOr- s eems 
to have existed (Gombocz, 1912, pp. 134-135). 
On page 268, the author has c lassed among the T u r -
kic cognates of the Chuv. tina 'young bullock' the word 
dönen. too. This word is known to be of Mongolian d e r i -
vation. For that reason, it would be wrong to compare 
the Turkish tana ( > dana), and the Turkic word of Mongo-
lian derivation dönen. The Hung, tinó 'young bullock' 
might also have been included under this heading (Gom-
b o c z , 1912, p .130) . 
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On page 273, under ulma ( Turkish alma ' apple ' ) , 
Egorov has explained the etymology of the word alma. 
He made use of an older work by B. Munkácsi, though 
several papers on the origin of that word have been pub-
l ished recently. 
On page 275, grouped into the Turkic cognates of 
the Chuv. urS ' s o b e r ' , the Altai er5l ' sober ' has been 
added by Egorov to the Turkic f orms aVlk (and ayuk). 
That word of undoubtedly Mongolian origin need not have 
been recorded under this heading. 
On page 275, he has compared the Chuv. uram 
' r o a d ' with the Turkic f o r m uram (a / pram). He should 
have indicated that this word is a loan-word f r o m Mongo-
lian. 
On page 276, the Kirgiz , Turkmen ar£a, Uzbek 
karaarEa, Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak ar%a need not have been 
included among the cognates of the Chuv. urtHI ' juniper ' 
Turkish _ardj£, Altai, Tatar, Bashkiri art'l8, etc . 
On pages 291-292, the word xama&, xumas ' r e e d ' 
is a loan-word f r o m Tatar. 
On page 293, after listing the cognates of the Chuv. 
xSlnt&r ' b e a v e r ' , Egorov maintains that the Turkic qunduz 
' b e a v e r ' is a derivative f r o m Arabic . This word is 
known to have existed in Turkic for a very long time, 
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therefore it cannot be supposed to be derived from Arabic. 
In J.Németh's opinion (1942-1947, p. 76), the Turkic qunduz 
may be compared with the Hung, hőd 'beaver (castor, 
fiber, lutra)'. The Hung, hőd has cognates in the Ugric 
languages, as well. 
On pages 294-295, he has registered both the word 
kQn and the word q'irqin among the Turkic cognates of the 
Chuv. xSrxam. The Chuvash form xarx&m must obviously 
go back to the word q'irqin. For this reason, the Old Turkic 
word kün need not have been included under this heading. 
As to the Chuvash word xSvel ' sun', Egorov has 
compared it with the word quyaX ( > qoyaE) in common 
use in the Turkic languages. He has added to that that the 
word quyaE is a derivation of the Turkic stem ktly-, kOy-
*to burn' (p. 297). 
In terms of phonetics, nothing can be said against 
the connection of the Chuv. xevel with the Common Turkic 
quyalf. It has long been known that the Chuv. xMvel goes 
back to the word quyaX. What is new, however, is the 
derivation of the Turkic word quyaE from the stem küy-, 
kOy-. No connection whatever can be supposed between . 
the word quva% and the stem kQv-. kOy-. either in terms 
of vocalism, or consonantism. 
Egorov has grouped the following forms into the 
Turkic cognates of the Chuv. xeger 'barren*: the Kirgiz, 
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Kara-Kalpak, Uzbek, Kumyk, Tatar, Bashkir q'is'ir, Turk-
men g'is'ir, etc. (p. 300). In E g o r o v ' s view, the Chuv. 
xeser was formed f rom a hypothetical X x^rsSr 'not having 
a daughter' (Chuv. xer Turkish qiz with the suffix - s e r 
/n/ - s i z ) . To suppose the etymology, the author has re ferred 
to the Mong. kegtiaer (kflser). 
When suggesting this explanation, it was the Chuvash 
f o r m alone that the author had had in mind. Yet, this word 
is known to be represented in all of the Turkic languages. 
On the authority of E g o r o v ' s etymology, we would infer 
that we world find the f o rm q'izs'iz in the Turkic lan -
guages. But the above-cited instance proves that the 
authors solution cannot be agreed with because of the 
other Turkic re ferences . Perhaps the authore may have 
had the idea that the Turkic q'is'ir was a derivation f r o m 
Chuvash I cannot tell. There are several words in Chuvash 
borrowed f rom the neighbouring Turkic languages. In this 
respect , N . P o p p e ' s paper (1927a) containing essential in -
formation, may be cited. The opposite case is also 
known, viz. a good many Chuvash words have been adopted 
into the Tatar, MiBher, and Bashkir languages. It is only 
f r o m languages as far away f r o m Chuvash as Turkish, 
Turkmen or Kara-Kalpak that Chuvash words are absent. 
After studying these instances, the solution proposed by 
Egorov would be hard to agree with. The same is N. 
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Poppe ' s opinion. 
On page 302, the author has registered the Turkish 
f o r m kaygi as a cognate of the Chuv. xuyxa ' anxiety ' . 
Then he added that the Turkic qay^'i ( < qad~yu) ' t o burn' 
goes back to the stem ktly-, kOy-. 
The Turkish kaygi was qadyu in Old Turkic . And 
this f o r m cannot be traced back to the stem ktty-, either 
in terms of vocal ism or in terms of consonantism. 
The Chuvash f o r m xuyxa may be considered a loan-
-word f r o m Tatar (qay^'i) because of the within the 
word (N. Poppe, 1927a, p. 155). 
The Chuv. xuran ' cau ldron ' , on page 307, is known 
to be a derivation of the Turkic qazan qazyan). Of 
the Turkic cognates of the Chuv. xuran, Egorov has r e g -
istered the Khakass yazan, the Turkish, Kirgiz , Kazakh, 
Kara-Kalpak, Nogay, Tatar, Bashkir qazan, the Turkmen 
gazan. In addition to these, the Gagauz word ^aran is also 
considered by the author as a cognate of the Chuvash word. 
The phonetical and semantical similarity between the 
Gagauz yaran and the Turkish kazan ( < qaz|an) is evident 
at f i rst sight. Still, despite this similarity, the Gagauz 
yaran cannot be compared with the Turkish kazan. 
The Gagauz yaran is of Turkic derivation. This word 
is represented in the dialects of Anatolia and of the Ba l -
kans in the f o rm ha rani ( ^ hararii). The f o r m hereni, 
A 
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occurring in various parts of Anatolia, goes back to this 
latter form, as well. The Turkish harani (>• hararii) is 
known to be of Persian derivation (Persian harSnl). There-
fore, between the Turkish kazan and the vernacular harani 
no connection can be posited. An evident example of this 
is that the word kazan is also represented in the Gagauz 
language. 
The Turkish harani was adopted into the languages 
of the Balkans, it can be found in Bulgarian, Serbian, and 
Romanian. Fifty years ago, a Bulgarian linguist attempted 
to trace back this word to Old Bulgarian. I pointed out that 
this statement was without any foundation whatsoever 
(Rodna Reg XV, 1941, pp. 81-82). 
On the evidence of the above instances, I would ar-
gue that no chance of comparing the Gagauz ^aran with the 
Turkish kazan ( C h u v . xuran) has been left. 
Ivan Duridanov, in his work, published in I960 
(Starl tjurski zaemki v balgarski ezik. Issledovaniia y 
Best na Marin S. Drinov. Sofia 1960, pp. 429-445), discus-
sed the derivation of the Bulgarian charanija. Unfortu-
nately, I could notget access to Duridanov* s paper in 
Ankara. 
On page 308, the author has listed the cognates of 
the Chuv. xuran 'beech tree': the Uzbek qayin, Kazakh 
qayin, Kara-Kalpak qaVing. Nogay, Bashkir qayin, Turkmen 
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^ay'in, Sagai, Shor qazlg, Tuva yadij . Khakass j^az'lg, 
Yakut yat'ig. On this evidence, this word can be traced 
back to the form Xqadig. Thus, these forms cannot be 
compared with the Mong. ^us(an). 
The Chuv. xurantaS , on page 308, has been taken 
into Chuvash from the neighbouring Turkic languages, ae 
observed by Egorov, as well ( < qar'indaS 'brother'). As 
the Turkic qarlndal is a derivation of the stem qartn 
( Chuv. xiram , - in the author's view, a form x'iramta8 
ought to have been borrowed into Chuvash). 
The Chuvash counterpart of the Turkic qarin is 
xiram. Yet, on the evidence of the Turkish altm*i& Chuv. 
utmal, Turkish yetmig, Chuv. eitmfel, Turkish gflmtty 
( < kflm<l&) ~ Chuv. k|m|l, I would argue that a form 
like afirSmtas can hardly be an original Chuvash counter-
part of the Turkic qarindaj. We would better adopt the 
view that the Chuvash form x'iramtaS was borrowed from 
Tatar. N. Poppe (1927a, p. 155) also derived the Chuv. 
xurantas from Tatar. 
On page 309, the author has compared the Chuv. 
xurlaxan ' red currant' with the Tat. qorli^an ' red 
currant' and with the Kazakh qarfiyan 'gooseberry*. 
Moreover, he has included under this heading the Kirgiz, 
Bashkir qara|at, Uzbek qora^at 'black currant', though 
these words have nothing in common with the Chuv. 
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xurl&xan. 
On page 314, he has taken the Turkish haber, the 
Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak, Nogay, Turkmen habar. Kirgiz 
qabar for loan-words f r om Arabic , under the Chuv. x'ipar 
' n e w s ' . The Hung, hír might also have been grouped 
under this heading. Gombocz (1912, pp. 83-84) agreed 
with the derivation of the Hung, hír f rom Turkic.. Still, 
in recent years , Hungarian linguists have thought the 
Turkish derivation of this word controversial . 
On page 314, the author has recorded the Turkic 
cognates of the Chuv. x'ir&m 'abdomen' (karin. gann . 
д а п п , e t c . ) . In recent years , attempts have been made 
to explain the Bulgarian ко rem by deriving it f rom Turkic 
(E .Boev , 1965a, p. 11). 
The Turkish yadir ( ~ Chuv. í a t í r ) , on page 318, 
is a derivative f r om Persian, in E g o r o v ' s view. This 
word has long been supposed to be of Persian origin. In 
J .Németh ' s opinion (1953, p. 14), however, this word is 
a genuine Turkic word. On discussing the etymology of 
the Turkic catfir ( сайг) , Egorov should have taken 
Németh 's opinion into consideration. 
Then, f o r the history of the Chuv. %atar, it would 
have been useful if the author had known of the Turkic 
origin of the Hung, sátor. The Turkic sound i!- changed 
to s - in Chuvash. Consequently, the Chuvash f o r m %at&r 
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has recently been adopted f r om Tatar (Tat. £atir). 
The Chuv. Sana ' f l y ' is known to be derived f rom 
the Turkish sinek. When listing the cognates of the word, 
Egorov has added the following words to the word sinek: 
Uzbek suna, Kirgiz , Kazakh, Kara-Kalpak Bono, Yellow 
Uighur sona 'gadf ly , forest f l y ' , . Nogay sona ' w a s p ' . It 
was unjastifiable to compare these words with the Turkish 
sinek. 
The Turkish sinek was taken into Hungarian, too 
(szúnyog ' m o s q u i t o ' ) . The word szúnyog was analyzed 
phonetically and semantically by L. Ligeti (1935a). 
On page 335, Egorov states that he has not been 
V / 
able to find in Turkic a counterpart f o r the Chuv. s'iraa 
' b e a d ' . As to me, I would suggest that the Chuv. s'ir sa 
should be compared with the Turkish s irya. 
A l so on page 335, under the Chuv. %art ' b r i s t l e ' , 
the Hung, serte ( ^ sörte) ' br i s t le ' should have been 
taken into account (Gombocz, 1912, p. 117). As cognates 
the following words were also recorded by Gombocz: the 
Tatar %irt ' b r i s t l e s ' (Budagov) and the Teleut Eirke, 
iSirkek (Verbickij) . 
On page 335, when listing the cognates of the Chuv. 
&arka ' n i t ' , Egorov has confused the Turkish sirke with 
a Turkish word of Persian derivation sirke ' v i n e g a r ' . 
At the end of the entry, he has also included the Persian 
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word eirka. 
Sirke 'nit , egg of louse ' is a Turkic word. It is we l l -
known that the Hung, serke is also a loan-word f rom T u r -
kic (Gombocz, 1912, pp. 116-117). This word (sirke) cannot 
be compared with the word sirke ' v i n e g a r ' , of Persion 
origin. It has been erroneous to include the latter word 
under this heading. 
The Chuvash word on page 342 'iyxa, 'iyax ' s leep' 
has obviously been taken into .Chuvash f r om one of the 
neighbouring languages. 
On page 346, the Hung, flrflm 'vermouth, wormwood ' 
should have been added to the Turkic cognates of the Chuv. 
e rem 'absinthe' (Gombocz, 1912, pp. 136-137). On the 
other hand, the Turkmen word evlan 'absinthe ' should 
have been omitted. 
On page 347, the author has traced back the Chuv. 
yulavsa, yulavas to the Turkic yalavac prophet , then he 
added the words yolavci or yulav&i, used in the Turkic 
languages with the meaning ' p a s s e n g e r ' . After listing these 
data, the author added that these f o r m s were derivatives 
of the Turkic stem yol ( a/ yul) ' road' . In my view, how-
ever , it . would be hard to agree with the derivation of the 
Turkic yalavac f r o m the stem yol (or yol la- ) . 
On page 355, the word yas 'young ' is a loan-word 
f r o m Tatar (Tatar ya&). 
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Here I conclude my review of E g o r o v ' s dictionary, 
despite the fact, that there are many more entries needing 
correct ion , supplementing o r cr i t i c i sm e . g. Chuv. arpua 
'watermelon ' (p. 32), pura8 'badger* (p. 165), sur - ' t o 
spit ' (p. 196), sakar ' b r e a d ' (p. 205), tapar 'p lace where 
cattle rests and waters at midday' (p. 230), terme ' p r i s o n ' 
(p. 248), ulput ' owner of a large fa rm ' (p. 273), etc. 
In a work like this, it is quite natural that mistakes, 
shortcomings, and e r r o r s should occur . And it is part icu-
larly the case for an etymological dictionary of a language 
like the Chuvash. 
Etymological dictionaries of a great many Turkic lan-
guages' Have been compiled in recent years . E. g. , the 
Institute for Linguistics of the Kazakh Academy of Sciences 
published the etymological dictionary of the Kazakh lan-
guage in 1966. Moreover , Agamusa Ahundov started to 
publish the historical -etymological dictionary of the 
Azerbaijani language' in 1971. E g o r o v ' s dictionary is an-
other important step in that direction. Further on, T u r -
cology would gain much by an etymological dictionary of 
the Yakut language, as yet unwritten. Stanislaw Kaiu -
zii fski 's work, Mongolische Elemente in der jakutischen 
Sprache, published in 1961, is the f irst hopeful sign in 
that direction. 
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To conclude, I am sure that Egorov* a dictionary 
will be a much U8ed reference work, often conaulted in 
the courae of our future Turkological atudiee. 
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LOAN-WORDS OF ULTIMATE MIDDLE MONGOLIAN 
ORIGIN IN CHUVASH + 
by 
/ 
A . RONA-TAS 
The reconstruction of Middle Mongolian is at present, 
at the centre of research in Mongolian linguistic history. 
The earl iest monuments of the period are f r o m the thir-
teenth century and some of its features are retained even 
in .copies written in the seventeenth, century. Sources of 
the Middle Mongolian language may be divided into two main 
groups. Written sources of Mongolian constitute the f irst 
group. Naturally, linguistic monuments written in the own 
script of the Mongols, the so-cal led Uighur-Mongolian and 
h P ' a g s - p a script stand in f i rst place. Chinese written r e c -
ords are also rather significant, e . g . it is well-known the 
great l iterary work of the Middle Mongolian period, the 
Secret History of the Mongols, has come down to us in C h i -
nese transcription and the original text in the Uighur-Mon-
golian script is lost and only extracts f r o m it survive in 
another work in Uighur-Mongolian writing. Considerable 
linguistic material is contained in the Middle Mongolian 
words recorded in Tibetan, Armenian, Georgian, Persian, 
Arabic and Latin scr ipts . An edition of these monuments 
with internal philological c r i t i c i sm is in an advanced stage 
+ See Postscr ipt . First published in Hungarian: Középmongol 
eredetfl jövevényszavak a csuvaaban: Acta Unlversitatis Sze -
gediensis de Attila József nominatae Sectio Ethnographica et 
Lingüistica XV-XVI (1971-1972), pp. 77-88 and XVII-XVIII 
(1973-1974), pp. 125-141. 
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and thanks to this work the outlines of the Mongolian lan-
guage and its dialects are beginning to unfold. 
The second group of sources of the Middle Mongolian 
period consists of the Middle Mongolian loan-words in lan-
guages that came into contact with the Mongolian Empire . 
Papers have been published on the early Mongolian loan-words 
in the Korean (Pelliot 1930). Yakut (Kaiuzynski 1961), Cu-
manian (Poppe 1962), Manchu (Ligeti I960), and Persian 
(Doerfer) languages and stray re ferences may be found in 
literature to Middle Mongolian contacts with other lan-
guages as well. * 
A somewhat neglected field of research on the loan-
words of the Middle Mongolian period is the study of the 
Mongolian elements of the Volga Turkic languages, of T a -
tar, Bashkir and Chuvash. The question of the Mongolian 
parallels naturally did not escape the attention of those who 
studied the lexicology of the languages of the Volga-région. 
In the works of RSsaneq (1923, 1935, 1937) and Wichmann 
(1903, 1923-24) written about the Turkic elements of the 
Volga-Finnish and Permian languages there are several r e f -
erences to Mongolian equivalents of Turkic words. In the 
works of Zolotnickij (1875) and Paasonen (1908, 1897) on 
Chuvash lexicology there are also re ferences to Mongolian 
words . These however only figure as correspondences to 
Turkic etymologies and the historical connection between 
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the Turkish and Mongolian data, the chronological and g e o -
graphic nature of these connections have remained without 
c l o ser scrutiny. 
It is commonly known that two scholars of Mongolian 
linguistics, Ramstedt and Poppe have written a number of 
fundamental papers on the history of the Chuvash language. 
But both of them were only interested in the ancient connec -
tions between the Chuvash and the Mongolian languages and 
any possible late contacts were only occasionally mentioned 
by them. Ramstedt in his epoch-making work on the situation 
of the Chuvash language mentions a few international loan-
w o r d s of Mongolian origin (e. g. ba^atur, emneg) but he 
draws a negative conclusion to the question of the histor i -
cal- contacts of Chuvash and Mongolian: " E s genügt hier k l a r -
gelegt- zu haben, dass das tschuwassische eine regelrechte 
Entwicklung der Türk-sprache ist und zwar ohne jede d i rek -
te Berührung mit dem Mongolischen" (1922, p. 34). Here 
Ramstedt expresses his opposing views primari ly against 
the concept that the ancient Chuvash-Mongolian c o r respon -
dences had evolved as a consequence of historical contacts, 
but in the meantime he shies away f r o m the question of their 
later historical connections. . 
Poppe adds in his review of Ramstedt ' s above men-
tioned work: "In dieser Arbeit gelangt Dr. Ramstedt zu dem 
Ergebnis , dass das Tschuwassische eine regelrechte Ent-
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wicklung des Urtürkischen ist und zwar ohne jede direkte 
Berührung mit dem Mongolischen. Mit dem letzten Teil 
d ieser Behauptung dr. Rannstedts erkläre ich mich für 
vollständig einverstanden, da es auch meine Überzeugung 
ist, dass wir im Tschuwassischen keine Spuren irgendei -
nes Enflusses seitens des Mongolischen nachweisen kön-
nen. . . " (1924, p. 776). Poppe, in a later work (1927a) 
already mentions some words of Mongolian origin among 
the words of the Chuvash languages of Volga Kipchak o r i -
gin (e. g. quda » Chuv. xSta ' su i tor ' , qab£i^ » Chuv. 
xapcak ' s m a l l p i n c e r s ' , %eber » Chuv. £iper ' g o o d , -
decent ' , ürefi » Chuv. e r i e - * to multipliy' , e t c . ) but 
without referr ing to their age and the circumstances of 
their assimilation. 
The very fact that the question of the loan-words in 
the Chuvash language of the Middle Mongolian period has 
hardly emerged, if at all, is wel l -re f lected in Egorov ' b work 
(1930), in which the author goes into detail about the T u r -
kic, Arabic , Hebrew, Russian, Finnish (Ugrian), Chinese 
and Indo-European elements of the Chuvash language but 
the Mongolian- loan-words are not even mentioned. 
Ligeti (1935, pp. 268,271) when dealing with the 
loan-words in the Turkic languages of the Mongolian 
epoch, briefly re fers to the Mongolian elements of the 
Volga Kipchak languages, and goes on to say: "Our atten-
tion is concentrated mainly on this latter group of Turkic 
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languages, when we want to consider the Mongolian elements 
of the Chuvash language. It is an self-evident idea, that the 
modest number of Mongolian loan and international words 
in Modern Chuvash can hardly be explained in any other way 
than the similar elements of e . g . the Kazan Tatar, Bashkir, 
or Kumyk languages," and later: "In Chuvash there are , and 
in the Bulgar-Turkic there may have been Mongolian loan 
and international words ; but they are insufficient for cons id -
ering more enduring Bulgar-Turkic (Chuvash) - Mongolian 
connect ions . " 
Unfortunately, L ige t i ' s note, published in Hungarian, 
was not followed by any specialized research. It is true 
that Egorov (1954) does contain a chapter "Mongolian words 
in the Chuvash language" (pp. 118-122). Here he divides the 
Chuvash words with Mongolian parallels into two groups. The 
words which fall into the f irst group exist both in the Chu-
vash and Turkic, as well as in the Mongolian language,-and 
it cannot be decided whether they are of Turkic or M o n -
golian origin. Egorov classif ied in the second group words 
where the Turkic equivalent of the Chuvash word is c o m -
pletely missing or where the Turkic equivalent phoneti-
cally or semantically di f fers f rom the Chuvash. 
According to him, in these cases the Chuvash-Mongo-
lian correspondences originate "not only f r om the time of 
Mongolian rule but f r o m a much ear l ier p e r i o d . " In this 
group such ancient correspondences as the Chuv. yeker ' twins ' 
^ M o n g . ikire (the modern ixir f o r m is mentioned by him) 
are completely mixed with such loan-words of the Mongol 
epoch as the Mong. nOkttr —> Chuv. neker (here he quotes 
a ntlkkërë f o r m as well) . Unfortunately the majority of the 
enumerated correspondences are erroneous (e .g . Chuv. nar 
" Mong. nara ' S u n ' , Chuv. njuxa a/ Mong. noqai ' d o g ' , 
Chuv. kakaj a> Mong. ^aqai ' s w i n e ' , Chuv. tixa a/ Mong. 
da^an ' t w o - y e a r old c o l t ' , e t c . 2 and there are only two 
loans that are really f r o m the Mongol epoch (Mong. nOkttr, 
siltafl). , 
Sinor (1964, p. 7) writes: "I am not speaking here of 
recent Mongol loan words in Chuvash. To my knowledge, 
thèse have never been studied or even mentioned, although 
their importance is obvious. The presence of Mongols in 
the Volga-region has left its traces and a methodical survey 
of these would help in shedding new light on a number of 
relevant problems. " Unfortunately, Sinor did not deal with 
the question in greater detail. 
E g o r o v ' s (1964) Chuvash etymological dictionary is a 
great step forward in the research of Chuvash lexicology. 
This is an excellent work, which, despite its methodolog-
ical shortcomings will remain as an indispensable source 
for Altaist ics . He quotes Mongolian parallels for several 
Chuvash words and occasionally expressly raises the Mon-
golian origin of a Chuvash word ( e .g . Mong. bosofra "-"Chuv. 
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pusaxa,' Mong. elbeg ** Chuv. ilpek, Mong. mala^ai ~ C h u v . 
mulaxxay, Mong. nOker ** Chuv. neker, Mong. qara^ul ^ Chuv. 
xural, e t c . ) . 
A new stage is represented by Rasanen (1969) in the 
history of the study of the problem. Rasanen does not sep -
arate the various chronological groups of Mongolian loan-
-words in the Turkic languages, yet in the great majority 
of cases he correct ly points out the Mongolian origin of some 
Turkic, and Chuvash words among them, and in a few 
cases he indicates that the Mongolian word in question had 
i 
reached the Chuvash language through Kipchak mediation. 
The study of the Middle Mongolian loan-words of the 
Chuvash language o f fers several conclusions. 1. It o f fers 
an opportunity to isolate the earl ier Chuvash-Mongolian 
correspondences f r om those of the Mongolian epoch. 2. It 
o f fers data having source value es regards the reconst ruc -
tion of the Middle Mongolian dialects. 3. It lends basis to 
the clarif ication of the hitherto unsolved chronological 
questions of Volga Kipchak and Chuvash phonology by o f -
fering a terminus post quem to the estimation of those pho-
netic changes which took place even in the Mongolian loan-
-words . 4. Indirectiy it of fers help to the chronological d e f -
inition of the Chuvash and Tatar loan-words in the Che-
remis language. Keeping these points in view in the fo l low-
ing I should like to study some words of Middle Mongolian 
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origin of the Chuvash language. 
. B e f o r e going into details, I should however briefly 
deal with the chronology of the Mongolian loan-words in 
the Turkic languages of the Volga-region. The way to 
the West and North-West was opened by the Mongols after 
their victory over the Russian-Cumanian army (1223) in 
the battle at the River Khalkha. From then onwards they 
were at permanent war with the Empire of the Volga Bul -
garians. The record of Friar Julianus f rom 12 35-1236 r e -
ports the following however: "The Tatar people are their 
neighbours but these Tatars, engaging in combat with them 
could not overcome them at war, moreover in the f irst 
battle the Tatars suffered defeat. But already in the a f o r e -
mentioned fr iar met Tatars in this land of the Eastern 
i . e . Volga Hungarians and also met with the envoy of the 
Tatar chief who spoke Hungarian, Russian, Cumanian, 
German, Saracenic and Tatar. He says that the Tatar army 
which is situated five days' distance f rom here prepares 
to march against Germany . . . " (Gy6rffy 1965, p. 43). But 
we know that on his second journey, in the summer of 
1237, Julianus could only reach Susdal because the Mongols 
had occupied and completely destroyed the Empire,.of the-
Volga Bulgarians. According to Russian chronicles the fall 
of the Volga Bulgarian Empire took place in the /autumn,, of 
1236. (Istori.ia 1966-1967). 
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Thus the earliest time limit of the Mongolian loan-
-words of the Volga Kipchak languages is the end of the 
thirties in the thirteenth century. Direct Mongolian l in-
guistic influence may already have been insignificant by 
the end of the fourteenth century, but naturally we should 
take into account the continued spread of Mongolian words 
among the population of the Golden Horde f o r a long t ime. 
Mongolian words that were absorbed by the Volga Bulgar-
ian, and subsequently by the Kipchak languages continued 
on their way in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries. Among 
the late Tatar loanr-words of the Chuvash language there 
are also some of Middle Mongolian origin. In the meantime 
there is no criterion for deciding in several cases whether 
a word was borrowed by Chuvash with Volga Kipchak m e -
diation o r directly. Moreover , as in the Volga Bulgarian 
Empire there were at least two distinct dialects, one may 
even consider the possibility that the Middle Mongolian 
words of Modern Chuvash were transmitted through another 
Bulgarian Turkic dialect of the thirteenth-fourteenth c e n -
turies . 
The great structural identity of the Turkic and M o n -
golian languages further hampers the study of the Mongo-
lian loan-words in Chuvash. In the following only those 
words will de discussed, f o r which we may infer an ultimate 
Middle Mongolian origin of the Chuvash word with a high 
degree of probability on the basis of phonetic, and h i s t o r i -
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cal cr i ter ia and of cr i ter ia of linguistic geography and 
cultural history. No doubt the number of words recognised 
as being of Middle Mongolian origin in the Chuvash 
language will increase with the advancement of research 
and even in the case of words without criteria we may 
reckon with some of them belonging to this group. 
1. MMo abra- ' t o save, to preserve ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: abura- ' t o help, to rescue ' (SH), 
abura- ' i d . ' (Hy.HyB), abura- ' id. ' (Ph); W: - . MoL: 
abura- ' t o help, rescue; protect ' (Leasing) ModMo: E: avra-
' t o save, rescue ' (KhL), abar - ' t o save, protect, defend' 
(BurL), awura- ' to s a v e ' ; (Ord.) W: awra- ' t o save, 
p reserve ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : upra- ' t o guard, protect ' (Sirotkin 1961), 
upra- ' id' (Paasonen 1908, Sp). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : abra- ' t o save, guard' (Tat DS). 
The Mongolian word belongs to the family of ab - ' to 
take, get hold, etc. ' f rom which it was formed by a d e v e r -
bal - r a suffix (Cf. ebde- ' t o break down, > ebdere - , bflgle-
f i l l an opening' > bOglere- , daba- ' t o transgress ' > dabara-
e t c . ) . The sound -_u may have already disappeared in the 
lending Mongolian dialect, moreover , it is probable that we 
may reckon already with an abra- «\/ abura- variant as is 
shown by the relevant derivatives: abuffa ' rece iv ing , adop-
tion' , abuftul-fakt. , abul ia - coop. , aburi 'behaviour ' e t c . , 
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but abqu^ul- caus. , abEaldu- rec ipr . 
The f irst occurrence of the word is in the Cumanian 
material of the Codex Cumanicus where Poppe (1962, p. 
334) considers it to be of Mongolian origin. The word was 
also transmitted to Tuvanian as well as to Yakut (Cf. R a -
sanen 1969, p. 2, Ka*uzyAski 1961, p. 41). It cannot be d e -
cided whether the word in the Chuvash language is of Volga 
Kipchak* mediation or not, but it is certain that it was a s s i m -
ilated by Chuvash be fore the Chuvash a >• o development. 
This word was considered to be of Mongolian origin already 
by Rasanen (1969, p. 2). 
2. MMo as(a)ra- 'to take c a r e ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: asara - ' t o take c a r e ' (SH), a s a r a -
' i d . ' (Hy), a sara - ' i d . ' (Ph); W: asara - ' i d . ' (MA), 
asara - ' id. ' (AL). 
MoL: asara - ' t o be compassionate, to take care , nourish, 
ra ise , support somebody by charity ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: a s r a - ' t o extend hospitality, to take care of 
somebody' (KhL), a s a r a - ' t o protect, to take care , to 
rescue , to serve somebody ' (Ord), a sara - ' t o take into 
protection, or c a r e ' (DahMu); W: a s r - ' t o protect, ra ise , 
to be kindly compassionate ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : usra - ' t o ra ise , to take care , to guard ' , 
usrav 'adopted (boy, g ir l ) ' (Sirotkin 1961), u s r a - ' t o bring 
• V 
up* (Paasonen 1908, Sp). 
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V o l g a K i p c h a k : a s r a - ' t o raise, nourish' (TatL), 
as i ra - ' t o maintain, to hold' (BashkL). 
The Mongolian word which has spread in several 
Turkic languages (Cf. Rasanen 1969. p. 29) and exists 
also in Manchu, is of Turkic origin. It is the adoption 
of the Turkic aSfa- ' t o feed ' to which had been asso -
ciated a - r a deverbal verb forming suffix marking intensity 
(Cf. above). In one group of the Turkic loan-words in 
the Mongolian language the Turkic corresponds to 
- s - : Tu. yemiS ' f ru i t ' Mong. j imis , Tu. arvis ' m a g -
ic formula ' Mong. arbis , Tu. bisla^ - ' c h e e s e ' 
Mong. bisala^ - (but bisilay as well). The Mongolian 
word had become the term for the acceptance of non-re l -
atives 'nto the family in the Mongol epoch, and had 
spread as such (see in detail R6na-Tas 1975). The word 
reached the Chuvash language by Tatar transmission which 
is indicated by the f o rm usrav Tat. asrau as well. A l -
ready Rasanen (loc. c i t . ) considered this word to be of 
Mongolian origin. 
3. MMo berke ' strong' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: berke 'di f f icult , hard' (SH), 
berke 'd i f f i cult ' (Hy.HyA); W: berka 'di f f icult , c oarse ' 
(IMM), berke 'd i f f i cul t ' (IMI), berket- ' t o become strong' 
(MA). 
MoL: berke 'd i f f icult , c lever , able to do something' 
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(Leasing). 
ModMo: E: berch 'di f f icult , complicated, serious, 
experienced in something' (KhL), berche ' i d . ' (BurL), 
berkxe 'd i f f i cult ' (Ord), berke 'd i f f i cult , very, strongly' 
(DahHP), pierge 'd i f f i cult ' (Mgr), W: berka 'd i f f icult , 
wicked, rare* (Kalm). 
/ C h u v a s h : parka 'healthy, sol id, strong' (Sirotkin 
1961), parka ' s trong , thick' (Paasonen 1908), parka 
"healthy, whole, enduring, big(eyed)' (AXmarin IX, p. 110). 
C h e r e m i s : par^a 'quick (horse) ' (Rasanen 1920, 
RMS). 
The word is well-known in Old Turkic in the f o r m 
berk. But in Chuvash the ancient final - r k sound group is 
solved by inserting a c losed ( > reduced) vowel: PT erk 
~ Chuv. irek ( < + erik) ' f r e e d o m ' , PT (Irk- Chuv. 
erex ( < +OrOk-) 'to wake suddenly' , PT JbOrk- ~ Chuv. 
per e x - ( < +bOrOk-) ' to spurt' , PT turq a/ Chuv. t£rax 
( < +turuq-) 'width, measure ' , PT q'irq Chuv. xerex 
( < +q'ir'iq) ' f o r t y ' . The modern Chuvash f o r m can be d i -
rectly traced to a *barka f o rm. It is conspicuous that in 
Tatar and Bashkir a berket - ' t o strengthen' verb is to be 
found where, instead of a closed - i - there is an - e - also 
indicating that the word is a loan, particularly c o r r e -
sponding to the Middle Mongolian MA item. The word was 
adopted into Chuvash before the Chuvas jk > a development. 
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The Cheremia word was taken over f rom Chuvash. Its 
meaning indicates that the word may have spread with 
horse breeding. Among the loan-words in the Turkic lan-
guages of the Mongolian epoch the proportion of terms r e -
lating to horse keeping is rather high. There are several 
such words among them that are of ultimate Turkic o r i -
gin but had spread in the Turkic languages by Mongolian 
mediation. Presumably the Chuv. la&a ' h o r s e ' and urxa -
3 
max ' f i e r y , untarhe horse ' also belong to this group. 
Both words are of Turkic origin but had spread in the 
Mongolian epoch through the Mongolians (see Mong. alalia, 
ar^amafr). 
4. MMo boljal , bol jay 'deadline, time agreed 
upon in advance' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: bo l ja - ' t o discuss (in advance), 
to agree upon, to s tate ' , boljal 'date agreed upon' (SH); 
W: boljal 'deadl ine ' bol jaldu- ' t o agree upon something 
(in advance)' (MA). 
MoL: bo l ja - , b o l j u - ' t o agree upon (in advance), to know 
in advance' boljtt^a(n) ' agreement , rendezvous ' , boljal 
'agreement , stipulation' (Lessing). 
ModMo: E: boldzol ' agreement ' (KhL) , bolzor ' d e a d l i n e ' , 
bolzoo ' agreement ' (BurL), bold£o 'p lace , time agreed 
upon' (Ord), bole j o ' i d . ' (DahM) W: boldzota 'the p e r -
son who has a rendezvous ' (OirK), bolzar , bolznag ' dead -
line, agreement, stipulation' (Kalm). 
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V o l g a K i p c h a k : bulEal (Tat, Cf. Rasánen 1920, p. 
184) Voty, bo lz ' ou. 
C h u v a s h : palEav 'agreement on the day of the m a r -
r iage ' (Sirotkin 1961), palSav ' g i f t bought or made by the 
bride for the br idegroom, e t c . ' (P) , palEav, palpal, 
pan^al ' f inal agreement on the day of the marr iage ' (AÍÍ-
marin X , pp. 110-111, 118). 
C h e r e m i s : punnal 'resolution* (RSsanen 1920, pp. 18.3-
184, MRS). 
The Mongolian words are substantives derived f r o m 
the verb boljay F r o m the point of the much debated 
question of the so-cal led Mongolian stem final vocals it 
may not be without importance to note that the word bol jay 
has a bolja^a f o rm as well . The word is a loan in Chu-
vash because of the retained -E- (= -DÍ - ) , which in ancient 
Chuvash words had become £ (=z)after -1 - , e . g. PT q'il'i£ 
' s w o r d ' ~ Chuv. xes ( < +q"il2), PT q'iliE ' w e a v e r ' s reed ' 
~ Chuv. xe^ ( < + qi l c ) , PT ö le - ' t o measure ' ~ Chuv. 
v i s - , PT belcen ' th is t le ' ~ Chuv. pisen, PT kQlctln 
' l o a n ' ~ Chuv. kivsen, küsen, PT yul'ic ' h a i r ' ~ Chuv. 
stts ( < Yule and not sa£ ! ) etc. The Chuvash word was tak-
en f r o m the Volga Kipchak languages, which is also in -
dicated by the terminal av au < , a ^ development, or 
correspondence. The Mongolian word was adopted by T a -
tar before the o > u development of the Volga-region 
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where today it is regarded as a rare word, but the Votyak 
word was also taken f r o m Tatar. The Chuvash adoption 
took place prior to the u o, a development. The sound 
- n - is the result of the dissimilation under the effect of 
the final ^ (i.~JL > The Mongolian word had spread 
almost among all the Turks and was adopted by the Tunguz, 
Georgian and Persian languages as well (see the data in 
Doerfer I, pp. 229-230, Rasanen 1969, p. 79). Doerfer 
(loc. c i t . ) interpreted the Turkic word to be of Mongolian 
origin, as did Rasanen (1969, p. 79), and the Mongolian 
parallel is also quoted by Egorov (1964, p. 147). 
5. MMo bosa^a ' threshold ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: bosoqa ' t h r e s h o l d ' , b o s o - ' t o 
block (the door ) ' (SH), bosoqa ' threshold ' (Hy), bosqa-
' t o erect (religious monument)1 (Ph); W: b o s - ' t o stand 
up' (IMM, IMI), b o s - ' i d . ' (AL) , bosqa - ' t o lift ' (MA). 
MoL: bosoqa ' threshold, vertical , e r e c t ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: boago ' threshold ' (KhL), bo^fog 'upper c r o s s -
b a r of door ' (Drg), bogoho, bohogo ' t resho ld ' (BurL), 
boEogo ' i d . ' (Ord), bo^oj^ (Ujtlm), bosguo ' i d . ' (Mgr); 
W: b o k s 0 ^ , boksxa, bos°^ , bosxa (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : pusaxa ' threshold ; stirrup, hay rack, 
stair , stairstep' (Sirotkin 1961), puaaxa ' i d . ' . (A^marin 
X , p. 8 . ) 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : busaga ' threshold ' (TatL). 
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The word is deduced by Poppe f r o m an earl ier + + 
Mong basu^a <, basurga form and he links the stem 
of the word to the Mong. basu- ' to hurt ' , Tu. b a s -
' t o press* family of words. (Poppe 1960a. p. 65). This 
is apparently supported by DahHP basurga, DahMu 
basarxa and Tunguz (Vitimo-nerX inBk dial. , Vasilevi^ 
1958), basurga, Solon basarga ' thresho ld ' . According 
to Doerfer (I, pp. 227-228) the Dahur word changed in 
Mongolian under the ef fect of the verb basu- because of 
taboo reasons and subsequently it got into Tunguz and 
Solon. Whatever the emergence of the Dahur word was 
(perhaps it is an early Yakut loan, though this word can-
not be traced on the basis of Modern Yakut), it has no 
relationship to the Mong. boso'ya the stem of which is the 
Mongolian verb b o s ( o ) - ' t o stand u p ' . The Mong. boso^a 
' ver t i ca l , e re c t ' adjective is derived f r o m this stem, 
which is identical with the word in question. Regarding 
the suffix -^a see Poppe (1927, p. 94). In this context the 
Secret History of the Mongols is quite remarkable where 
the following can be read in section 245: j i rqo an Qong-
qotan kO* flt inu e'ttten boso]fu, "The six Kongkotan boys 
had blocked the door. " In this sentence the verb b o s o -
occurs in the sense ' t o block, to c l o s e ' and a few lines 
earl ier there is the expression e'ttten bosoqa 'the thres -
hold of the d o o r ' . The cultic function of the threshold as 
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an addition to the door is really 'blocking the way' of evil . 
Up to the present time Mongols are not supposed to tread 
on the threshold and this was already mentioned by Rubruk 
in his account of the court of the Mongolian khans, (see 
Doer fer , I. p. 227). 
The Chuvash word is directly adopted f rom Mongolian, 
which is also indicated by - x - . This sound is a voiced 
spirant ) in Modern Chuvash pronunciation, as all un-
voiced consonants become voiced in Chuvash in an inter -
vocalic position if they are not lengthened. Regarding the 
MB period it can only be stated that the sound was already 
a spirant by that t ime. The Chuvash word went through a 
semantic extension. The ancient Turkic b a s - ' t o p ress ' had 
become pus - in Chuvash, i . e . the old b a s - and b o s - syllables 
coincided. Consequently the modern meanings of the word 
such as ' s t a i r ' , ' stair-shaped object ' developed. The M o n -
golian origin of the Chuvash word was correct ly recognized 
by Doerfer (I, p. 227), and also by Rasanen (1969, p. 81). 
The Mongolian word was adopted by several Turkic lan-
guages, see the corresponding data in the quoted works of 
Doerfer and Rasanen. 
6. MMo bural ' apple -grey (horse) ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: - W: burul (read burul) ' g r e y ' 
(MA). 
MoL: bu^ural, bu^urul ' g r e y ' (Lessing). 
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ModMo: E: bural. ' grey, apple -grey ' (KhL), bural ' id. ' 
(BurL) boral ' grey ' (Jar), bural, burul ' grey, reddish 
grey (horse co lour ) ' (Ord), boral ' greyish ' (DahP); W: 
btirf 'white (haired), white furred ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : pavar, pav&rla, pur la ' a p p l e - g r e y ' (Egorov 
1964), pavar la, purla ' i d . ' (Sirotkin 1961), purla ' g r e y i s h , 
yellowish-greyish* (Paasonen 1908, Sp). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : burli ' a p p l e - g r e y ' (TatL), buril ' id. ' 
(BashkL). 
C h e r e m i s : purlo ' id. ' (Rasanen 1923, p. 56, MRS). 
The word spread in the Turkic languages was not 
collated by Rasanen (1969, p. 89) to the corresponding M o n -
golian one, and he reconstructed the PT shape in bur(l'i^) 
f o rm. In the majority of the Turkic languages the long 
Mongolian vowel was preserved: Taranchi burul, Kazakh 
burul, Soyot burul, Altai pulur, which would not have 
taken place in the case of original Turkic length. It is 
probable that, even in those lexical items where this is 
not indicated orthographically, the f i r s t syllable has a 
long vowel. The Chuv. ava ~ u correspondence is a r e g -
ular one with an adopted long u. 
The Mongolian word had spread as a horse colour. 
The Mongolian parallel of the Chuvash word is quoted by 
Egorov (1964, p. 146). 
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7. MMo bOdene ' quail' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: bOdene 'quai l ' (Hy); W: bOdene 
' i d . ' (AL), bOdene ' i d . ' (VI). bOdene ' i d . ' (Qaz) 
MoL: bOddne ' i d . ' (Kowalewaki, Leasing), bOdOne ( G o l ' -
stuns kij). 
ModMo: E: bOdnO ' i d . ' (KhL), btldne ' i d . ' (KhC, Lessing) , 
bUdene ' i d . ' (BurL), bOdOnO ' i d . ' (Ord) puduri, puduru 
' i d . ' bodono ' t a i l l e s s ' , bodono yu ' ta i l less bird ' (Mgr); 
W: bOdn°, bOd°na ' quail' (Kalm), bodana ' i d . ' (MogMSL). 
C h u v a s h : putene 'quai l ' (Sirotkin 1961), putene ' i d . ' 
(Paasonen 1908), pot' ene ' id. ' (PR), putene, put' ana, 
pot' ana ' i d . ' (A&marin X , pp. 44-45, 54). 
C h e r e m i s : pot' ana ' i d . ' (Rasanen 1920, p. 182). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : btldana ' i d . ' (TatL) bg^Ina (Bashk) 
Voty. bod ' ono. 
The Buryat f o rm of the Mongolian word penetrated 
into the Khalkha dialect as well, hence the tt reading of 
Khalkha and of the literary f o rms . The Monguor f o r m is 
rather interesting, as it may have retained the .original 
meaning of the word. The Chuvash word may be of d i -
rect Volga Kipchak origin pr ior to the time when the 
Chuvash secondary U evolved, but it could be an adoption 
directly f r o m Mongolian. It is remarkable that the f o r m s 
of the Chuvash dialects show a change to the back v o -
calic set which is frequent in the case of ancient Chuvash 
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words (Cf. +Oktir > vctkar ' o x ' + 5r > var 'midd le ' e t c . ) . 
The Chuvash word got into Cheremis and the Volga Kip-
chak word to Votyak. The word is known in several T u r -
kic languages and they had conveyed it to Persian and 
Vogul. The Mongolian origin of the Turkic word was a l -
ready recognized by Rasanen (1920, p. 182), and Ligeti 
(1962a, p. 21) held a similar view, together with Egorov 
(1964, p. 167) and Doerfer (I, p. 218) and most recently 
Rasanen (1969, p. 82), see the Turkic, Persian, Afghan 
and Vogul data in the same works. 
8. MMo bHldflrge ' loop made of leather on a 
whip handle' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: - -
MoL: bflgeldtlrge, bttgOldQrge ' i d . ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: bdgttldOrgO ' i d . ' (KhL) bttgelderge ' a strap of 
a saddle, loop on a whip handle' (Ord); W: - - . 
C h u v a s h : paltarka ' s t r a p on the handle of lash' (Si-
rotkin 1961), p&ltarka ' strap or string, or loop for the 
hand at the tip of whip handle' (Paasonen 1908). 
C h e r e m i s : melderya, pelDerGa ' i d . ' (Rasanen 1920, 
p. 40, 1923, p. 46, 1908). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : bfildOrka, mOldOrka ' i d . ' (TatDS), 
mOldOrma (TatPaasonen 1908). 
The Mongolian word belongs to the family of bOkO-
~ bOgO- <: bflkfl- «v bUg- ' t o bend' (see Tu. btlk- ' i d . ' ) . 
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The word bflgtlrge ' saddle bow, pommel ' (see KhL b fir eg, 
bttrgen, Kalm bfir^g. bUrga) also belongs to this family 
of words. I have not found this word in the Middle and 
Modern Mongolian sources of the western Mongolians. But 
as a Mongolian loan it can be found in the Muqaddimat a l -
-Adab (as btlldttrge), in Kazakh (bttldttrgO), and in Kirghiz 
(bttldQrgO, bOldtirgQ), where the Middle Mongolian long 
vowel is represented by a short sound just as well as in 
Volga Kipchak and Chuvash. The Chuvash word may have 
been taken over directly or by Tatar transmission, the 
Cheremis word may be of Chuvash or Tatar transmission. 
On its Mongolian origin see Rasanen (1969, p. 92). 
9. MMo fe'abidur ' l ight brown, with white 
mane and tail ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: - - ; W: Eabdar ' l ight brown (horse 
colour) (MA). 
MoL: cabidar ' reddish-yellow, with white mane and tail' 
(Lessing). 
ModMo: E: cav ' dar ' l ight brown (horse co lour) ' (KhL), 
savidar ' i d . ' (BurL), tfiawidar ' red with white mane and 
tail ' (Ord), tBawdar ' id. ' (tfjOm); W: tsabdr 'dark or of 
brown colour but with white mane and tail ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : £uptar ' c r e a m , light brown (horse co lour) ' 
(Sirotkin 1961), Euptar ' i t is said of the colour of the 
horse , ? c r eam ' (Paasonen 1908). 
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V o l g a K i p c h a k : Eaptar ' l ight brown' (TatL), saptar 
' i d . ' (BashkL). 
The Mongolian word derives f rom the ' t o be 
white stem. The Chuvash word is a loan f rom Tatar 
pr ior to the Chuvash a > o transition but after the 
i > £ change. The word was already explained by Joki 
(1952, p. 278) as a Mongolian loan-word in the Turkic 
languages and in Kamassian, which was accepted by R a -
sanen (1969, p. 94), the Mongolian parallel is given also 
by Egorov (1954). See the Turkic data in these works. 
10. MMo Eida- ' t o be able ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: Eida- ' t o be able, to be capable 
of defeating' (SH), & d a - (Hy. HyAB), gida- ' i d . ' (Ph); 
W: %ida- ' t o do c o r re c t l y ' (IMI), Eida- ' t o be able, to 
know' (MA). 
MoL: ^ida- ' t o be able* (Leasing) 
ModMo: E: Ead- ' t o be able, to know (KhL), Xada- ' i d . ' 
(BurL), tSida- ' i d . ' (Qrd), t a d - ' i d . ' (Jar), &ad-, Eada 
' i d . ' (DahHP), Sad- ' i d . ' (Dahlv), Eade- ' i d . ' (DahM), 
sda - ' i d . ' (Mgr); Ws t5ad a - ' i d . ' (Kalm), cidan ' power 
strength' (MogZ.K) , &id l - ' t o be able ' (MogMrL). 
C h u v a s h : ' t o tolerate, to endure, to expiate, to 
hold out, to return (expenses) ' (Sirotkin 1961), t a t - ' t o 
tolerate, to endure, to bear ' (Paasonen 1908). 
C h e r e m i s : Kit- ' t o bear, to endure, to suf fer ' (MRS, 
Risanen 1920, p. 90, 1923, p. 78). 
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V o l g a K i p c h a k : Eida- ' t o tolerate, to endure, to suf fer ' 
(TatL), í a d a - ' t o endure' (TatP); j s i í a - ' t o tolerate, to 
edure, to suffer ' (BashkL). 
It requires further study to see if the Mongolian 
word is related to the Turkic verb t id- ' t o hold u p ' , as 
it is considered by Poppe (1960a, p. 15) and Rásánen 
(1969, p. 477). The meaning of the Mongolian word is ' t o 
be capable of doing something, to hold something in s o m e -
body ' s power ' and the ' t o endure, to tolerate ' meanings 
of the Mongolian f o r m adopted.by several Turkic dialects 
are c losely interrelated (Cf. Hung, bírni, kibírni). The 
Chuvash and Cheremis words are late loans f r om Tatar. 
The Mongolian origin of the Turkic words. was pointed 
out also by Ligeti (1964, p. 36) besides Poppe and Rasanen 
(loc. c i t . ) , and see the other Turkic data at the same 
place. 
11. MMo delbege 'br id le , re ins ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: delbege ' i d . ' (SH); W: 
MoL: delbeg ' r e i n ( s ) ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: delbeg ' i d . ' (KhL); W: 
C h u v a s h : tilxepe ' b r i d l e , re ins ' (Sirotkin 1961) 
tilxepe, tilkepe ' r e i n s ' (Paasonen 1908), tilkepe, tilxepe, 
kilkepe (ASmarin VI, p. 22) ' id. ' . 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : dilbega ' r e i n s ' (TatL), tilbüge, t i l -
baga. tilbiga, dilbaga, dilbega, zilbiga (Rasanen 1969, 
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p. 471), dilbega ' i d . ' (BashkL). 
The Mongolian word may belong to a family of words 
meaning ' f lat , b r o a d ' , Cf. delbeg 'w ide , l a r g e ' , delbeyi -
' t o be wide, to become w i d e ' , delbeng, delbing 'protruding 
(something flat, eg. an e a r ) ' . In Turkic languages there 
is a word tal meaning ' thread, wire ' which at least may 
have been mixed with the Mongolian f o r m s adopted by T u r -
kic (see Kumyk telbavlar ' b r id le ' (RKmk), (Gr^nbech 1942), 
telbu^a ' ground-rope ' (Rasanen 1969, p. 471). The Mongo -
lian origin of the Volga Kipchak words is c learly indicated 
by the Tatar and Bashkir f o rms with d - initial. The T u r -
kic word was considered to be of Mongolian origin by 
Doerfer and Poppe (Cf. their proof notes to Rasanen 1969, 
p. 471), but Poppe does not discuss the tel-bu^a item 
among the Mongolian loans in his article on the Mongolian 
elements of the Codex Cumanicus. Egorov (1954, p. 251), 
who re fers to the Mongolian word among others, derives 
the Chuvash word f rom til ' tongue¡and ba^ ' r o p e ' which 
cannot be accepted either because of semantic or phonetic 
considerations (see bosa^a ). The word came f rom Siberian 
Tatar to the Ob Ugrian languages (Osty. tetpou, Vog . 
tilpon, see Rasanen 1969, p. 471). The Mongolian word was 
borrowed by these languages prior to the Volga Turkic 
e_ > j development. 
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12. MMo dem 'help, assistance' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: dem 'auxi l iary- , rear troop' (SA); 
W: — . 
ModMo: E: dem 'way of action, capacity, skill ' (KhL). dem 
' i d . ' (BurL), dem 'he lp , skill obtained by pract ice ' (Ord), 
W: dem 'he lp , assistance ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : tim ' w i s h , ambition, ef fort , inclination, initia-
tive, activity, f i rmness , perseverance, resoluteness, courage, 
daring, se l f - consc iousness ' (Sirotkin 1961), tim 'ambit ion, e f -
fort , decision' t imle - ' t o look after, to make an ef fort , to c on -
vince ' (Aifmarin XIV, p. 40). 
V q , l g a K i p c h a k : dim 'persuasion, warning, advice, 
conviction' (TatL), dim ' id. ' (BashkL). 
The initial d - of the Volga Kipchak word clearly indicates 
its Mongolian origin and this is further supported by the fact 
that the word is lacking in Turkic antjquity. Of the Modern 
Turkic languages it can be found only in Altaic, Koibal, S o -
yot and Kazakh. The Chuvash word is presumably of Tatar 
mediation .which is mainly indicated by its semantic development; 
anyhow, the adoption had taken place prior to the e > d e -
velopment. The word was considered to be of Mongolian o r i -
gin by Rasanen (1969, p. 135), see the Turkic data there. 
13. MMo elbeg 'abundance, remains ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: -
MoL: elbeg 'abundance, abundant' (Lessing) 
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ModMo: E: elbeg 'abundance, abundant' (KhL), elbeg ' id . ' 
(BurL), elbek ' i d . ' (Ord), elweg ' r i c h , abundant' (UjOm), 
W: elweg 'abundant, surplus' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : ilpek 'abundance, surplus' (Sirotkin 1961), 
ilpek 'abundance* (ASmarin III, p. 111). 
The f irst occurrence of the Mongolian word in Turkic 
is in the Codex Cumanicus where Poppe (1962, p. 335) cons id -
ers it to be a Mongolian word. It wan borrowed f rom Mongo-
lian by the Altaic, Tuvanian and Yakut languages. Further in -
vestigation is needed to see how the Mongolian word is re lat -
ed to the Tara and Ktlrdek Turkic alak ' m a n y ' and to the 
Kalmuck elede ' r i ch ly , in great abundance, much' quoted 
by Rasanen (1969, p. 39). It cannot be excluded that the - b -
of elbeg is similar to the - b - of qalbaya or garbing where 
- b - is missing f rom the corresponding Turkic forms. The 
Turkic words were originated f rom Mongolian according to 
Rasanen ( loc. c i t . ) and the Chuvash one according to Egorov 
(1964, p .69) . 
14. MMo -^oiqan 'beautiful ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: -
MoL: ^oyuqan ' g race fu l , beautiful ' , ^oyida 'exce l lent , the 
b e s t ' , i^oyi, |oyu 'beautiful, smart, elegant' (Lessing). 
ModMo: E: goyochon ' very beautiful, fairly beautiful" , goyo 
' beaut i fu l ' , qoyd ' v e r y ' (KhL), goyochon ' pretty' , qoyo ' b e a u -
tiful' (BurL), go± ' i d . ' (DahHP); W: gOg? 'woman of easy 
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virtue* (Kalm). 
C h U v a s h : xllyem 'beautiful , smart, of good quality' 
(Sirotkin 1961) xflxem, xflxxem 'beautiful , smart, good, 
excel lent, tall, strong' (A%marin XVI, p. 287). 
The Chuvash word was related to the Mongolian yayiqa 
' t o be surprised ' according to Ramstedt (1957, p .48 , 1952, 
p. 107) and classi f ied among the ancient Altaic cor respon-
dences . But this etymology has phonetic problems. An an-
c i e n t ^ diphthong has two equivalents in Chuvash: ai , or 
ui : PT qay'ir ' sand ' ~ Chuv. xayar, PT qaymaq ' c r e a m ' 
rv Chuv. xayma, PT sayla- ' t o se lect ' ~ Chuv. suyla-, 
P T b a y - ' to become r i ch ' ~ Chuv. puy- . This double equiv-
alence is parallel to the double Chuvash equivalence (ij ,u ) 
of the PT a. Thus the Chuvash - t l - cannot originate f r om an 
ancient ai diphthong. 
Egorov (1964) in his etymological dictionary gave the 
Tu. kOrkem ' beautiful* as the equivalent of the Chuvash 
word. This is again unacceptable f o r phonetical reasons. The 
original palatal k - does not become in Chuvash. The Tu. 
kOrkem is a derivative qf the verb kttr- ' t o see ' and this 
word in Modern Chuvash is kur- . 
At f i rst sight the Chuvash word o f fers a contradictory 
phonetic character. Its initial and medial ^ can only go back 
to a back k whereas its vocals at present f o r m a front set. • < 
But this contradiction is only apparent. The original oi_ > ui 
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diphthong in Chuvash has become ü: PT s o y - ' t o skin' ** Chuv. 
aü- ( < s u i soi) , PT quyma ' f e n c e ' , ~ Chuv. xOme, PT 
quytu 'defence wall ' *> Chuv. xOtg. PT buyur- ' t o o r d e r ' ~ 
Chuv. pür- ( < buir - ) , etc . This development is fairly recent 
in Chuvash, as such words were involved as, Chuv. gü ' b o d y ' 
( < bui < boi ^— boy < bod), thus these are loan-words 
of an age when the d >> > change had already taken 
place in the lending language. 
The final - m is a regular Chuvash development: P T 
altun ' gold' ~ Chuv. lit am, PT qirq'in ' slave g ir l ' ~ Chuv. 
xarxam ( - m already exists in this word in the VB i n s c r i p -
tions), PT barEun ' ve lve t ' ** Chuv. purs^m etc . This - m 
appears at an early stage as it can be observed in some 
of the Turkic loan-words in the Hungarian language prior 
to the age of the Conquest (see e. g. szám sam < sán), 
but there it is not without exceptions (see e . g . bársony). 
On the other hand the development had taken place in r e -
cent Tatar loan-words as wel l , e . g . yaxam ' n e a r ' 
Tat. yak'in. How can this apparent contradiction be e x -
plained? In Chuvash dialects one can observe an n ~ m 
change even today: yaxan ~ yaxam, iltan ~ iltam, xarxan ~ xarxam, 
pursan ~ pur sam. Thus the final - m does not necessar i -
ly refer to an ancient word. As has been demonstrated, 
the Chuvash can equally well correspond to a transmit-
ting £ or a One need not unconditionally imagine a 
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spirant meditating f o r m as in Chuvash, after the ĉ  ^ x d e -
velopment temporarily there were no ka, ko, ku, ki ' s y l -
lables, consequently in such cases a substitution of sounds 
took place. Thus the Mong. ^oiqan. or ^oiqun f o r m had to 
become xoixan in Chuvash f r om which the f o r m xttxem 
regularly evolved through a xuixetn f orm. 
The word should be regarded as a Mongolian loan-
-word because it has a c lear etymology in Mongolian 
^oyi 'beautiful ' + -qan diminuitive suffix), whereas this 
word has no etymology in Chuvash. The Chuvash x - may 
be derived f r o m a Mongolian g. whereas the reverse cannot 
be done, the word is unknown in the other Turkic dialects. 
Further investigation is needed to see how the Mongolian 
•^oyi, ^oyu 'beauti ful ' is related to the Turkic word qoy'i, 
qoyu ' f a t ' . This may be t raced back to a pr imary * q o -
stem. 
For the time of the adoption the period pr ior to the 
o > u, ui. > tt development should be considered. But it 
is known, that the ui_ > tt development took place in Chu-
vash after the ST d > 5 development, i. e , at any rate 
after the tenth-eleventh centuries (see qudruq > quyruq — 
xtire). Thus the adoption has no chronological obstacle. 
The Mongolian word has not been traced so far in the V o l -
ga Kipchak languages, and for this and additional phonetic 
reasons it is indicated that most probably we have to deal 
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with a direct borrowing. 
15. MMo horam ' t r a c e , road' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: horum ' t race (of stag), ( forest) 
trail; lane' (SH); W: —. 
MoL: orum ' t r a c e , footprint, stream, foundation, origin ' 
(Leasing) 
ModMo: E: orom ' t r a c e , footprint' (KhL), orom ' i d . ' 
(BurL), o rom ' t r a c e , surface, p lan ' , d^arriTn orom ban 
' the way has a trace ' (Ord); W: orm ' m a r k of something, o 
trace , distinguishing mark, place, o f f i ce ' (Kalm), oram 
' p l a c e ' (MogR). 
C h u v a s h : uram 'way , line' (Sirotkin 1961), aram, uram 
(Paasonen 1908), uram (Sp) ' s t r e e t ' , oram ' id. ' (PR), 
uram, oram ' s t r e e t , merchants ' row in the bazaar ' (AK-
marin III, p. 268-9) , aram ' id . ' (A^marin IV, p. 55). 
V o 11 a K i p c h a k : uram ' street' (TatL, BashkL). 
C h e r e m i s : urem, orem ' s t reet ' (Rasanen 1923, RMS). 
The word is unknown in Old Turkic. Our earliest 
Turkic data are f r om the thirteenth century (Yugnaki, T e f -
sir) , thus f r o m a time subsequent to the appearance of the 
Mongolians., The word of corresponding meaning is oruq 
in Turkic, and this Turkic word and the Mongolian one 
are related in all probabilities, but their common baaic 
word is not c lear ? h o r - ' t o turn (to the other side) ' . ' 
The Mong. o r o - "to enter* cannot be related to our word 
as it has no h - initial in Middle Mongolian. In the Mon-
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golian .word there is a deverbal - m (Cf. Poppe 1927, p. 
102), which is known in the Turkic languages, consequently 
in Chuvash as well (Gf. e . g . vilem < fllflm 'death' < 01-
' to d i e ' ) . The Mongolian word has spread to some other 
Turkic languages as well (Cf. Rasanen 1920, p. 82, 1969, 
p. 364). Ramstedt (1935, 1949) includes under this head-
ing the Korean poram ' distinguishing mark' . The spread 
of the word in the Mongolian epoch may be related to the 
Mongolian administration. The Chuvash word could be of 
Volga Kipchak mediation, but it is more probable that it 
was directly adopted. 
16. MMo jfa'u£i 'matchmaker, go-between, 
suitor ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: jfa'ura 'between' (SH, Hy, HyAB, 
Ph), W: Jura ' i n between' (MA). 
MoL: ja-^u^i 'mediator , go-between' (Leasing) 
ModMo: E: dzuc ' suitor, matchmaker' (KhL), zur^a 
'go-between, suitor' (BurL), d£ut£i 'matchmaker ' 
(Ord), dzioro 'between' (Mgr) diogon (= dzSgon) 'between' 
(Pao); W: zut&i, zultsi 'mediator , spy* (Kalm), jaura 
' f r o m among' (MogZ), jOuro (MogR), jaura (MogMrL); 
jaura (MogML), 'hal f , m idd le ' . 
C h e r e m i s : saus, savus (MRS), s ' aua, saus, s ' a^aa, 
s* ajius, sagus, savus (Rasanen 1923, p. 190) 'wedding 
groomsman, witness to marriage, bridesman' Chuv. 
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sausi. 
C h u v a s h : yevEg ' s u i t o r ' (Sirotkin 1961), yevce (read 
yevEe) ' p r o x y , groomsman' (Paasonen 1908), yev^e 
' su i t o r , procurer , go-between' (A^marin IV, p. 264), 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : yau& ' suitor ' (Ta tL) jauci ' id. ' 
(TatO), yausi ' i d . ' (BashkL), sautsi ' i d . ' (Siberian T a -
tar). 
The word was adopted by Chuvash in two variants. 
The f irst f o rm has been preserved only by Cheremis , the 
other one is a late Tatar loan. The word was derived by 
Paasonen (1902, p. 242) f r o m the Tu. £au8 ' c o m m a n d e r , 
guard ' , by Rasanen (1920, p. 190) f r o m the Tu. yaufti 
' m a t c h m a k e r ' , subsequently f r om a Mong. jfabuEi (1949, 
p. 125) and most recently (1969, p. 176) f r o m a Mong. 
yabul^i f o rm. The word %au% and the Mong. yabulEi c a n -
not belong to this heading because of phonetic reasons, 
and the Tu. yau&i is a Mongolian loan-word, in fact iden-
tical with our item. The Mongolian word consits of the 
' i n between' stem (Cf. jfa-^ura 'm idd le place, in 
between ' , ja^urmay ' m i d - w a y , at a place betwixt and 
between' jfabsar ' i n t e r ' , jayi 'midd le place, d i s tance ' ) 
(regarding the stem see Kotwicss 1953, pp. 334-335) -
and of the nomen actoris suffix -Ei. I have not met the 
word in Middle Mongolian sources , only in Literary Mon-
golian and in the modern dialects, but as a Middle M o n -
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golian loan-word it exists in Chagatay (yau&t), in Karakal-
pak, with the Altai Turks and the Kirghiz. Cheremis had 
adopted the word after the Chuvash j[ ,> £ development, but 
prior to the £ > £ development that had taken place in the 
majority of the. Cheremis dialects (Cf. Cher, surt ' h o u s e ' 
- Chuv. surt < jurt, Cher, sorta ' candle ' Chuv. 
sorta < jarta e t c . ) . The Cheremis and the' Volga Kipchak 
words have retained the MMo-diphthong. The late Chuv. 
yev&e is f r o m a time following the Tatar ^a > ^a develop-
ment. 
17. MMo mala^ai ' c a p ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: maqalai ' c a p ' (SH), magala (Chy); 
W: magala (IMM, IMI), maqalai, ' i d . ' (MA). 
MoL: mala^a, mala"^ai ' i d . ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: malgay ' id. ' (KhL), malgay (BurL), malaga 
(Ord), mala'y (tijtim), magal (DahHP), magala, maxala 
(Dahlv), max ' la, mahal (DahMu), malexe (DahM), marga 
(Mgr), magala (Tung), malge (Pao); W: malxa (OirK), 
maxla, malxa (Kalm), mal^ai (MogZ .K) , mal^&i (MogR), 
malghai (MogL), mal^ai (MogMrL), malj^Gi (MogML, 
MogMSL), all with identical meaning. 
C h u v a s h : mulaxxay ' c a p , a malahay' (Sirotkin 1961), 
malaxay 'pointed winter cap' (Paasonen 1908), molaxay 
(PR), mulaxay, mulaxxay (A&marin VIII, p. 260), malaxay, 
malaxxay ( l o c . c i t . p. 183). 
£ 
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V o l g a K i p c h a k : malaxai 'pointed fur cap' (TatR IV, 
2037). 
C h e r e m i s : malaxai ' f u r cap' (Rasanen 1920, p. 135, 
1923, p. 45). 
The word passed into Russian f r o m Mongolian (Cf. 
Fasmer , II, p. 562, Rasanen 1969, p. 324) and the malaxai 
items in the Volga languages are partly re -borrowed f r o m 
Russian. The Mongolian word passed into Teleut (Rasanen 
1969, p. 324) and Manchu (maxala). Data of Mongolian 
linguistic history indicate that of the maxala(i) ~ mala^a(i) 
variants the f i rst is the older one and the second is the 
result of metathesis, but until the etymology of the word 
is definitely identified, the problem cannot be finally solved. 
The Chuv. mulaxxay may be a regular adoption of a 
MMo malaxai f o r m . The survival of the final -a i (Cf. Note 
2) is an important criterion of its being a loan. Egorov 
(1964, p. 135) re fers to the Mongolian parallel , and Rasa-
nen (loc. c i t , ) also considers the word to be of Mongolian 
origin. 
18. MMo mergen ' a good marksman, wise* 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: mergen 'honest , c lever (woman)' 
(SH), mergen ' c l e v e r (in everything)' (Hy), mergen ' w i s e , 
learned' (Ph); W: 
MoL: mergen ' a good marksman, wise , experienced ' 
(Leasing) 
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ModMo: E: me rgen 'exce l lent archer; c lever , wise, punc-
tual ' , mergen buudagE ' exact marksman' (KhL), merge(ra) 
' exce l lent archer , c l ever , wise, punctual* (BurL), mergen 
' c l e v e r , cunning' (Ord), merge ' w i s e ' (Ujüm), mergen 
11 V 
' i d . ' (Jar), mergen ' w i s e , hunter' (DahM), miergan 
' c l e v e r , able, wise ' (Mgr), mergen ' exac t , wise ' (Tung); 
W: mergn ' a r t i s t , c l ever , one who understands his craft , 
o 
hunter (Kalm). 
C h e r e m i s : margan 'punctual ' (Rasanen 1969, p. 335, 
MRS). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : margan ' exact archer ' , ' a master 
shot, exact, exactly ' (BashkL). 
The word was adopted by several Turkic languages 
as well (Cf. Doerfer I, p. 498, Rasanen 1969, p. 335) 
and subsequently it has also spread among the Ob-Ugrian 
and the southern Samoyed languages (Cf. Joki 1952, p. 228). 
It reached Cheremis by Chuvash mediation as was correc t ly 
stated by RSsanen ( loc . c i t . ) and Doerfer ( loc. c i t . ) , but the 
word is unknown in Modern Chuvash. On the other hand, 
it is known in several Manchu-Tunguz languages. Mongo -
lian loan-wordB are the Manchu mergen (Cf. Ligeti 196p, 
p. 243, Doerfer , l óc . cit. ), the Evenki mergen ' sorrow ' 
and the Even mergen ' r e a s o n ' , the Ude meyge ' id. ' 
and the Nanay mergen ' suc cess fu l , good s o n ' . In Mon-
golian only the verbal f o r m of the word, derived f r om the 
mergen substantive, o ccurs , but the Manchu m e r k i - ' t o 
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be c o n s c i o u s ' , the Evenki merge - ' t o despair , to be sad, 
to ponder, to meditate ' , the Even m e r g e - ' t o think' and 
the Negidal meygen- ' t o be sad, to feel sorry f o r something ' , 
the Ude m e i s i - ' t o think', the Oroch naiyci- ' i d . ' refer 
to the existence of a verb + m e r g e - . A s one would expect, 
there is a Jf^ in Manchu in the original place of - r g - , 
the family of words at least in part should be regarded as 
loans. The Even and Evenki - r g - , the Nedial - y g - may be 
ancient as well as loans, but in the place of the Oroch 
- y c - , the Ude - ^ s - one would expect - g g / k k - , or k / g yg 
f orms in the case of an ancient Manchu-Tunguz - r g - (Cf, 
Cincius 1949, pp. 230-231, 236-237, Benzing 1955, p p . 9 9 5 -
996, Ligeti I960, p. 241), therefore even the Manchu-Tun-
guz verbal f o rms should be regarded as loans keeping open 
the alternative that not every Manchu-Tunguz dialect had 
borrowed the word directly f r om Mongolian, but the image 
is confused by loans within the Manchu-Tunguz group itself . 
Thus the basic meaning of the Mongolian verb is approxi -
mately ' t o be in trouble ' (as to the context of the meanings 
of ' s o r r o w ' , ' t o b e sad'and ' t o think' Cf . the connection 
between the Hungarian gond ' trouble ' and gondolkodni ' t o 
think') , of this the meaning ' t o be consc ious , resolute ' 
and subsequently ' to do something well , exactly, con -
sciously ( e .g . to shoot to target ) ' . The semantic development 
is explained by Doerfer ( loc. c i t . ) in a different manner. 
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Thus thé Indo-Iranian etymology suggested by Fasmer 
(Cf. Sanskrit mrgayus ' h u n t e r ' , III, p. 660) should be » 
regarded improbable primarily because of reasons of s e -
mantic history. The Mongolian word passed into Cheremis 
after the Chuvash â > a development. 
19. MMo moqa ' blunt' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: moqodaq 'blunt' (Hy); W: 
moqadaq ' id. ' (MA). 
MoL: moqoya ' b l u n t ' , m o q o - ' t o be blunt' (Leasing). 
ModMo: E: mochdog, mochoo 'blunt ' (KhL), moxor ' curved , 
blunt tipped' (Drg), mochoo ' blunt' (BurL), muxudak, 
muxuduk, muxugur, mux un, muxur ' i d . ' (Ord), m / x ^ r 
'blunt, lower or external part ' (tijtlm), mogordur, m o -
godur ' b l u n t ' , mugur 'dead-end ' (Mgr), mugutu 'blunt ' 
(Tung); W: m o k a , mox'à, moxâ 'blunt ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : mâka 'blunt' (Sirotkin 1961), maka (Paasonen 
1908), muka (Sp, U&P) ' i d . ' moka (AÏmarin VIII, p. 294), 
muka, moka (loc. cit. p. 257) ' i d . ' . 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : mokit 'stupid, dull ' (TatL), mokly 
' i d . ' (TatDS), moqot 'dul l -witted, dull of comprehension' 
(BashkL). 
The word in Chuvash is a loan f rom Kipchak because 
of the retained - k - , where the basic word cannot be traced. 
The Mongolian word was adopted by several other 
Turkic languages (Cf. Doerfer I, pp. 509-10, Râsânen 1969, 
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p. 340), and also by Votyak and southern Samoyed (Joki 
1952, pp. 103, 232). The word moxdaq 'blunt ' occurr ing 
in the Codex Cumanicus also belongs to this family which 
was regarded to be of Mongolian origin even ( by Grjinbech, 
but the word was not discussed by Poppe (1962) among the 
Mongolian elements of the Cumanian language. This is our 
oldest Turkic item. The word was considered to be of 
Mongolian origin already by Doer fer ( loc. c i t . ) and by R a -
sanen ( loc. c i t . ) without Chuvash. The Mongolian parallel 
was already re ferred to by Egorov (1964, p. 131). 
20. MMo narad (plural) ' f o r e s t pine' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: narat (plural) ' s p r u c e ' (SH), n a -
rasun "pine* (Hy); W: 
MoL: narasun, plural narad ' c o n i f e r s ' (Leasing). 
ModMo: E: nars ' i d . ' (KhL), narha(n) ' i d . ' (BurL), n a -
rasu ' i d . ' (Ord), nars (DahHP) ' i d . ' narese ' c y p r e s s , 
cedar ' (DahM); W: narasn 'pine* (Oirl^. 
C h u v a s h : narat 'p ine ' (Sirotkin-i96l , d ia l . ) , narat 
'P inus si lvestris (only in riddles) ' , narat, nart ' i d . ' ( A s -
marin IX, pp. 9, 11). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : narat 'pine* (TatL), narat yilage 
' c o w b e r r y ' (BashkP). 
The word in Chuvash is a Tatar, whereas in Tatar 
it is a Mongolian loan, as has already been rightly stated 
by Raaanen (1969, p. 350). The reason is that iv- in initial 
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position does not. occur in original Turkic words . It is 
remarkable that the word is known only in Karachai-Balkhar 
of the Turkic languages (narat). The Turkic relatives of 
the Hungarian kOris have a similar prevalence, as the 
word occurs only in Chuvash (kavres) and in Karachai (ktl-
rtt£), further on in the western Mongolian languages (Cf. 
Kalm. kfir t ts). The affinity to this group of the Tat.koriE 
a^ac and the Bashk. koros agas quoted by Egorov (1964, 
p. 84) is doubtful, but the Ossetian kaerz, kaerzae is r e -
lated to the word kfiris. Yet it i s not sure that the h i s -
tory of the two words was identical. The word narat has 
so far been found only in sources of the eastern Mongo-
lian dialects and it cannot be excluded that the Oirat word 
col lected by Kara (1959) is also a Khalkha loan. Yet the 
word may have existed in old western Mongolian dialects 
as can be inferred f r o m its presence in the Volga Lan-
guages. 
21. MMo n i £ ' s o l i d ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: niyitaitala ' t ightly ' (SH + niyi - ) ; 
W: 
MoL: n i £ ' s o l i d , dense, condensed* (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: njag ' dense , sol id ' (KhL), nigta ' i d . ' (BurL), 
nigta ' i d . ' (Ord); W: nig ' dense , hard, strong (eg. 
s car f ) ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : naka 'hard , strong' (Sirotkin 1961), naka 
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' f i r m l y , steadily' (Paasonen 1908), nak 'densely filled 
( e .g . flour in the sack, e t c . ) ' nak, n£ka ' s t rong , solid ' 
(Almarin IX, p. 52). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : n'ik ' s trong, solid, hard' (TatL), n'iq 
' i d . ' (BashkL) 
C h e r e m i s : nek ' s t r o n g ' (Rasanen 1923, p. 47). 
The word exists in some other Kipchak and Siberian 
languages as well (Cf. Egorov 1964, p. 138), where, as 
has been correct ly pointed out by Rasanen (1969, p. 353), 
it is a Mongolian loan-word. In Chuvash it is a Tatar loan 
because of the medial - k - . The final -ji is a secondary 
Chuvash phenomenon. It occurs in several other late Tatar 
loans: Tat. ya& —£ Chuv. yaSe ' y o u n g ' , Tat. Eik — » 
Chuv. t ike ' b o r d e r ' , Tat. k t t l _ C h u v . ktlle ' l a k e ' e tc . 
The reason of this phenomenon is , that' in Chuvash the 
original final reduced vowels are always in an unstressed 
position, thus their disappearance has begun. Under the 
impact of the alternative occurrence of the f orms with a 
i 
reduced or zero ending, the word finals were reduced 
even in cases where the process is etymologic ally unjus-
tified. The Khalkha njag goes back to an original +niya 
f o r m , its corresponding item should have been naka in 
Chuvash (in the case of an East Mongolian word mediated 
by Tatar), or naxa (if the borrowing were direct) . 
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22. MMo no^ta 'ha l ter ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: — , W: noqta 'ha l ter ' (AL), noxta 
' i d . ' (MA). 
MoL: no^to ' i d . ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: nogt ' i d . ' (KhL), noxt ' part of the halter ' 
(Drg), nogto 'ha l ter ' (BurL), nogto ' i d . ' (Ord), noxt ' i d . ' 
(UjOm), nogdo ' i d . ' (Mgr); W: nokt° ' id. ' (Kalm). 
- C h u v a s h : naxta ' i d . ' (Sirotkin 1961), n&xta (Paasonen 
1908), n<Sxta (Sp) ' b i t (made of r o p e ) ' , naxta (A&marin IX, 
p. 57), nakta (loc. cit , p. 53), naktov (loc. cit. p. 53) ' h a l t e r ' . 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : nukta ' i d . ' (TatL, BashkL), nokta 
' i d . ' (TatP). 
C h e r e m i s : nukta * id. ' (Rasanen 1923, p. 48, MRS). 
The Mongolian word was in extensive use in the Mon-
golian epoch, existing in several Turkic languages (Ego-
rov 1964, p. 138, Doer fer I, pp. 517-18, R5s5nen 1969, p. 
354), and it appeared f o r the f i rst time in the Codex Cu-
manicu8 (Cf. Poppe 1962, p. 336). The word was rightly 
• » \• 
considered to be of Mongolian origin by Poppe, Egorov , 
- Doerfer and RSsanen. Chuvash had adopted the f o r m s with 
- x - presumably f r o m Mongolian at an early date, whereas 
the forme with - k - came f rom Tatar. The Cheremis word 
also originates f r o m Tatar (Cf. Rasanen 1923, p. 48). 
23. MMo nflker ' companion ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: nOkflr ' companion ' (SH), nOkOr 
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' i d . ' (Hy). nökör ' i d . ' (Fh); W: nöker ' fr iend' (IMM), 
nOkdr ' i d . ' (IMI), ndker ' i d . ' (MA), nöker ' companion ' 
(VI). 
MoL: nökör ' f r i end , companion, husband' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: nöchör ' c o m r a d e , companion, friend, husband' 
(KhL), nflcher ' id. ' (BurL), nökxör ' id. ' (Ord), noxor 
' i d . ' (tfjüm), nugur 'husband' (DaHP), nokuor ' id. ' (Mgr) , 
noke ' companion ' (Tung), noker ' i d . ' (Pao), W: nökör 
' companion, spouse' (Oirk), nökr * id. ' (Kalm). • 
C h u v a s h : kerneker, kSrntiker 'br idesman of the b r i d e -
groom' (Sirotkin 1961) neker (ASmarin EX, p. 18), nüker 
( loc . cit. p. 46) ' i d . ' . 
C h e r c m i s : nu^ar, nügar in: yes n. ' ch i ld , family, s e r -
vant' (Rasanen 1923, p. 47). 
The word was extensively dealt with by Vládimircov 
(1934, passim), Németh (1953), Ligeti (1935, p. 242, 1962, 
pp. 58-59), Doerfer (I, pp. 521-526) and Rasanen (1969, pp. 
354-5), where the spread of the word in the Turkic lan-
guages and elsewhere can be found, together with the r e -
lated literature. The Chuvash correspondence has hitherto 
escaped the attention of the researchers . The f irst part 
of the word kerneker is identical with the word klrf i ' s o n -
- in - law, br idegroom' ( < +k<ldeg), the expression indi-
cates the ' c ompanions ' of the br idegroom. The Mongolian 
word itself nay be the direct antecedent of the Chuvash 
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word, in this case the lack of the expected 0 0, e deve -
opment may be attributed to the condition that the nfl-
syllable did not fall in initial position. The word has not 
occurred so far in the Volga Kipchak languages but the 
Cheremis word is presumably of Tatar origin. 
24. MMo qaiEi ' s c i s s o r s ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: qayi<?i ' s c i s s o r s ' (Hy); W: —. 
MoL: qayi£i(n) ' s c i s s o r s , p incers ' (Lessing) 
ModMo: E: chayE(in) (KhL), xaet|_ (Drg), chayga (BurL), 
xat|i_(Ord), x t t £ (tijdm), xes (Jar), xaig, xai^i (DahHP), 
kaigi (DahM), xedzi (Mgr), kaigi (Tung); W: xatg1 (Kalm), 
qti&i (MogR), the meaning being identical everywhere with 
that of Literary Mongolian. 
C h u v a s h : xa2| (Sirotkin 1961), xayca (Paasonen 1908, 
Sp), xay£a (ASmarin XVL p. 16), xa£, xa£a (loc. cit. , p. 
74). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : kaici (TatL), qaicft, kajSe, kaca, kas» 
(TatP), qays'i (BashkL). . 
C h e r e m i s : ka£i, ka?e (Rasanen 1923, p. 5, MRS). 
Poppe (1927a, p. 165) had already pointed out the 
Mongolian origin by Tatar mediation 'of the Chuvash word, 
and the word is discussed also by Doerfer (I, pp. 448-50) 
and Rasanen (1969, p .221 , 1920, p .67 , 1923, p. 35). 
Egorov (1964, p. 284) who quotes the Mongolian word as 
well , wrongly considers the Chuvash word to be of P e r -
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sian origin. The word Bpread into several other languages 
be s ide s the Turkic ones (see the data in Doerfer and R a -
sanen loc . c i t . ) . It is the derivative of the Mongolian verb 
qayi- ' t o c u t ' , which originally meant ' t o pinch, to c a t c h ' . 
This Mongolian verb is related to the Turkic verb qap-
' t o catch*, and its derivative, that is parallel to the M o n -
golian one is qap'it'i (Cf. Gr^nbech 1942), q"jptl, Khak. 
xipti - , Yak. klptli. (I have not found the f o rm xaptli, 
quoted by Poppe and adopted by Rasanen). Because of the 
retained -E- the Chuvash word is a relatively late loan 
presumably f rom Tatar. 
2 5. MMo qara 'ul 'watch ' 
M o n g o l i a n ' MMo: E: qara' ul ' reconnaissance (party), 
scouting (patrol) ' (SH); W: qara 'ul ' guard' (MA). 
MoL: qara^ul 'guard , watch, scout ' (Leasing). 
ModMo: E: charuul 'karaul , watch, guard' (KhL), charuul 
' i d . ' (BurL), xarel * custody' (UjOm), xar51 'karaul ' 
(DahHP), karo ' i d . ' (Dahlv); W: xarul (OirK), xarul ' b o r -
der sentry' (Kalm), qaraul 'outpost ' (MogZ). 
C h u v a s h : xural 'watch, guard, karaul' (Sirotkin 1961), 
xural ta r - ' t o be on guard ' , xuralse 'watch, bodyguard' 
(Paasonen 1908, Sp), xural, xoral 'watch, guard, night 
guard' (Aimarin XVI, p. 211). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : karavll ' guard ' (TatL), qaravil ' i d . ' 
(BashkL). 
- I l l -
C h e r e m i s : o ro l ' ' guard' (Raslnen 1920, p. 170, MRS). 
The word spread f r om Manchu to Swahili, f r om Rus-
sian to Arabic everywhere as a military term of the Mon-
golian epoch (see the data in Doerfer I, pp. 399-403, R a -
sanen 1969, pp. 235-6, Egorov 1964, p. 304). The word is 
the derivative of the Mongolian verb qara- ' to see, to watch* 
with a -^ul suffix (Cf. Poppe 1927, p. 101). The Chuvash 
word is a direct adoption f rom Mongolian. The Mongolian 
origin of the Chuvash word had already been pointed out by 
Rasanen (1920, p. 171). The second vowel of the Chuvash 
word originally may have been an - o - , as is indicated by 
the Cheremis f o rm. 
26. MMo qarEi^a ' f a l con ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: qarEiqai ' f a l c o n ' (SH), qargiqai 
' i d . ' (Hy); W: q a rgiqai ' id. ' (AL), qarfeifa 'hawk' (MA). 
MoL: qarEa^a, qar&a^ai ' fa l con , hunting bird ' (Leasing). 
ModMo: E: charcaga, charcagay 'hawk' (KhL), charsaga 
' i d . ' (BurL), gartSag! ' buzzard ' (Ord), xarfag ' i d . ' 
(Jar); W: xartsag ' f a l con ' (OirK), x a r t s ^ S 'hawk' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : xur£ka 'hawk' (Sirotkin 1961), xur^&ka 
'buzzard ' (Paasonen 1908, Sp), xur^ka, xor£ka, 'hawk' 
(ASmarin XVI, p. 236). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : kar f iga 'hawk' (TatL), karSS^a, 
q a r j j ^ a ' id. ' (TatP), qarsifla ' i d . ' (BashkL), karsefla 
' buzzard ' (BashkP). 
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The word reached several Turkic languages, and 
moreover Mordvin, Vogul, Ostyak, Manchu, Russian, P e r -
sian, and the languages of the Caucasus, and even Korean 
(Cf. Doerfer , I, pp. 404-405, RSsanen 1969, p. 237, Egorov 
1964, p. 309, Lee 1964, p. 191) as a hunting term. Because 
of - t - the word is a rather late loan in Chuvash, p r e s u m -
ably of Tatar mediation, but its adoption was at a time 
pr ior to the a > o development. The initial x - can be a 
substitution as well f r o m a time when there was no initial 
q a - in Chuvash. 
27. MMo quda 'relative obtained through marr iage ' 
M o j j - g o l i a n : MMo: E: quda ' b ro ther - in - law ' (SH), quda 
' two families related through marriage of their children' 
(Hy); W: 
MoL: quda 'heads of two families related through marriage 
of their children' (Lessing). 
ModMo: E: quda ' fa ther - in - law (svat) ' (KhL), chuda ' i d . ' 
(BurL), xuda 'heads or. male members of two families r e -
lated by marr iage , male guests invited to marriage feast ' 
(Ord), guda ' i d . ' (Mgr); W: xud" ' i n - l a w s , relations by 
marr iage ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : xata ' su i t o r ' (Sirotkin 1961), xata, xota 
' su i tor , sponsor ' (Paasonen 1908, Sp). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : koda ' m a l e relatives of the br idegroom, 
f o r the bride and her relatives, suitor ' (TatL), ko3a ' i d . ' 
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(BashkL). 
The word, which was adopted by several Turkic lan-
guages, and by Mordvin, Votyak and Persian (Cf. Doerfer I, 
pp. 423-25, Rasanen 1969, p. 296, Egorov 1964, p. 295, Poppe 
1927a, p. 155) is consequently regarded by Doerfer (1962, p. 
260) as a Tatar loan in Chuvash. This has no criterion 
whatsoever. If it still happens to be a Tatar loan then it 
belongs to the most archaic layer, because the Tat. ko < 
*qu syllable had preserved its initial kĵ  in the later loans 
(Cf. PT qural ' t o o l ' > Tat. koral Chuv karal, see 
below p ). i The definite Mongolian origin of the word is 
testified by the retained - d - (the - t - of Chuvash ortho-
graphy is pronounced as D), which, in the case of original 
- d - would have been - y - in the Volga Kipchak languages, 
and - r - in Chuvash. 
28. MMo ailta^ ' c a u s e ' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: silta^, Silta'a ' c a u s e ' (SH), siltan, 
Silta' an ' i d . ' (Hy, HyAJ3), Silta ' i d . ' (HyB), s i ltCa- ' t o 
give a handle for something, to use evasions' (Ph); W: 
Siltaq 'pretext ' (MA). 
MoL: 8ilta^ ' cause , pretext, trick' (Lessing). 
ModMo: E: Saltag ' i d . ' (KhL) galtag ' i d . ' (BurL), Siltak 
' i d . ' (Ord); W: galtag ' i d . ' (Kalm). 
C h u v a s h : saltav ' o c c a s i o n , pretext, motive, cause ' 
(Sirotkin 1961), saltav (A^marin XI, p. 243), sSlttav (loc. cit. , 
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p .244) ' i d . ' a&ltak ' faul t , shortcoming, cause, manner ' 
(Sirotkin 1961, dial). 
V o l g a K i p c h a k : slltau 'pretext , excuse ' (TatL), s i l ta -
f* 
' t o seek pretexts, to use excuses , to make excuses ' (TatL); 
hlltau ' e x c u s e , pretext ' (BashkL), hiltaula- ' t o seek excuses , 
to use pretexts , to make e x c u s e s ' . 
C h e r e m i s : siltik ' o c c a s i o n , cause, stratagem' (MRS, 
Fedotov 1965, p . 110). 
The earl iest occurrence of the word in the Turkic 
languages is in the Codex Cumanicus, the editor of which 
regarded our item to be a Mongolian word. It exists in 
several Turkic languages as well (Cf. Rasanen 1969, p. 
416, Doerfer I, pp. 358-360). The Volga languages, inc lud-
ing Cheremis too, indicate a transferring s i - and not a 
8 i - syllable. In the Volga Kipchak languages the 8 i - s y l -
lable was originally unknown, thus it may be in part the 
result of sound substitution. In Chuvash the word is of 
Tatar origin but it is interesting to note that the f o r m 
with - k - has not yet been traced in the Volga Kipchak 
languages. The - a v terminal re fers to a fairly recent 
adoption (Cf. Chuv. karlav ' f o rked c u r r y - c o m b ' 
Tat. karlau, Chuv. xutav ' peck' Tat. qadau). The 2_ a 
Volga Kipchak verbal f orms are secondary derivatives of 
Mongolian origin. The ancient, and perhaps related T u r -
kic word is t'iltaH , which would have been *tiltau in T a -
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tar and +2|jte_ in Chuvash. 
29. MMo sayi ' good' 
M o n g o l i a n : MMo: E: sayi. sayin ' good, c o r re c t ' (SH), 
say in ' i d . ' (Hy, HyA), sayin (Ph); W: sayin ' t rue , 
healthy' (IMM. IMT), sayin ' g o o d ' (AL), sayin ' i d . ' (MA), 
sayin ' i d . ' (VI). 
MoL>: sayin ' g o o d ' (Leasing) 
ModMo: E: sayn ' good' (KhL), hayn ' i d . ' (BurL), s i n ' i d . ' 
(Ord), s fn ' i d . ' (Jar), sen ' i d . ' (Dahlv), sain ' i d . ' 
(DahM), $ai ' i d . ' (DahTsL), sen ' i d . ' (Mgr), sajj ' i d . ' 
(Pao): W: san ' i d . ' (OirK, KaliiijT s l in ' r i g h t ' (MogR, 
M r L , ML). 
T 
C h u v a s h : say a ' g o o d ' (Sirotkin 1961, d ia l . , A lmar in 
XI. p. 4). 
C h e r e m i s : say ' good' (Rasanen 1923, p. 58, MRS). 
The word occurs in Kirghiz too, but there it is only 
used in connection with race -horses and this may have 
been the cause of its spread in the Volga-region as well. 
The word has not yet been traced in the Volga Kipchak 
languages, but both the Chuvash as well as the Cheremis 
words are of Tatar origin. The Mongolian word cannot be 
separated f r om the PT sa^ ' g o o d , healthy, clean, right 
side* (Cf. Rasanen 1969, p. 394, the word sa^ is missing 
f r o m its alphabetic place, Poppe 1960a, pp. 29 ,61 , 137), 
and goes back to an ear l ier +sa^i f o r m . A PT sa^ would 
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have become su in Chuvash (Cf. su- '.to milk ' < say- ) . 
The MMo disyllables of identical vowels (V^V) had 
already become long (6, 8), whereas the disyllables c o n -
diphthongs (16). The vowel of the second open syllable had 
frequently been dropped (1,2,9)« or alternating can be 
traced (26). The most important feature is the western 
Mongolian characteristic of the vocalisation of the second 
syllable as reflected in our material which shows the i l -
labial variant without exception (4, 5 ,7 , 15 ,19 ,22 ,23) . The 
'breaking ' of J. has not yet taken place (10,28) . The MMo 
h - is not reflected in this material (15). Chuvash x - c o r -
responds to the Mongolian velar ĉ  ( 14 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27 ) , but 
this may be a Chuvash substitution as well. The same 
applies also to the back Ç (5, 14, 17,22). In late loans and 
in those of definitely Tatar transmission the original gut-
tural plosives appear in Chuvash as plosives (19 ,26 ,28) , 
but since there was no x - Tatar, therefore this phenomenon 
does not provide any footing to the chronology of the 
western Mongolian > x development. The dual Tatar 
correspondence of the terminal ^ ( -u a/ - k 28) suggests 
the inference that in the lending language there was a 
vo ice less medial G , as in the case of a voiced plosive 
Conclusions regarding the MMo 
linguistic condition 
taining different vowels 
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one would expect only an - u , and in the case of a vo ice less 
fort is a ^k correspondence. The s i - syllable has not yet 
become 3 i - in a back voiced word, but this may be a T a -
tar substitution as well. 
Conclusions regarding Chuvash Phonology 
The most important conclusions are of a chronolog-
ical nature. The following changes are later than the words 
of Mongolian origin: 
1. a > o , u ( 1 , 2 ,17 ,25 ,26 ) . Consequently the words 
where an a has been retained - a Chuvash e ref lects a T a -
tar a > a development - are of rather late Tatar origin 
(20 ,24 ,29 and 16). 
2. a > a (3,18), e >_ i (11 ,12,13) . The fact that the 
Mongolian e has two different ref lections in Chuvash, may 
have several reasons. It is possible that there was an 
original S:e opposition in the borrowing language, and 
Mongolian (where such an opposition did not exist) had 
such an e sound which did not coincide with either of the 
two. Thus two kinds of sound substitution evolved. We 
may imagine also that the 5 and e were not in phonematic 
opposition in Chuvash but that they occurred as phonetic 
variants which subsequently phonematized. But it is def-
inite in both cases , that the a,.2> a and e > _ i changes in 
Chuvash, and the latter in the Volga Kipchak languages, 
are f r om a time after the Mongolian epoch. 
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3. o > Viry . o , An. a,u,tt > V i r y , o, An. a (4 ,9 , 
22,27) . Whereas in two cases the reduction did not take 
place (5 ,7) , which may have had dialectal reasons, at the 
same time a change may be observed also e. g. in word 
13, and in the word pusaxa, where the analogic impact 
of the word pus - may have played some role . The Tatar 
adoption may also explain the lack of reduction. 
4 - L > i (10> H . 2 8 ) which indirectly means that the 
appearance of the Chuvash *i_ corresponding to the PT a 
is quite a new phenomenon. 
5. u > Sva ~ u (6), but U > U > o , a (8). The long 
u as represented by ava, is not unknown in Chuvash. (PT 
u 'tir.der' ,> ava ** u). 
6. oi_ > ui_ > tt (14) which is important as regards 
the chronology of the development of secondary Chuvash ti. 
7. The reduction of the closed vowels in other than 
f irst syllables ( 4 , 8 , 14 ,29 ) is also ref lected in the loan-
-words , where sound substitution may also have taken 
place naturally. 
In the sphere of consonants the unvoicing of the in i -
tial voiced ones can be observed: b > £ ( 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ) , 
d > t_ (11, 12), but here the Mongolian loan-words do not 
provide any footing to the chronology of the phenomenon, 
though it is highly probable that the process began later 
than the thirteenth century, yet in theory sound sub-
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stitution may have also taken place. If already at the time 
of borrowing there was only initial in Chuvash, then 
the lending b - could only be ref lected with p - . The sp i -
rantization of the back guttural plosives (k, g) of Chuvash 
may have already taken place before the Mongolian epoch 
as is indicated by the Volga-Bulgarian inscriptions 
among others, therefore the Mong. q, ^ > C h u v . x ~ xx 
correspondences are most probably also the results of 
sound substitution. In one case (16) the Mongolian ][_ and 
X had become £, and <? in all other cases ( 4 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 6 , 2 4 , 
26). This indicates that the spirantization of the affricates 
iwas practically complete by the time of adopting the Middle 
Mongolian loan-words . As until the end of the fourteenth 
century there are still affricates in the Volga-Bulgarian 
inscriptions, these words should be regarded as borrowings 
later than the fourteenth century. As in two of the above 
words- (9,26) the a > o, u development also o c curs , on 
this basis it can be definitely dated as post-fourteenth 
century. 
On the n > m_ development, and the n > m_ alteration 
see p 
Conclusions regarding the Chuvash Loan-
-Words in the Cheremis Language 
The very fact, that out of the 29 Middle Mongolian 
words of Chuvash 17 exist also in Cheremis , indicates, 
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that the bulk of the Chuvash and Tatar loans in Cheremis 
are later than the Mongolian epoch, i . e . later than the 
thirteenth century. The greater part of the Middle Mongo-
lian words adopted by Cheremis are of Tatar transmission, 
and for the remaining portion we have no cr i ter ia to 
decide whether the given word is of Tatar, or of Chuvash 
origin in Cheremis . Words 3, 16, 18 and 25 are definitely 
of Chuvash origin. These indicate that the £ - > s_- and 
x - a/ developments in Cheremis are f r o m the pos t -
-Mongolian epoch and item 28 shows that the £ >• if de -
velopment is also later than the Mongolian era . F r o m the 
o — 
very fact that the Chuvash a > o, u or a , > a development 
is also ref lected in Cheremis words 2 5,3 and 18, we may 
infer that all those other Chuvash loan-words , where the 
same phenomenon is ref lected, were borrowings after the 
thirteenth century. And this is a statement concerning the 
majority of the Chuvash loan words in Cheremis . 
It is commonly known that there is a debate going on 
among scholars on the correspondences of Meadow Cheremis 
a ** Mountain Cheremis a, and Meadow o a» Mountain a. 
According to Gombocz (1909-10, p. 249), Wichmann (1923-
24, pp. 44-45) and Itkonen (1969, pp. 243-246) the a and 
a / a / are older, whereas according to Rasanen (1920, pp. 
79-81), Beke (1935, pp. 68-69) and Bereczk i (1968, p. 30, 
1971, pp .25-27) the Mountain Cheremis a and a are s e c -
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ondary. Two of the words of Middle Mongolian origin 
occur in Mountain Cheremis : par^a (13) (Ramstedt 1902, 
T r , Bud, Cf. Rasanen 1920) and p r o l e , o ro la i , x o ro ' laif 
(25) (Ramstedt 1902). But in these two words there is no 
a, or a. In the Chuvash loan-words of the Cheremis 
language the following correspondences are known: 
1. Meadow, Mountain a 
X a > Chuv. a 2. Meadow a Mountain 
X a 1. Meadow, Mountain o 
Th o C uv. o 
u / 2. Meadow o ~ Mountain 
Though in our material there are only two such 
words that belong to this group, yet it is remarkable that 
both of them can be c lassi f ied under category one. The 
question is what is the chronological relationship between 
the two categories . 
It has not yet been considered that the x £ c o r r e -
spondence is characterist ic of the words belonging to the 
f i rst category in Meadow and Mountain Cheremis (PT 
qacfin ' bro ther - in - law, fa ther - in - law '> . gay in -—> Chuv. 
qayn ,> xon —> Mountain on, Meadow on, see further 
examples in Rasanen 1920, p. 83, whereas in words of 
the second category in Mountain Cheremis the x - has 
been retained (PT qan 'khan' > Chuv. xon > Mountain 
xan ~ Meadow on, or Arabic —> Chuv. xarsar 'di l igent ' 
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— > Mountain x i r s e r , Meadow a r s y , aee further 15 
examples in Rasanen 1920, p. 22). Had Cheremis adopted 
words of the second category prior to those of the f i rs t 
one, it would be incomprehensible f o r a to be r e -
tained in Mountain Cheremis . 
The most probable solution seems to be the f o l -
lowing: Common Cheremis had no initial ^ - . The ear l ier 
Chuvash loan-words, which had an i n i t i a l ^ - were adopted 
without this sound. Later under the massive influence of 
Chuvash the initial ^ - developed in Mountain Cheremis an 
in consequence in later, already separately borrowed Chu-
vash words the ^ - has been preserved. 
It is rather interesting that those Tatar loan-words 
in the Cheremis language that belong to category one Btill 
show the conditions pr ior to the Tatar o > u development 
(see examples in Rasanen 1923, pp. 14-5). Words belonging 
to the second category are of a time after the u > o 
development, e . g. PT yuldaS ' companion' > Tat. yoldag 
— > Mountain y aid as, Meadow yoldaS, PT yumaq ' legend' 
> Tat. dial yomak ' r i dd l e ' — * .Mountain yamak, Meadow 
yomak. A section of the Tatar words reached CheremiB by 
Chuvash mediation. Thus e . g . the PT qán- ' t o rest , to 
r epose ' > Tat, kan- — > Chuv. kan- > Mountain kan-
~ Meadow kan-. The fact that this word reached Che-
remis by Chuvash mediation is shown by a derivative of 
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the verb: Chuv. kanassar 'turbulent, res t less ' — » Mountain 
kanasar, Meadow kanes&r. In fact three chronological layers 
of Tatar loan-words in Chuvash can be easily isolated: 
1. Tat. ka Chuv. xu- ( e . g . ka&ka 'white spot on 
head of horse* —> Chuv. xu8ka) 
2. Tat. ka — » Chuv. x a - ( e .g . kapka 'gate ' —> 
Chuv. xapxa) 
3. Tat. ka — > Chuv. ka^ (karEik ' o l d ' — C h u v . 
kar£ak). 
Thus the Mountain Cheremis kanasar belongs to the 
third layer and as such it is a very recent one, yet the a > a 
development has taken place in it. Therefore it appears, that 
the Middle Mongolian loan-words, the internal and related 
sound-changes in Chuvash and Tatar all indicate that the 
Mountain Cheremis a > 5 , and o > a development is re la -
tive? y new and it is by no means a retained archaism. 
One problem however still remains to be solved. If 
we presume that Cheremis took over the Chuvash o as o 
in the words of category one, and later both Cheremis 
dialects retained it as o , then why did the Chuvash o b e -
come an a in Mountain Cheremis of the second category? 
The two sounds, i . e . the one remaining o and the other 
becoming a cannot be of identical origin in Mountain Che-
remis . We have to presume that in the words of the second 
category Mountain Cheremis did not adopt the €hu-
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The existence of the labial a in Cheremis has been 
postulated by several scholars (Cf. Serebennikov 1957, 
pp.224-230, Itkonen 1969, p.217, Collinder I960, p. 153, 
e t c . ) , and the slightly palatalized a exists until now in 
the Mountain dialects of Cheremis (Cf. Sovremenny.i I960. 
p. 48). At the time of category two there was obviously a 
phonetic dif ference between the Chuvash o and the o of 
Mountain Cheremis , this is why. Mountain Cheremis adopted 
the Chuvash o as a and the position of a may have 
been s imi lar . For the final settlement of tnese problems 
Chuvash-Cheremis contrastive phonetics is needed. 
+ + + 
In conclusion a few words should be devoted to the 
role of the Mongols in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries 
as ref lected by the loan-words. It is not by coincidence 
that most of the Mongolian words here re ferred to, can be 
o a 
t • o a Chuv. a 
* * o a 
o a 
o - - £ a <— Chuv. a 
* t a a 
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found not only in .the Volga languages but in several other 
ones as well , in all the languages that had come into 
contact with the conquests of the Chinggissid empire . 
Though it is true that the words adopted by Chuvash r e p -
resent only a fragment of the words borrowed f r om the 
Mongols by the various other languages, yet they faith-
fully represent those three main fields where the Mongolian 
impact was the strongest. With the Mongols a special 
kind of horse breeding had spread ( 3 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 11,22,29) , and 
it is again under the influence of the Mongols that one 
kind of hunting with birds of prey had become common 
practice (7 ,18 ,26) . The Mongols had an impact on the 
social relations and organization that should not be under-
estimated (1, 2 ? , 3, 12, 14, 15 ,16 ,23 ,25) . The full image 
will naturally unfold only after the compilation of all the 
loan-words of the Mongolian epoch. This image will r e -
f lect the impact which the Mongolian conquest had on 
Eurasia. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Mongolian glosses of the anonymous work, 
the Tarjuman turkS wa a Jam! wa mufrati 
(Houtsma 1894, KurySSanov 1970 and 
Poppe 1927) 





Dahlv Dagur (Ivanovskij 1894) 
DahHP Dagur, Hailar dial. (Poppe 1930) 
DahM Dagur (Martin 1961) 
DahMu Dagur, Muromsky (Kaiuzynski 1969-70) 
DahTsL Dagur, Tsitsikar dial. (Ligeti 1933) 
Drg Dariganga (R6na-Tas 1961) 
E Eastern 
Golstunskij Literary Mongolian (Gol' stunskij 1893-1896) 
Hy The Chinese-Mongolian dictionary Hua-yi 
y i -yu (Ligeti 1968, Lewicki 1949-1959 and 
Haenisch 1957) 
The documents of the Hua-yi y i -yu, see Hy 
The Istanbul manuscript of Ibn Muhannâ* s 
dictionary (Poppe 1938, Eren 1950 and 
Weiers 1972) 
IMM The Melioranskij manuscript of Ibn 
Muhanna's dictionary (Melioranskij 1904) 
Jar Jarut (Kara 1970) 
Kalm Kalmuck (Ramstedt 1935) 
KhL Literary Khalkha (Luvsandendev 1957) 
KhC Literary Khalkha (Cevel 1966) 
Kowalewski L i terary Mongolian (Kowalewski 1844-1849) 
Leasing Literary Mongolian, as found in L e s s i n g ' s 
dictionary 




















Mongolian words of a 15th-century 
manuscript of the Mukkadimat-al-
Adab (Poppe 1938) 
Monguor (Smedt-Mostaert 1933) 
Modern Mongolian 
Moghol, Kudir manuscript (Shinobu 
Iwamura 1961, Ligeti 1968 and Homan 
1972) 
Moghol, L e e c h ' s material in Ligeti 1954 
Moghol, Marda dial. (Ligeti 1964) 
Moghol, Marda dial. L iget i ' s col lection 
f r o m the Sabit and Arzanabad region, 
see MogMrL 
Moghol (Ramstedt 1905) 
Moghol, see MogK 
Western Mongolian oirat (Kara 1959) 
Ordos (Mostaert 1942-1944) 
Pao an (Todaeva 1964) 
Middle Mongolian linguistic monuments 
in the hP'ags-pa script. 
Hamdullah Qazvinni' s Mongolian 
g losses (Pelliot 1931) 
Secret History of the Mongols 
(Haenisch 1939 and Ligeti 1971) 


















dictionary of Istanbul (Ligeti 1962) 
West 
Literary Tatar (TRS 1966) 
Rásánen 1969 
Data of Tatar Dialects (TTDS) 
Data of Tatar Dialects according to 
Paasonen (Kecskeméti 1965) 
Tatar (Radloff 1893) 
Literary Bashkir (BRS) 
Bashkir (Pröhle 1903-1905) 
Chuvash data of A Í m a r i n ' s Thesaurus, 
Cf . A^marin. 
Literary Chuvash (Sirotkin 1961) 
Paasonen 's Chuvash glossary (Paasonen 1908) 
Data f r om Spask in Paasonen 's glossary 
(Paasonen 1908) 
R l s a n e n ' s manuscript notes to Paasonen 's 
glossary f rom 1915-1917, quoted by 
courtesy of I .Kecskeméti 
Paasonen 's data f r om a Chuvash text-book 
POSTSCRIPT 
This is an unaltered translation of my paper written 
in Hungarian (R6na-Tas 1971-1972, 1973-1974). At the 
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14th meeting of the Permanent International Altaistic Con-
ference held in 1971, Szeged, Hungary, I read a paper' 
on The Altaic Theory and the History of a Middle Mongo-
lian Loan Word in Chuvash, where I dealt with some 
theoretical implications concerning the "Altaic theory" in 
connection with the origin of the Chuvash usra - (No. 2 
above). This paper was published in English in Researches 
in Altaic Languages (Ed. by L. Ligeti, 1975). In a paper 
entitled On Chuvash-Mongolian Linguistic Contacts (Poppe 
1977) Poppe commented on my paper published in 1975. 
He summed up his view in the following: "The Mongolian 
loan words in Chuvash, investigated by A . R6na-Tas, 
entered Chuvash through the medium of a neighboring 
Turkic language, such as Tatar, Bashkir, etc . All of the 
words in question occur also in Turkic and appear in 
their Turkic f orms and with Turkic semantics in Chuvash. 
Only one does not occur in Turkic, but nor is it Mongol 
lian" (p. 111). Poppe is right when he rejects the ultimate 
Mongolian origin of Chuv. karaaka 'quick , tempered, 
nervous ' which I included in the list given in R6na-Tas 
1975 but 'mysel f deleted f rom R<5na-Tas 1971-74 which 
was written later, but published ear l ier . 
As to the essence of the question I quote the relevant 
passage f r o m R6na-Tas 1975 (p. 206, i . e . f r om the paper 
which Poppe discussed): " F r o m the above it can be conclud-
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ed that the following words surely are of Tatar origin 
[ l 5 items enumerate<Q. It is clear that items 10 and 28 
with their a —^ a > u development are earl ier than 19b, 
22 ,26 ,30 and 31, where a has been preserved. In the case 
of Chuv. usra - (and upra-) we have no cr iter ia f o r the 
Tatar medium and thus cannot decide whether they are 
directly borrowed f r o m MMo or through Tatar: but the 
second possibility is more probable . " I think that f r om 
this quotation it is c lear that I myself was also of tl>e 
opinion that the bulk of the loan-words in question came 
into Chuvash with Tatar mediation (Bashkir is less prob-
able). I have, however, to admit that the term 'Middle 
Mongolian loan-word in Chuvash' is somewhat misleading, 
and therefore I use the formulation 'Loan-words of ulti-
mate Middle Mongolian origin in Chuvash' as suggested 
by Poppe. Where I disagree with Poppe is more a method-
ological question. In all cases where we have clear pho-
netic criteria for Tatar mediation we agree with Poppe. 
Poppe ' s two other criteria are , however, not conclusive. 
The fact that "al l of them occur not only in Chjuvash] 
but also in the neighboring T^urkic] languages. There is 
not a single word among them that occurs only in Chjuvaslj)" 
would not be a relevant argument even if it were true. 
Chuvash itself is a Turkic language, spoken in the Vo lga -
-region in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries, so their 
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ancestors also could borrow f rom the Mongolian upper 
strata loan-words, and for historical and cultural reasons 
the very same, ones, which the other languages did in 
the same area. As to the "Turkic semantics" of the 
Middle Mongolian loan-words we have to distinguish two 
features. In some cases the Volga Turkic . semantics 
ref lect a special Western Mongolian one - as does their 
phonetic shape. In some other cases we have to deal 
with a special areal development not limited to Tatar 
but relevant to all Volga Turkic languages. As to the 
details I have nothing to add with the exception of one 
case . To the disyllabic f orm parka (as in Mongolian) 
versus the monosyllabic f orm in Turkic i . e . berk Poppe 
adds: "it is well known that Chuvash often has an epithetic 
vowel on words corresponding to T jurki^ monosyllables" 
(op. cit. p. 114). Poppe has overlooked the fact that in all 
relevant cases this* epithetic wovel is a reduced one 
which is not the case with parka. The etymological final 
is on its way to disappearance because of its 
unstressed position and in such cases hyperurbanic - a / e 
is appearing also in words where earl ier there had never 
been vocalic finals. 
Since the above text is an unaltered translation of 
R6na-Tas 1971-1974 I have not made special references 
to Poppe 1977. 
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N o t e a 
See e . g . Serruys (1967). Mongolian gloasea in C h i -
nese scr ipt naturally have to be separated f r o m the 
Mongolian loan-words incorporated into the Chinese 
language. S e r r u y s ' s artic le deals with real loan-
- w o r d s . Cf . a lso Laufer (1916), Mayrhofer (I960), 
Konkaspaev (1959), Nemeth (1953). Ligeti (1962, p. 
148) has pointed out that the Hungarian dialectal word 
daku ' s h o r t overcoat l ike a sheepskin waistcoat ' is a 
Middle Mongolian word of Cumanian transmiss ion. The 
same word a lso exists in Chinese in the f o r m ta-hu 
(see Serruys , o p . c i t . ). It will suf f ice to run through 
the Russian etymological dictionary of V a s m e r to see 
how many Middle Mongolian words are adopted in 
Russian, mainly with Turkic mediation. 
Egorov identifies the word nar, occurr ing in the 
Chuvash express ion nar pek xitre but unknown in 
Chuvash in independent use , with the Mongolian word 
nara, obviously having in mind some meaning such as 
'beautiful like the Sun ' . The word nar o c c u r s in M o -
dern Chuvash in several instances express ing intensity: 
nar pek xer le ' v e r y r e d ' , nar pek aamar ' v e r y g reasy ' 
A i m a r i n (IX, p. 8) notes that the word , the ancient 
meaning of which is how forgotten, may express some 
spec i f i ca l ly good quality with such features as 
' c o m p l e t e ' , ' f l o u r i s h i n g ' , ' p u r e ' , ' b e a u t i f u l ' , s ince 
it is frequently used to descr ibe g i r l s . He suggests 
that the word may be in some relation to the nar 
meaning ' pomegranate ' quoted in Radlov* s dict ionary. 
This view has been accepted by Rasanen (1969, p.350) 
as wel l . The word cannot be Mongolian because of 
phonetic reasons too, as in Chuvash a Mongolian a, 
would have b e c o m e o , u. It is an obvious loan f r o m 
Tatar where there are two such words : nar ' p o m e g r a n -
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ate' and nar ' d r o m e d a r y ' , both of Persian origin. 
It cannot be excluded that the two words mixed in 
Chuvash in so far as the original meaning was 
'pomegranate ' ( ' a s beautiful as a pomegranate ' ) but 
its function expressing intensity developed by a s e -
mantic extension covering the meaning of the other 
one (see beastly large e t c . ) . Even the phonetic f o r m 
of the Chuvash word njuxa is curious. The word is 
transcribed by Egorov in his quoted work with n and 
ju whereas in his etymological dictionary it is given 
with an n and palatalization mark. In the old Cyri l l ic -
-Chuvash alphabet of Jakovlev there was no doubt a 
letter n. But such an initial sound exists in Chuvash 
only in a single group of words, those of ch i ldren 's 
language. Such are the words e . g . nam ' f o o d ' , 
nanne ' g randmother ' , nani, nana ' d e a r ' , nanam ' m y 
d e a r ' , etc. Aifmarin (IX, pp. 62-64) lists among these 
words' the word naxxa ' d o g ' noting, that this is a 
word of chi ldren 's language. The word nuxa is also 
such a word as I experienced for myself while c o l -
lecting among the Chuvash people. Incidentally the 
Chuvash word cannot be an ancient Mongolian loan-
-word either because of phonetic considerations (though 
it cannot be excluded that the initial sound of the 
Mongolian word was originally also a palatalized n). 
The terminal -ai has become - i . in Chuvash: PT buydal 
'wheat ' > Chuv. pari-, PT tur^ai ' l a r c h - t r e e ' i » Chuv. 
tari, PT sicftai ' mouse ' > Chuv. etc. Similarly, 
the word kaka; ' m e a t ' is also of chi ldren 's language 
but it has become a common word. This word cannot 
be identified with the Mong. yaqai ' swine ' either, 
because of phonetic reasons (the a did not remain, 
the had become and x and the final sound should 
have Toecome e t c . ) . Egorov already correct ly 
explains the Chuvash word tixa f rom a taiqa (tayxa) 
in his etymologyicai dictionary and mentions that the 
Chuvash dialects still retain a tiyxa f o rm as well. 
Yet he quotes here also the Mongolian word daaga. 
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Though it is probable that these words reached the 
Turkic . peoples of the Volga-region with Mongolian 
mediation, I do not discuss them under separate head-
ings because their Mongolian origin is questionable. 
The Mong. ar|ama]^ ultimately goes back to an a r -
' t o mislead, cheat' stem which at present can be 
traced only in Turkic . The substantive arya ' c o n -
trivance, manner' and the verb of similar f o rm 
arxa - ' t o machinate, to find a way' derive, f r o m it, 
ana both exist in Mongolian. To this the -may- suffix 
is added which is also wel l -knovn in Mongolian 
(qa^ur-ma^ ' cheat ing ' , q o l i - m a y ' m i x t u r e ' , yada-ma' 
' w e a k ' , tifta-ma'f ' ab le ' ) . But ftiis Mongolian nominal 
suffix - m a y cannot be separated f r o m the Tu, -maq 
suffix of identical function. The word alalia is only 
known f rom the Secret History of the Mongols, where 
it indicates a horse robbed f rom the Jurchen Altan 
khan. This word indicates a species of small horse in 
some Turkic languages, consequently it is related in 
all probabilities to the Turkic word al_ ' shor t , lower ' 
though the derivation is not c lear . 
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SOME VOLGA BULGÁRIÁN WORDS IN" THE VOLGA 
KIPCHAK LANGUAGES"1 
by 
A . RONA-TAS 
It is a well-known fact that there are Volga Kipchak 
(VK) i . e . Tatar and Bashkir loan-words in Chuvash*. On 
the other hand, practically no attention has been paid to 
2 
the Volga Bulgarian layer of the VK languages . I would 
like to present here some preliminary results of a study 
on the latter. 
The Proto -Turkic (PT) J[ ~ £ and 2 sounds developed 
in Chuvash into £. It is a debated and yet unsolved question 
whether we are concerned with a development J[ > £ > £ or 
with J[ > ? . > £ » i - e - the relative chronology of devoicing 
and spirantization is uncertain. It is c l ear , however, that 
as early as the 8th-9th centuries there already existed an 
Old Bulgarian dialect which had spirant consonants in place 
of ear l ier J[-, because Hungarian borrowed a few words 
f r o m this dialect: Hung, szél [ s e l "j ' wind' <— OB *sel 
Chuv. > ¿ i l ; Hung, szflllfl [aflllS j ' g r a p e s ' * — O B + se j i l e£ 
> Chuv. é'irla; Hung, szflcs ^aSg ĵ ' ta i l or ' *— OB +seüí?i_ 
> Chuv. ¿ev£ae (Cf. Proto -Turkic + ye l ' wind*, +yedlig 
' b e r r y ' , + yevc i ' t a i l o r ' ) . The bulk of the OB loan-words 
in Hungarian shows a J - dialect as Hung, gyümölc a 
[d* tlmöl«?] ' f ruit '*— OB *jfemilg > Chuv. + s l m e s . Hung. 
+ F i rs t published in: Hungaro-Turcica . Studies in Honour 
of JUlius Németh. Ed. by Gy. Káldy-Nagy, Budapest, 
pp. 169-175. 
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gyflrfl [ d ' ürü j ' ring" * — OB *jürtty > Chuv. + s e r e , 
Hung, gyertya ^ d ' e r t ' a j ' c a n d l e — O B + jar ta > Chuv. 
surta etc . (Cf. PT \ e m i s " fruit" , +yttztlk ' r i n g ' and 
+yarta ' t o r ch , candle ' ) . 
The existence of the two Bulgarian dialects can be 
well demonstrated by the help of the oldest Bulgarian 
loan-words in Proto -Permian (PP): Zyrian kis ' slay, 
w e a v e r ' s r e e d ' , Votyak kis »' id. ' < P P +kis <—VB j i s 
( + qi l c ) > Chuv. yes ; Zyrian + s i l ' w i n d ' , Votyak ail ' 
' i d . ' < P P + s i l <f—VB sil_ ( < + ye l ) > Chuv. si l ; but 
Zyrian carla ' sickle" < PP car la ^—VB cárla ~ sarla 
—^Votyak +sárlá_ > surlo, Cf. Chuv. surla, Hung, sar ló 
jSar lo j ; Zyrian kuze ' f o r e s t - s p i r i t , l o r d ' , Votyak kuzo, 
kuzo ' i d . ' < P P ku^a <—VB xuja xuza *—Persian xwaja, 
Cf . Chuv. j^usa and Russian hozja-nin^. 
We have to exclude the possibility that we are dealing 
here with two chronologically different layers . The loan-
-words in Hungarian are surely ear l ier than the end of 
4 the 9th century while in the Volga Bolgarian inscriptions 
we still find j - , and this means that the j -d ia lect • 
~ 5 
existed at least until the middle of the 14th century . 
The existence of the two dialects can be demonstrated 
even in Chuvash itself , because such words as Eakan 
'bulrush ' instead of the expected sakan ( ~ PT yakán 
Cf. Hung, gyékény Id 'eken l ) can be explained only as 
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a loan in Chuvash f rom the other VB dialect (VB jakan —» 
Chuv. Eakan > Eakan). 
Now having sure and independent evidence for the 
existence of a J - and an ¿ -d ia lec t of VB, we are forced 
to pose the question: how are these dialects reflected in 
the VB layer of the VK languages? 
It is extremely difficult to demonstrate loan-words 
coming f rom the Jf VB dialcct into the VK languages 
because J[ - is now common in the central Tatar dialects, 
while the Misher dialects and Bashkir have I*1 most 
cases the central Tatar dialects borrowed a jf -word 
without any change and Misher and Bashkir substituted 
v 6 y - for j - . I would quote only two cases where such a 
7 
borrowing seems probable: 
1. Jar in ja&al j . ' mednyj kuporos' (TD)*—VB Tar 
( < PT yez > Tat. j iz —»Chuv. yes) - ->Mordvin 
s e r e » Zyrian sir (in + s i r - i s , Cf. Paasonen 
1953, p. 124, Lytkin 1967, pp. 134-135). 
2. yozorok ' f i s t ' (TatB)*—VB ju^urux ( < PT g 
yudruq > Tat. yodrik) . It is easier to find 
traces of the s -dialect where the regular Tatar 
correspondence is 
3. Sara in 8arak aga£ 'gladkoe, bez vetvej derevo ' 
(TD), Sara 'golyj , bez Serst i ' (TatP, O Cf. 
Rasanen 1920, p. 186)*—VB + sara ( < +gara) > 
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Chuv. sara ' golyj ' —> Cher. sara. The f o rm 
*Eara is also attested in Cher, tara , tara 
(Rasanen 1920, p. 189). The word cannot be 
connected with PT taz as Fedotov (1965, p. 
116) supposed ^ and its ultimate origin remains 
unclear. 
4. Sim ran, Somran ' sus l ik ' (TD), Somoran ' i d . ' 
(TP)«—VB * sum ran ( < PT yum ran > Tat. 
yomran —>Chuv. yamran)* * 
5. |ll in S'il^aq ' skolzkij* (Bashk. ) «—VB + s i l -
( < PT y i l - Cf. y'ilan ' s n a k e ' , Bashk. yilan 
and Chuv. selen. 
6. sir pi ' zanoza, spi£ka' (T, Bashk)<—VB s'irp'i 
( < PT Eirp'i > Tat. Eirpi (Mahmutova 1955,p. 
142), Tat. frirpi —»Chuv. serpa, Cher. 
sarpa (Rasanen 1920, p. 25). 
7. somar in Somartuk ' vid griby' (TD)*—VB 
*sumar ( < PT ya^mur ' ra in ' ) > Chuv. sumar 
' rain' , see also Russian somorluk ' zenskaja 
verhnjaja o d ' e l d a ' (Dobrodomov 1969, p. 234, 
Fasmer , IV p. 466) according to me VB—»Tat . 
—>Russian and not VB > Chuv.—>Russian 
because of the final -k . 
8. som'irt 'Jferemuha' (Tat. ) , Somort ' i d . ' (Bashk.) 
— V B + sumirt ( < PT yumirt) > Chuv. semert 
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12 also Kazakh Somirt, Uzbeg Sumurt 
9. 8ura ' s o v e t ' (T a r c h a i c ) * - V B + s o r a ( < PT 
yara-q > Tat. yarau 'being in accord e t c . ' — ^ 
Chuv. j u r a - ' to be sat is f ied ' ) > Chuv. s u r a - s -
' t o agree with somebody ' . 
10. Aaterxan 'Astrahan' (Tat. )*—VB Astarxan 
13 
(*— Haj + tarqan ) > Chuv. Astarxan, Astarxan. 
11. kaüa, kanaka ' k l j u l k a ' * — V B +kaaa(ka) 
+kaiaka ' g o a t ' T a t . kajfa, Chuv. kaca, kacaka, 
Zyrian kec, Votyak kec and also Hung, kecske 
[kggka] 1 4 . 
12. po8i (Tat), pl&i, pő löy , miiSi, m o i i (TD) ' l o s ' , 
rriiSi ' i d . ' (Bashk)*—VB + püs i*—Proto -Permian •f ^ y ^ y J5 
pttcey > Votyak puzey. Cf. Chuv. pagi . 
13. kujman ' red ' ka' (TD)*—VB + yosman (<*—Proto-
-Vogul +kocm3n) — > Zyrian kutfman, Cher, usman, 
Mordvin kuüman, Chuv. ka^man, Votyak kuXman^. 
14. Sort ' house ' (TB)*— VB +áurt ( < PT yurt > Tat. 
yort) > Chuv. surt, 
15. kflptSa 'dulo , stvol, trubai?nyj s tebe l ' , truba' 
(Tat. , Bashk. ) * - VB +kűpse ( < PT ktlpEek > 
Tat. köpElk) > Chuv. kgpse. 
16. W e 'spulka, cevka' (Tat . , Bashk. )*—VB sürü 
( < PT yttzOk ' r i n g ' > Tat. yözek, Bashk. yOzOk 
' k o l ' c o , peresten' ' ) > Chuv. s&r8 ' r i n g ' , Cf. 
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Tat. Chuv. dial. Sura, Xttre ' c e v k a ' , also 
Baraba SorQ (Radlov) etc. 
The words cited above are only a fragment of the 
more than hundred VB words wich can be documented in 
the VK languages. Even this small sample shows how 
complicated the ethnogenetical processes in the Vo lga-
- reg ion are and how they are reflected in the lexical stock 
of the Volga languages. We can distinguish among the 
following types: 
1. The VB word has been borrowed by VK and 
Chuvash has the regular corresponding f o rm 
(3 .5 , 7, 8 . 9 , 1 4 , 15). 
2. Finno-Ugric words have been borrowed by VB, 
f r om VB into VK and f rom VK into Chuvash (12, 
13). 
3. The VB word has been borrowed by VK while 
Chuvash lost it and then borrowed the regular 
Tatar f o rm (1,4) . 
4. The VB word has been borrowed by VK, preserved 
by Chuvash, but at the same time Chuvash borrowed 
the regular cognate from Tatar (9). 
5. The VB word has been borrowed by VK, preserved 
by Chuvash, but later Chuvash borrowed the VK 
word of VB origin too (16). 
6. The VB word has been borrowed by VK while 
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Chuvash has lost it and than borrowed the VK 
word of VB origin (6). 
7. Chuvash borrowed directly f r om the other VB 
dialect and so did Tatar f r o m both VB dialects (11). 
The very complicated interrelationships among the 
Volga languages are wel l - re f lec ted even in the above 
sample - a fragment of the entire material. F r o m the many 
problems left open I would like to deal here only with one. 
The quoted Tatar words are in most cases dialectal and it 
could be argued that we are concerned here with recent 
Chuvash loan-words. This would of course not question the 
existance of ¿ - l oan -words in Tatar but raises the problem 
of chronology and admits a doubt in the synchroneous 
existance of the two dialects in the Volga-region. 
This doubt can be, however, eliminated. Those 
examples themselves, which show that Chuvash had 
reborrowed or simply borrowed £—>£ forms f rom Tatar, 
point to a relatively high age of the Tatar words in question. 
Moreover there are some phonological arguments in favour 
of the relatively early borrowing f r o m VB. 
The f irst argument is ambivalent. In the VK languages 
there occurred a relatively late change in the vowel -system. 
The originally open vowels ( + o , + a , + e) became c losed 
o > u, 0 > tt, a, e > 2» while the c losed ( u, a. U 1) 
became reduced which is not marked by the recent Tatar 
14 2 -
ortography u > o [ o ] , U > a p i j , i > e [e] , 1 > ¿ [ l ] . Most 
of the quoted Tatar and Bashkir words show this change. 
The VK change can be dated surely after the 14th-15th 
17 
century most probably after the 16th century and this 
would mean that those words which show this development 
(Nos 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 ) are earl ier than the 16th 
century. Unfortunately a similar development occurred y / 
also in Chuvash. Thus, e . g . Chuv. kepse has a f o rm in 
the Viryal dialect k&pse which is phonetically the exact 
counterpart of Tatar kttpSa in regards to the vowel of the 
f i rst syllable. Thus this argument can be used only in 
case if we have other arguments. 
F r o m such arguments I would quote the Case of Chuv. 
semert (No. 8) where the development was: yum'irt jumirt 
^ sum'irt > sim'irt > simirt > semert and VK shows the 
phase Jumirt with the later VK u > o development. In 
cases on Nos 10, 11 the borrowing was earl ier «than the 
Chuvash a > a development. In case No. 9 the borrowing 
occurred after the VB a > o or before the VK a > a. 
Fortunately we have an independent, and safe data for 
the existence of VB 2 ^ £ -*Tat. £ f rom as early as the 
end of the 13th century. The untimely deceased and we l l ' 
-known Tatar scholar G, V. Jusupov published in 1972 a 
VB tombstone f rom Tatarskoe §apkino, Kujbisevskij rajon 
(not to be confused with the Kujbi&evskij oblast ' the 
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f ormer is the region of the old capital Bolgari , the latter 
is much souther). The pecularity of this stone la that 
there are two Inscriptions on its both sides respectively 
and a few lines on the smaller edges. The f irst of the two 
inscriptions is written In Arabic with the jult characters. 
This inscription is not dated and Jusupov gives tentatively 
the 14th century. It has escaped jusupov*s attention that 
this inscription shows a very c lose connection with another 
one dated on the 5th June 1291 published by many authors, 
18 
among them also by Jusupov , 
The inscription of 1291 is dedicated to a lady named 
Sabar lift , daughter of Bur a a beg. The f i r s t inscription 
of Sapkino contains the name of the deceased as Seker lift, 
c — 
daughter of Utman al-Bul^ari. This name was read by 
Jusupov as §akar-il&i. The f irst name can be only front 
vocal ic , because according to the orthographic rules of 
the VB inscriptions the Arabic letter keph is used only 
in front vocal ic words. In case of ilEi, Jusupov's reading 
is c o r rec t ; he gives however no explanation f o r it. The 
name is written with aleph, lam, Jim and ya; this would 
allow a lot of other readings, but the inscription of 1291 
has aleph, ya, lam, Jim and which ensures the reading 
of the initial vowel. The reading of Jim is also 
possible because the VB inscriptions did not use the 
three dotted Tim for i . I retain as transliteration 
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with the notion that its phonetic value could be £ (though 
after -4- an original X could be pronounced also as J[ and 
in this case we would have phonemically a 2 but phonetically 
a i ) . 
On the other side of the tombstone of Sapkino we 
find an inscription in the kufi style, also in Arabic: 
c V > 1. Utman ejttke 1. Osman uncle s 
2. h l r - i Husayn kiyeli 2. daughter, HuBavn's 
daughter-in law 
3. marihum Jeker 3. the deceased jfeker 
4. ilti ziyarat-i rahmatu 4. ilti* s tomb. The m e r c y c ^ 
5. -1-lahi alayha rahmatun 5. of God be upon her 
with mercy 
c 6. wasi at 6. abundant 
19 
Leaving aside some problems of the second inscription , 
one thing is c lear , and this has been also recognized by 
Jusupov that we are concerned here with the same person 
who figures as Seker i l t i in the f irst inscription and as 
^feker ilti (according to Jusupov elti) in the second in-
scription. 
The f irst vowel of ilti is written in the same way 
as that of il&i, i . e . only with aleph without kesra or j a , 
thus in both cases we can read i - , but this reading is 
hot binding in the second case. The corresponding « 
ti is of great importance. Recently it has been argued 
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by F.S.Hakimzjanov (1974) that in the inscriptions three 
dialects are ref lected. One of them would be a and 
- £ - , dialect, the two other would be - £ - , -_1- dialects 
and the main difference between the latter two would be 
that the syllable - t i is preserved in the one and is 
w 20 represented by -J5i in the other . It is a well-known 
fact that the c l u s t e r ^ - has developed into in present 
21 ~ Chuvash but that the Hungarian loan-words do not ref lect 
22 this development and we have therefore to suppose t- in 
spite of the fact that Mongolian has a similar development -
v 23 that t̂i_ > ci_ is relatively young . It is possible that the 
ti > development did not occur in all VB dialects and 
in all words in the same time. I would be. however 
coutious and hesitate to c lassi fy the VB dialects according 
to the occurrence or non-occurrence of the ti > 
development. In a time when this development was in its 
24 
initial phase the inscriptions ref lect an uncertainty . In 
any case i l& and ilti are perfect equivalents. 
For sake of correctness we have to add that the 
reading j in Jfeker is also only one of the two possible 
readings, the second being £eker . But this does not 
influence the conclusion that we have a c lear case f rom 
the end of the 13th century that what yras J[- (or 2 - ) in 
one of the VB dialects was rendered with S - by a lan-
guage which was spoken - as the name of the father of 
the deceased lady shows - in Bulghar. 
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The f i rst authentically edited and dated inscription 
which is not in VB but in a literary language showing 
the influences of the Kipchak language is dated f r om 
. 25 
1311/12. It is very interesting that also this inscription 
shows many common traits with the f i rst inscription of 
Sapkino, the main difference is only that the date is given 
in Turkic: The lady Fatima-il3i' daughter of Ayyub, son 
•of Muhammed, son of Yunus al-Bul^ari died in her 
twentysecond year (yigirmT iki yaSinda) and the date of her 
c 
death was according to Hegira in the month rabi u- l -ahar 
of 711 (wafat bold! rabTCu-l-ahar C ermi8de hijratda yeti w 
yttz on blrde) . 
F r o m this fact we can conclude that tjie people who 
erected the inscriptions of 1291» 1311/12 and the f irst 
inscription of Sapkino, all families living in Bulghar, 
spoke another language than VB and this could be most 
probably a Kipchak language. And if this is so , than the 
name Seker ref lects a Kipchak pronunciation of a VB 
dialectal f o rm of the VB name Jeker. 
N ot e 8 
1 See Ramstedt (1922-23); N. Poppe (1924, pp. 775-782, 
1925, pp.409-427, 1927, pp. 151-167). The connections 
between the VB and Kipchak languages have a long 
history. The earl iest connections began in those times 
when the dialects of Proto-Turkic had not yet been 
finally formed. There are a lot of interesting isoglosses 
f r om these+ t imes such as e . g . Kipchak quyaif ' sun ' 
x Bulgarian quyal > Chuv. xSvel in front of Oguz etc . 
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ktine8. These isoglosses show that the formation of the 
dialects, which became later the Kipchak and Bulgar 
languages respectively, took place in an area where 
these proto-dialects existed near by. The second period 
of the connections between the Kipchak and Bulgar-Onogur 
languages occured while the latter had their home-land 
in the South. After the migration of the later Volga 
Bulgars to the Middle Volga-region, the contacts did not 
cease with the Kipchak tribes living East and South of 
them (Pechenegs, Cumans e t c . ) . The fourth period began * 
with the intrusion of the Kipchak tribes into the Middle 
Volga-region, the occupation of the territory of the Volga 
Bulgarian Khanate. During the times of the Golden Horde 
and the Kazan Khanate the character of the connections 
changed, but not their importance. It will be an important 
task to distinguish among the several Kipchak layers in 
Chuvash. I would like to remind the reader that, in 
addition to the type mentioned above (quyaS quyal), we 
can distinguish e . g . among three different representations 
of the syllable qa - of Kipchak origin: Tat. £a —>Chuv. 
xu: qaSqa 'white spot on the head of animals '—»Chuv. 
xuSka, Tat. £a >Chuv. xa - : Tat. qapqa ' d o o r ' — > Chuv. 
xapxa and Tat. qa - —>Chuv. ka-: Tat.- qarffiq ' o ld man 
or woman' —>Chuv. karE&k. 
2 , 
Cf. PSsanen's short remark (1920, p. 31) and that of L .S . 
Levitskaja (1967). Scattered remarks can be found in 
works dealing with the etymology of words of the Volga 
languages. 
3 ' . On the early VB loan-words in PP see Rede i - -Rona -Tas 
1972 and 1975. 
4 
Cf. A .R6na-Tas - - S . Fodor , 1973. 
5 v ' Attempts have been made to read the letter Jim as s_ 
or the like (e .g . by Katanov, 1972, p. 112 and Fedotov 
1972, p. 112) but this is impossible. The letter fom renders 
J[- in Arabic words and in Tatar inscriptions. The latest 
dated VB inscriptions are f rom 1357. 
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It is very probable that the J[- i . e . the 'Jokanie' of 
the central Tatar dialects is of VB origin. 
In the study of the VB loan-words of the VK languages 
the excellent publication of the Tatar colleagues was of 
great help. This group of authors was headed by L. T. 
Mahmutova. (Cf. TTDS). I also used Bálint, 1875-77 (TB) 
and Paasonen* s material published by Kecskeméti , 1965 
(TP) The literary languages of the Volga-region are 
quoted by their standard dictionaries. 
This word goes to an earl ier \umduruq, a derivation 
f r om the root yum- ' t o clench the f ist , to press 
together e t c . " , yumruq and yudruq are two developments 
of it. The Chuvash word Eâm&r 'ba l l , f i s t ' is also a 
loan f r om another VB dialect (*—jfumur) as Xakan. The 
late preservation of the spirant in these type of 
words will be the object of a forthcoming paper of L . V . 
Clark so I shall not go into details here. 
Râsânen (1920, p. 31) was the f i rst , to call attention to 
the correspondence Tat. í «v Chuv. He quoted the 
words Nos 3, 8, 15, 16 and Tat. (Radlov) Sirap ' f e s t , 
stark' Chuv. sirSp Mari sirap. The origin of this 
latter word is not clear to me. 
Fedotov also connected the word with archaic 'Hung. 
szár j^sâr^j ' ba ld ' which is also impossible because of 
the vocal ism and the vocalic word-end of the VB word. 
His reference to Tat. Sara is correc t . 
The form somoran quoted by Paasonen (TP p. 37) is 
either a misprint or a secondary £ > £ development, 
as in Asterxan. 
The PT form of this word can be reconstructed with 
thé help of Kumandu K i ï i d"im*irt (Baskakov), Khakass 
nimirt e t c . , regular corresponding forms to PT 
+yumirt . 
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The first component of the word is of Arabic origin. The 
second is the well-known title tarqan. 
14 
This crook (kljuKka) is used in ball games and resembles 
a goat ' s horn, hence its name. The Chuvash word has 
both meanings according to Agmarin. There is also a 
dialectal word in Tatar kaza ' kozly dlja raspilka drov ili 
dosok* i . e . goat-footed trestle for sawing. 
15 
It is not entirely impossible that this word was directly 
borrowed by Chuvash f r o m PP. The development of PP 
ey in VB and Chuvash to i_ is regular, C f . : PT buVdai 
'wheat ' > Chuv. pari, PT turtai ' l a r k ' > Chuv. teriT 
PT s'icflai ' m o u s e ' > Chuv. 55Si etc. 
^ On kulSman see K . R e d e i - - R6na-Tas 1976. 
17 
According to Doerfer (1971, co l . 329) these changes 
occurred later than the end of the 17th century. Doerfer 
quotes Russian sources f rom the time of the Kazan 
Khanate (1445-1552) where names of Kazan Tatars have 
the earlier f o rm as Temllr instead of the modern timer. 
I fully agree with Doerfer that the Russian sources have 
to be used as sources on the history of the Turkic 
languages. I am however sure that he also will agree 
with me that here some caution will be appropriate. 
Such well-known names as Temir are not necesariliy 
noted in the dialect of their owner. In any case the 
Middle Mongolian loan-words of Tatar (see R<5na-Tas 
1971-1972, 1973-1974) show that all of them took part 
in the change in question. This is a c lear argument in 
favour of the fact that the change of the Tatar vowel 
system is later than the 14th century. 
18 
G. V.Jusupov, I960, No. 4 with earl ier bibliography. 
I have republished this important inscription in: Rdna-
-Tas 1973, pp. 48-49 and had the opportunity to study 
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the stone itself in 1973. The Arabic text of the Sapkino 
inscription is a shortened variant of the text of the 1291 
stone. 
On the interesting words ejttke (efcoke) Cf. Chuv. eskey 
'brother - in - law, appelative used by women to address 
married men elder then their husband' and kiyeli (kjeli) 
*** PT kelin ' b r ide , daughter-in-law' I shall comment 
at an other place. 
20 
To tell the truth, Hakimzjanov formulated his criteria 
more complicated. According to him there were a j [ -
-dialect , a ^.-dialect and a ^-dialect . But the Jf-dialect 
and the t-dialect dif fer only in the fact that in the f irst 
we find (Hakimzjanov does not pay the necessary 
attention to the fact that this is the case only before 
- l - / - i - ) - while the _t-dialect has t. F r o m this fact itself 
it has to be c lear that the Tim in all cases where it is 
paralelled by _t- in the other inscriptions, has to be read 
phonemically as 
2 1 Cf . PT _tiz_ 'knee ' > Chuv. cer (kussi), til ' tongue' > 
Chuv. £&lxe, t'irnaq 'nail , claw' > Chuv. i e rne , yeti 
' seven' Chuv. sice etc. 
22 
Cf. Hung, ter -d 'knee '<—OB tir ( - d is a Hung, dimin. 
suffix), tyuk, tik ' h e n ' < OH Ttiuuk OB tl-^uq Cf. 
Chuv. &ax(3), etc . 
23 
This rule is still applicable, e . g . the very young 
Russian loan-word in Chuvash sad ' garden' has its 
f o rm with the possesive suffix _i ,> e: s aIS T 8aje 1 as 
such original Chuvash words as yat ' name yage or 
£urt_ 'house' ¿urge. 
24 
That Hakimzjanov's classification is unacceptable 
can be seen f r o m the fact that we find in one and the 
same inscription -_ti_ and f o rms as: j iyeti 
'seven* but ttlwejim ' fourth ' instead of tQwetim (1353-
-54, AJSit, Epigr. Bulg. No 26), jiyeti ' s even ' but 
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ej i instead of eti < erti 'has been' (1323 Atrajsy , 
Epigr. Bulg. No 18), while in other inscriptions (as 
1338 Tat. Kirmeni, Epigr. Bulg. No 20, 1340 Niinie 
Jaki Epigr. , Bulg. No. 39) we find j iyej i and even Tile. 
To this I have to add that in present Chuvash PT yeti 
^s si?§ but ttiwatim ' fourth ' (see above tOwejfim) 
tOrtim is tavatam, and not tSvaEam. 
G . V . Jusupov 1960, No. 10. 
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THREE VOLGA KIPCHAK ETYMOLOGIES+ 
by 
A. RONA-TAS 
The complicated ethnogenetical processes of the Volga 
peoples are wel l -ref lected in the relationship of their 
respective languages. Especially complicated is the connection 
between Volgá-Kipchak (VK) ( i . e . Eashkir and Kazan Tatar) 
anil the Chuvash language. Before the 14th century a highly 
important people, the Volga Bulgarians (VB) lived on their 
territory and even today the debate about the historical r e -
lationship of the present Volga Turkic people and the Volga 
Bulgarians has not been concluded. It is obvious that Chuvash 
is the nearest to the language of the Volga Bulgarians, i . e . 
the Volga Bulgarians spoke a language of Chuvash type, 
while the present Kazan Tatar and Bashkir belong to the 
Volga branch of the Kipchak group of Turkic languages. 
According to this it would be an over-s impli f icat ion to 
conclude that the modern Chuvash population and language 
are direct descendants of the Volga Bulgarians and that 
the whole body of Volga Kipchaks moved to their present 
dwelling-place after the 13th century during the time of the 
Golden Horde, and that their connection with the Bulgarians 
began only here and at this time. This is contradicted not 
only by the majority of the historical sources on the 
Bashkirs but by several other facts, too. 
+ Firs t published in Hungarian: Három volgai kipcsak et imo-
lógia: Acta Úniversitatis Szegediensis de Attila József n o ~ 
minatae Sectio Ethnographica et Lingüistica XXI (1977), pp. 
293-298. 
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The complicated ethno gene tic al processes are w e l l -
- re f lected in the Volga Kipchak languages. In the following 
I shall examine three words of VK religious terminology. 
The majority of the VK religious terms are of Arabic -
«Persian origin, but a few of them are of Turkic origin and 
these are extremely valuable f r om an ethnogenetical point 
of view. 
Tat. izge ' svja8iennyj, svjatoj, blagoj, dobryj, 
blagoieetvyj , asket, sv jatoSa ' , Bashk. izge ' sv jato j , 
svjaSSennyj, blagoiestvyj , poSetnyj, dobryj, horolSyj' . 
The basic meaning of the word is 'ho ly , good' and 
in the light of VK phonology we can reconstruct an earl ier 
*ezgi f orm. This form can actually be found in Kazakh 
where it came f rom the Volga Kipchak languages together 
with many other words. The word ezgtt ' good' recorded 
among the Anatolian-Turkish dialects comes most likely 
f r o m the language of an immigrant ethnic group (Derleme 
SOzlQgU V, p. 1829). 
Radloff (I, c . 1543) took notice of this word and he 
properly connected it with the Old Turkic word edgtt 
' g o o d ' . According to him the Tatar and Kazakh data: 
" . . . d u r c h die Schriftsprache erhaltene und der dschaga-
taischen Orthographie nach gelesene Uigurische Wort 
atkti (properly edgti)". 
Rasanen (1969, p. 36; here reference to Poppe -1927, 
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p. 95) agrees with Poppe ' s opinion: " z - Formen aus irgend-
welchem z-Dialekt" . At present there are two Turkic' 
languages in which there is a - z - in the place of Old 
Turkic - d - , these are Khakass and Yellow Uighur but for 
historical ¿nd geographical reasons both are out of the 
question. 
The standard Kipchak form of Old Turkic edgtl 
exists in the VK languages as well, Cf . Tat. igelek, 
Bashk. igelek ' g o o d ' . They underwent the development 
+ + 
edgtllik } eygilik > igelek and their stem eygi > ige 
would be the regular and expected f orm. 
The Turkic literary languages played an important 
role in the life of the Volga Turkic peoples. From among 
the three phases of Eastern (East) Turkic languages, the 
Kharakhanide, the Khwarezmian and the Chagatay, the 
second and the third-can be detected in the Volga-distr ict 
where they were soon influenced by the l oca l languages. 
That means that local versions developed which were later 
considerably influenced by Osman Turkish as well. In 
eastern literary Turkic we can actually find the form in 
question: KSS^arf: e^gfl, Kutadgu Bilig: e^gtt, Yugnaki: 
ebgiX, Rab^uzl: e&gtt, ezgtl, NahSul al -Faradls : e3gQ, 
Husrav and SlrTn: e^gQ, TefsTr: eSgU, ezgU, eygfl, At-tulifat: 
e'&gO. Ibn Muhann'a: eSgti, (Turkman) eygU ("in our country"), 
Chagatay: edgU, e^gtl, ezgO, Qisay Yus uf: e'Sgtt, eygU. 
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It is obvious that the possibility of a literary borrowing 
did exist. The word occurs , however, in Chuvash as 
well. In modern Chuvash we come across the word ira 
idicating ' good ghost, good ' , which Egorov (1964, p. 344) 
rightly associated with the Old Turkic word edgtt. The 
Chuvash - r - developed through - z - (Cf. adaq ' foot ' 
Chuvash ura), the - g - regularly dropped out and the 
present f orm came into being f rom the original edgtt 
through a previous form*ire<*ezgi. 
The VK ezgi could be both a literary adoption and 
a borrowing f rom the Volga Bulgarian language. Now let 
us examine two other words »belonging also to religious 
terminology. 
Tat. b6ti. Tat. dialect bottt ' amulet, talisman' , 
Tat. Paasonen battl ' Geschriebenes Gebet das am Hals 
getragen w i r d ' , Bashk: betett / ' amulet, tal isman' . The 
word occurs in Chuvash too: pettt (in Viryal there is no 
g ! ) 'amulet ' The Chuvash word is the equivalent of the 
Old Turkic bitig ' w r i t i n g ' . In Chuvash it is a regular 
+ * + „ * „ . 
development bitig> biti^>bititt> betett > pettt (declination 
stem petfev&). As we can see, Bashkir has retained the 
last but one Chuvash form. The semantic development 
f r om the denotation 'writ ing ' to 'amulet ' can be fairly 
understood f rom Paasonen 's data. It should be noted 
that in a Tatar dialect there happens to be also a word 
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betek ' ta l isman' while the f o rm 'writ ing ' in every Tatar 
dialect is beteg. The labial vowel of the f irst syllable of 
the Tatar data is secondary in all c a s e s \ 
Tatar: tare ' k r e s t ' , Tat. dialect: tare tamga ' rodinka' 
Tat. Radlov: tari ' ikona, o b r a z ' , Bashk: tare ' krest, ikona, 
o b r a z ' . The word is of the same origin as Tatar tarjri 
' god' which is a very old inheritance in Tatar. In tare we 
cannot explain the dropping of the - j j - f rom Tatar itself. 
In Chuvash we can find the form turS., dial, ttlre. This 
goes back to an earl ier *ttiri<*teUri<*tegri<.teyi. Tatar 
borrowed the form tetlri and the long a recorded by Radlov; 
reflects an efl or perhaps even an e^: sound-
-combination. 
These two words have undoubtedly come to the VK 
languages f r om Bulgar-Turkic and therefore 'it is quite 
likely that Tat. izge may belong to them. 
As to the chronology of the borrowing we can state 
that according to Russian sources the £ > r change had 
already taken place at the beginning of the 13th century, 
and it is reflected by the Volga Bulgarian inscriptions 
f rom the 13th century on. The borrowing must have taken 
place before the end of the 12th century, i . e . before the 
Mongol period. The above words could theoretically have 
been borrowed between the 9th and the 13th centuries, 
- because in the loan-words dating f r om before the Hungarian 
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Conquest - - at least in certain phonetical situations - -
the - z - sound (Cf. tuzok, buza) had already appeared. 
At this time the Volga Bulgarian empire was in its glory. 
From all this we can conclude that Turkic- -Kipchak 
contacts in the middle Volga-region began earl ier than the 
Mongolian era. 
N o t e s 
There are two possible explanations for the labial 
vowel of the f irst syllable. There is a word bütek 
' l i tt le idol ' in Osman Turkish (Redhouse) which is 
the originally Persian büt with a diminutive suffix, 
(About the latter, see G. Doerfer I, pp. 261-262). If 
the Tat, bflti, bOttl were connected with this word 
then the disappearence of the final - k - could be e x -
plained only by a Bulgar-Turkic transmission. That 
is highly improbable for the simple reason that the 
voicing of the - k - in Bulgar-Turkic is very early. 
It is , however, not impossible that the influence of 
the basic word büt, frequent in Turkic might have 
strengthened a labilization that could have appeared 
as an effected of initial b - . Paasonen' a data and the 
Baskhir equivalent makes the relationship of the Tatar 
-Ü- and - e - forms obvious. At the same time, the 
fact that there is no reduced labial sound in the Viryal 
dialect of the Chuvash language precludes the existence 
of an original labial sound in the f irst syllable. 
t 
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PROTO-PERMIAN AND VOTYAK LOAN-WORDS 
IN CHUVASH* 
by 
K.REDEI and A. RONA-TAS 
The Bulgar-Turkic , or Chuvash loans in the Permian 
languages fall into three groups: a / loan-words taken f r om 
Middle Bulgarian (= MB) in the Proto-Permian period 
(20-22 words) ; b / MB loan-words in the Permyak (= P) 
dialect of Syryan borrowed through Votyak mediation (9 
words); c / Chuvash loan-words in Votyak. These words, 
according to Wicbmann (1903) amount to about 130, but 
the actual number of the Chuvash elements in Votyak is 
considerably larger . On the f irst two groups of loan-
*-words see Rede i - -Rona-Tas (1972, 1975). An up-to-date 
study of the Chuvash elements in Votyak is still to be 
done. 
Both Chuvash and the Permian languages borrowed 
words f rom each other, although the Chuvash loans in 
Votyak outnumber the Votyak ones in the f o rmer . Some 
words ( ?3 , 12, 20) were taken from PP as early as the 
MB period. After the splitting up of the i-ermian languages 
Chuvash took loan-words only f rom Votyak. We cannot 
reckon with Syryan —> Chuvash borrowings both because 
of their distant geographical location and for historical 
reasons. The number of Permian loan-words in Chuvash 
+ First published in Hungarian: Os per mi 6a votjAk jovev6ny-
Bzavak a csuvasban; NyK 82 11980). pp. 12^133 . 
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amounts to 16 certain and 6 uncertain etymologies. The 
relatively large number of uncertain etymologies is due 
to the fact that in four cases the possibility of Cheremis 
—• Chuvash, and in one case Proto-Hungarian Chuvash 
borrowings cannot be excluded. In one case (21) the e ty -
mology of the Chuvash word is uncertain for other 
reasons. 
Word- l ist 
1. Chuv. (Ahlqvist) an ' nicht (Verneinungswort im Im-
perat iv ) ' , (A&marin) an 'particula negativa fennica, quae 
additur imperat ivo ' : uraj^ an turt ' b o l ' B e ne kur i ' , (Égorov), 
an kala ' n e govor i ' , an sir 'ne piMi'. 
Voty. (Munk.) Sz. K en ' ne; nicht (the imperative 
of the negative verb)"^Syr. en, in). * 
Ramstedt (1952, p. 83 and see also Poppe 1974, p. 146) 
derives this word f rom the second person imperative form 
ending in -n of the "Altaic" (in fact, Mongolian--Manchu-
-Tungus) negative copulative verb e_-. Kononov (1967, p. 
107) explains the word f r om a gerundial f orm ending in 
-n of the copulative verb e - . Ramstedt ' s , Poppe ' s and 
Kononov 's opinions can hardly be accepted, as the negative 
copulative verb e - has no other traces in the Turkic 
x 
Abbreviations which are not explained at the end of 
this volume can be found in MSzFE I, pp. 47-68 and 
III, pp. 707-727. 
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languages. On the other hand, there is a structural-
-morphological parallel between the Chuvash and P e r m -
ian data, which cannot be only by coincidence. 
The Votyak phoneme e is very often an open £ 
(Münk. £) phonetically in the initial position. On this 
phenomenon see E.Itkonen 1954, p. 304. The £ allophone 
of the Votyak phoneme e changed to a in Chuvash. 
The Tat. anSarla ' s c h w e i g e l ! ' was taken f rom Chu-
vash: j*n_Sarla ' m u c k dich nicht! ' (Räsänen, 1969, p .20 ) . 
AXmarin 1898, p .297, 317; Wichmann, 1903, p. 
148; Egorov 1964, p. 26. 
2. Chuv. (AÏmarin IV, p. 78, V, p. 336, XVI, p. 
371)atar, Viryal otor 'vodjanaja k r y s a ? ' , vatar, Viryal 
votor 'nazv . i ivotnogo (pomen'se krysy, s korotkim 
hvostom)',^ater_ ' v y d r a ' , (Paasonen 1908),etâr ' p é z s -
más patkány; Bisamratte, Bisamspitzmaus' , (Egorov 
1964, Sirotkin 196Qatar, vatar 'vodjanaja krysa, reïnaja 
vydra ' . 
Voty. (Wied.) udor 'B iber (Castor ) ' , (Münk.) 
Sz. K vudor ' v idra ; Fischotter, Flussotter '~(Syr . vurd 
' Fischotter ' ). 
I 
The Permian words may be loans f r om Middle Iranian, 
the Voty. udor, vudor derive f r om an Iranian f o rm con -
taining the combination - d r - (Cf. Avestan udrö, Pehlevi 
udrag, Old Indian udráh 'Otter , F i s chot ter ' ) , and the 
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Syr. vurd derives f rom the Iranian f o rm with an - r d -
combination (Cf. Ossetic urd, urda ' i d . ' , Joki 1973, 
p. 347). According to the ESK, the Votyak word goes back 
to PP vurd, and the recent f orms vudor, udor are results 
of folk-etymology (Cf. vu-dor , vu-dur 'bank, r ivers ide ' ) . 
The word there occurs also in Cheremis (Ramst. ) KHadSr 
'Maulwur f ' , fPS) B u jgr 'Wtlhlmaus' . The Cheremis word 
can also be an Iranian loan, but its Baltic origin cannot 
/ / 
be excluded either. Cf. Lithuanian udra, udras, Lettish 
u d r / i / s and Old Prussian udro 'F ischotter ' (see Joki 
1973, p. 348). 
The Votyak - d - was substituted by the Chuvash - t -
(= » ) . Chuvash borrowed the Voty. udor asatSr, and the 
Voty. vudor as vStar. The initial v -o f the'Chuvash form 
vatar may have arisen under the influence of the Russian 
vydra 'Otter , F i s chot ter ' . However, it is also possible 
that the Chuvash forms are loans f rom Cheremis. On 
principle, the v - can be of Chuvash origin: Votyak or . 
X TO 
Cheremis ' Chuv. udra>vot5r. As no word there exists 
in the other Turkic languages similar in form and meaning 
to the Chuv. ©tar, vatar, Egorov (1964, p. 44) considers it 
of Indo-European origin. However, it is hardly possible 
that.the word was borrowed f rom an Indo-European lan-
guage directly. 
Rasanen 1920, p. 234 (Chuv. Cher . ) ; Egorov 
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1964, p. 44 («— IE). 
3. Chuv. (Almarin VII, p. 222) ke^mi 'br jukva, buSma' 
( < MB *yuSmi). 
? PP Xkoyn3>Svi:. (Wied.) P komi^' Lauch (Allium)' , 
(Lytk.) Ja. ku* mic ' p e r o luka, zelenyj luk ' .Voty . (Wied. ) 
kumuz, kumiz 'Knoblauch ' , (Münk.) Sz.. kumiz ( ! ) ' i d . ' , 
(URS1.) kumiz ' dikij 2e snok ' . — w X / 
The recent Permian forms have arisen f r o m P P koim3 
x / 
( > ko?im) by the way of metathesis. In case the Chuv. 
kasmi would be a loan f r o m Permian, it could have only be 
borrowed f rom PP in the MB period, at which time the 
metathesis did not take place in the Permian words. The 
P P sound ^ appears as £ in MB (Cf. also .12 and 16). In 
the case that this word would be a loan f r o m Ancient 
Hungarian, we would have to reckon with the same p o s s i -
bility. Namely, the MB Xyuiimi may be an Ancient Hungarian • ' x / / 
loan ^o jm3<Ugr i c kocmS or kacmj). On the Hungarian word 
see MSzFE (under hagyma, on the etymology of the Chu-
vash word see Rede i - -R6na-Tas 1975, p. 32, 1976, p. 142. 
4. Chuv. (Ahlqvist) kigen 'Nieswurz ; Jferemica' , 
(Almarin VI, p. 197, 199) kiken, kikken ' ceremica be la ja ' , 
(Paasonen 1908) kiken 'hunyor, Nieswurz; Ceremica ' . 
Voty. (Wichmann 1903, p. 148) G kekon, J 
kekon-turim kekon-vi Iii 'Nieswurm; veratrum'~(Syr. P . u u koka* n ' id. ' ) . 
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The word was taken f r o m Chuvash by Cheremis: 
(Ramst. ) KH kikän 'd ie weisse N ieswurz ' , (PS) B ke ken 
' N ieswurz ' . 
Wichmann 1903, p. 148j (Voty. — » Chuv. , Chuv. 
— > Cher . ) ; Gombocz 1912, p. 101; Räsänen 1923, p. 85 
(Chuv. —> Cher . ) , 1969, p .248 ; Egorov 1964, p. 112; 
Fedotov 1968, p .201. 
5. Chuv. (AXmarin) katmel 'brysnika, cernik' 
k at mal 'kl jukva' (Paasonen 1908) katmel ' v ö r ö s áfonya; 
P r e i s e l b e e r e ' . 
^— Voty. (Münk.) Sz. kudi-muli ' a fekete áfonya V W ^ 
bogyója; Heidelbeere (als Frucht ) ' , (Wichm.) G kuchf-mulr 
'Heidelbeere , B laubeere ' . 
The Votyak - d - was substituted by -_t- in Chuvash. 
The Bashk. kürtmali ' P r e i s e l b e e r e ' can also be a 
loan f rom Votyak. 
Wichmann 1903, p. 149; AlSmarin VII, p. 321; Fedotov 
1968, p .201. 
6. Chuv. (AImarin VIII, pp. 22, 23, 25, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 110) lap ' l ogg ina, loíbina, nizkoe mesto , nizmen-
n o s t ' , ravnina' , lapa 'nizkoe mesto, n i zmennos t ' ' , lapa 
' n izmennost ' , lo ibina, l o l i i n a ' , laptak ' p l o s k i j ' , laptak 
'p losk i j ; p l a i m j a ' , lapSa 'p losk i j , n i zk i j ' , lapSaka 
' p l o s k i j ' , lap 'niz ina, lo££ina ' , (Paasonen 1908) lap ' s í k ' , 
sík hely, róna; Ebene, flache Ste l le ' , lap-sar ' i d . ' . 
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Voty. (Münk.) K lap 'alacsony; niederig ' , 
(Wichmann 1907, p.42) MU lap: lap inti 'Niederung, 
V 
niedrige Fläche' (inti 'P latz , Stelle ' ) . 
According to Räalnen (1920, p.249) the Cliuvaah 
word is a loan í rom Cheremis (Cf. Cher. lap 'niederig; 
Niederung*). The Chuv. (AÍmarin) lapjak ' platt, gedrückt 
(z .B . Nase)' is , no doubt, of Cheremis origin Cí. Cher. 
J lapcaka, U lap^aka 'platt, dünn und breit ' (Wichmann 
1907, p.42) . Some of the derivatives seem to be Chuvash 
forms. The Bashk. lapak 'nizki j ' is a loan f rom Votyak, 
Cf. (Münk.) Sz. lapeg, K lapek 'alacsony kis növésű, 
törpe; niederig, klenwüchsig'. The word there occurs . 
in Tatar as well and', perhaps, is a loan from Votyak: 
lap ' r o v n y j ' , lap-lapag 'nizkij , napr. o neííennom 
hiebe' , lapSek ' kurnosyj ' . 
Munkácsi 1887-90a, p. 122 (Cher. Chuv.); 
Wichmann 1903, p. 149 (Voty. —> Chuv.) ; Rasanen 1920, 
p.249 (Cher. —> Chuv.) ; Egorov 1964, p. 125; MSzFE 
(under lap: Voty. or Cher. —^ Chuv,, Voty. Bashk.) ; 
Fedotov 1968, p.202. 
7. Chuv. (AÍmarin VIII, p. 75) lenkeb 'nazv. 
dolbljonoj derevjannoj posudy' , (Paasonen 1908) lengés 
' kis veder; Eimerchen ' , 
Voty. (Wied.) langes, fané a, faijes ' Gefáss, 
kleiner E i m e r ' , (Münk.) Sz. l'anez 'v ízhordó kártus nyír -
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héjból; Wasserbüttel aus Birkenrinde'~(Syr. SSKD Lu. 
Maries ' podojnik') . 
V 
We can consider the Voty. langes, fa^es or faijez 
as a lending f orm. Both the Voty. -£ , and - z are sub-
stituted by in Chuvash. 
The word got into Tatar: lär^az. läijgas, langez 
'E imerchen ' and into Russian: ljangas 'do lg i j burak, 
vysokij t u e s ' . The Misher alangäH ' Eimerchen' may be 
loan f rom Cheremis because of its final -X, Cf. Cher. 
(Ramst. ) KH illegal ' Eimer aus einem ausgehöhlten 
Baumstamme' , (PS) ,B leijag 'ausgehöhlte hohe Bütte ' . 
Räsänen 1920, p. 252 (Cher. —> Chuv. ); 1969, p. 
316; Fedotov 1968, p. 203; ESK. 
8. Chuv. (A2marin VIII, p. 124) las ' razves istye 
vetvi dereva; razvesistyj , kudrjavyj; hvoja, igly*. 
(Paasonen 1908) las ' bo j t os , s d r l duslombu; buschig, 
dicht, dicht belaubt ' . 
Voty. (Münk.) Sz. J is , K les ' tülevél ; Nadel-
*. S» 
blatt, Tangel ' , (Wichm.) G Its , MU .Us ' i d . ' ~ ( S y r . 
Iis ' i d . ' 
The etymologically corresponding f o rm to these 
Permian words occurs in Cheremis as well: (Wichm.) 
U lüg, M lüjüs 'Tange l , Nadel (U), Tannen- od. 
Fichttenzweig (M), (PS) B lüjés 'Nadel od. Stachel 
des Nadelbaums' (see ESK). The Chuv. las cannot be 
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a borrowing of the Cheremis word because of its sound a. 
The Votyak word got into Tatar and Bashkir in the 
f o r m ili8. w w 
Fedotov 1968, p. 203. 
9. Chuv. (A&marin VIII, p. 163) ma jak 'vehá, veXka' , 
(Paasonen 1908) majak ' útmutató(fa); Wegzeichen*. 
Voty. (Münk.) Sz. M majig, K majek, majik 
' r ú d ; sövénykaró; .útmutató oszlop; j e lező pózna; Stange, 
Pfahl; Zaunpfahl; Wegweiser (Pfahl, Säule); Stange, die 
als Zeichen irgendwo aufgestellt ist*, (Wichmann 1903, p. 
86) G UF. majeg, J M majig, . MU majik ' Pfahl, Stange, 
S p i e s s W S y r . majeg 'Stange, Pfahl, Záunpfahl ' ) . V 
In case the Chuvash word does not originate f r o m a 
majik, majek and majik, but a majeg or majig f o rm, we v -
have to reckon with a > - k sound-substitution. 
The Chuvash sound a, occuring in the second syllable 
may have been influenced by the Russian majak 'Feuerbake , 
Leuchtturm'. . 
The word .can be found as a loan f r om Votyak in 
Tatar: majak 'Wegweiser (Pfahl, Säule)' and in Bashkir: 
majak 'Stange (als Ze i chen) ' . The Syr. majeg, Voty. u. 
majig , etc . are Iranian loan-words, Cf . Joki 1973, p /279. 
V --
Wichmann 1903, p. 86. (Syr . -Voty . f — ? Chuv.) ; R é d e i - -
Róna-Tas 1975, p. 40 (The authors reject the idea of o r i g -
inating the Permian words f r o m Chuvash). 
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10. Chuv. (A^marin IX, p. 27) nim&r, niimar 
' zavariha ' , (Paasonen 1908) nimar ' l isztből és vajból 
cészitett kása; von Mehl und Butter bereitete Grütze ' . 
Voty. (Wichmann 1903, p. 89) MU nemri 
(Xnemeri or X^emiri) : bararjgi-nemri ' Kertoifelsuppe' 
(baraggi 'Kar to f f e l ' ) . 
In the Chuvash form mimar an n>m assimilation 
took place under the influence of the Inlaut - m - . The 
word was borrowed preceeding the time of the Chuvash 
x 
e^i_ sound-change, so it belongs to a relatively earlier 
layer. 
The Chuvash word might be the adoption of the 
Cher . (Ramst. ) KH nemsr ' Gerstengrütze' , (PS) B 
nemer ' H a f e r - od. Erbsengrütze, die mit Butter ge -
gessen w i r d ' . The Cheremis word is a loan from: V o -
tyak. 
Wichmann 1903, p. 89 (Chuv. Cher. , Voty.) ; 
RSsanen 1920, p. 256 (Chuv. = Cher . ) ; Bereczki 1977. 
p. 71 (Voty. —> Cher. — > Chuv.) ; Egorov 1964, p. 140; 
Fedotov 1968, p. 205. 
11. Chuv. (ASmarin VIII, p. 325, X, p. 181) ma si 
' o l e n ' ' , ppsi ' l o s ' , ó l é n ' ' . 
* Voty. (Münk.) Sz. pu^ej, pu%ej ' rénszarvas ; 
Rent ier ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 150) Uf. G M J MU pu£ej 
' i d . ' , M kir-pu£ej ' E l e n t i e r ' ( Syr. I g e í : pez-ku 'Haut 
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de s Rentierkalbes'.) . 
The sound S corresponds in Chuvash to the Votyak 1. 
If the Chuvash word is an adoption of the Voty. pu£ej, it 
v 
is possible that the Votyak sound ^ was substituted by the 
sound i , i n Chuvash final -_i is a regular development of 
an earl ier - e y (CI. Rdna-Tas 1966, p. 332) and refers to 
a relatively early borrowing. 
Besides Chuvash the Votyak word got into other Turkic: V V w y V4 
languages as well: Tat. pysy Hirsch, Wild; pusy, pösö j , 
Bashk. mysy, Tobol Tatar mi Si. Of these words the Tobol 
Tatar migi cannot have been borrowed directly f r o m V o -
tyak but through Tatar or Bashkir mediation. The Russian 
pyi 'mo lodo j o l e n ' ' , pyzik ' Rentierkalb' may be loans 
f rom Votyak or Tatar. 
Paasonen 1902b, Note 107; Wichmann 1903, p. 151; 
Egorov 1964, p. 152; Rasanen 1969, p. 385; Fedotov 1968, 
p. 205. 
12. Chuv. (Asmarin IX, p. 209) piles ' r jab ina ' , 
(Paasonen 1908) piles ' p i r o s berkenye, madárberkenye; 
Voge lbeere ' . » 
P P X pe l i j o r Xpeli^>Svr. (WUo. ) V AV Sz. Pecs . 
Lu. Le . pel is , I peli^ ' Voge lbeere" . Voty. (Munk.) Sz. 
pa le^ K palez ' v ö r ö s berkenye, barkóca; Vogelbeere , 
Spierlingsbeere, Eberesche ' (Wichmann 1903, p. 90) Uf. 
pales, palez, G J palez, J M páwez ' V o g e l b e e r e ' . 
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y 
Though the Chuvash £ correspondence of the PP or 
Votyak palatalised affricate 4 and c) needs further 
investigation, the parallel data support each other and 
make these etymologies undoubtedly correc t (Cf. nos 3 
and 16). 
The Permian words, opposing to Wichmann (1903, p. 
90) are not loans f r om Chuvash, but of Finno-Ugric origin 
(Toivonen 1928, p. 202, FUV, SKES, ESK. e t c . , see also 
Redei—R6na-Tas 1975, p. 41). 
Because of its f i rst -syl labic J., the Chuv. piles cannot 
originate f rom the Voty. palez, but it can be explained 
f rom its PP proto - f orm. The fact, that the word iB 
widespread among the Turkic languages (Tat. milas, Bashk. 
milaii, Trkm. meleS, etc . 'Voge lbeere ' ) supports the 
supposition that the word was borrowed at an early date. 
The Tobol Tatar micar and the Bashk. mysar ' Eberesche ' 
are loans f r om Ob-Ugric languages, Cf . Vogul (WV 27) 
TJ pica* r , AK pasar, Szo. pasar ' Ebereachenbeere' , 
Ostyak (OL 182) V j . pat'ar, DN pa&r ' i d . ' (see SKES 
under pihlaja). 
Wichmann 1903, p. 90; Egorov 1964, p. 160, Rasanen 
1969, p .338. 
13. Chuv. (Almarin X , p. 166, 167) p jSart - ' s i a t ' ' , 
pa carta- 'davi t , s z i m a t ' ' . 
Voty. (Munk.) Sz. piTiirt-, J p iz i r t - 'k i facsarni , 
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kicsavarni (pl. a ruhát); kiszorítani, kinyomni (pl. a gyü-
mölcsnek a levét); ausringen, auswinden ( z .B . die Wäsche) ; 
ausdrücken, auspressen ( z . B . den Saft von Früchten) ' , 
(Wichmann 1903, p. 150) Uf. p r z r r t - , MU J M piz ir t -
'ausdrücken, auspressen'-^ Syr. p i j i r t - ' i d . ' ) . 
The Voty. T —> Chuv. £ sound-substitution - - that is 
" t 4 / v 
different f r om the Votyak £ and £ Chuvash £ c o r r e s p o n -
dence occuring in etymologies nos 3, 12 and 16 - - re fers 
to the fact that here we have to reckon with a later b o r -
rowing. Egorov (1964, p. 151) originates the word f r o m an 
onomapoeic stem patar ; still this Chuvash onomapoeic 
word seems to be a back-formation f rom the verb (Cf. 
paEar ' podr. zvuku, polucajuScemujsja pri . vyiimanii 
zidkosti ' Asmarin X , p. 165). The word has also a d ia -
lectal .form pazarda (Agmarin X, p. 167), but this f o r m 
is probably used only by Cheremis-Chuvash bilingual 
speakers. 
The Votyak word got into Cheremis as well: (Wichm. ) 
KH pazaré- , pazart - . U pgzare - , M p i zare - zudrücken, 
zusammendrücken, pressen ' (Bereczki 1977, p. 64). 
According to Bereczki (loc. c i t . ) the Chuvash word 
is a loan f rom Cheremis. This opinion, however, because 
of the Chuvash t Cheremis z, z sound-correspondence, 
is hardly plausible. 
Wichmann 1903, p. 150; MSzFE (under facsar) ; 
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Egorov 1964, p. 151. 
14. Chuv. (AS marin IX, p. 256) pukan, Viryal pokan 
' íurban, obrubok dereva; stul, taburetka; skameeüka, 
kotoraja stavitsja pod nogi (tak u mnogih); girja (u vesov 
i í a s o v ) ; krjuk u dverej ; motok' (Paasonen 1908) pukan 
*fatU8kő (melyen ülnek); Klotz (zum Sitzen)*, 
Voty. (Münk.) Sz. K púkon ' s z é k , ülés, ülőhely; 
Stuhl, S i tz ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 159) G M J MU Uf. pukon 
'Stuhl* (Cf. Syr. pukal-, Voty. puk- ' s i t z en ' ) . 
The word there occurs in Cheremis as a loan from 
Votyak (Bereczki 1977, p. 72) P B MK U CÜ pflken, CK 
pökön, Í N pflken, etc. 'Stuhl ' . The Chuv. pögön, pttgen, 
pöken (A&marin 1898, p. 349) are loans f rom. Cheremis. 
These data represent the dialect of Malo-Kara2kino, which 
has strongly been influenced by Cheremis. 
The Votyak word got into both Tatar (bükan 'Klotz , 
Holzblock, Sitz, Stuhl') and Bashkir (bükär ' i d . ' ) . 
Wichmann 1903, p. 150; Räsänen 1969, p. 92; Egorov 
1964, p. 163. * 
15. Chuv. (Asmarin X , p.233) parne ' k u z o v ' , (A^marin 
II, p. 42) 'kovs , t. e . jascik, v kotoryj nasypaetsja zerno 
dija razmola ili dlja obdiranija ' , parme 'pletenka, korzina, 
kuzov ' , (Paasonen 1908) parne 'kosárka; Körbchen ' , parme 
'garatfiók, garateregetö; Mühltrichter ' . 
Voty. (Wichmann 1903, p. 148) Uf. M J ber»{o 
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'Braukufe (Uf.) , Mühltrichter (M I ) ' ,~ (Syr . V Sz. I burna 
'Tschetwerik (ein Getreidemass) (V); grosses , rundes 
Gefass aus einem Stück Espenholz, bes . zum Schütten des 
Getreides od. auch zum Aufbewahren von allerlei Sachen 
(nicht als Mass) (Sz. ) ; Brunnen (I) ' ) . 
The Votyak initial b - was substituted by £ - in Chuvash. 
The Votyak rn sound-combination corresponds partly to rn 
Birkenrinde* is a loan f r om Proto -Permian or Votyak. 
(Bereczki 1977, p. 64). 
Wichmann 1903, p. 148 (Voty. —> Chuv. ); Rasänen 
1920, p. 258 (Cher. — » C h u v . ) ; Egorov 1964, p. 157 (Voty. 
or Cher. Chuv.) ; ESK (Permian — ^ Chuv.) ; Fedotov 
1968, p. 205. 
16. Chuv. (Aämarin X , p. 232) paraS, Viryal pörö^ 
' orudie v rode pesni, no s bolee sirokim koncom*. 
' i m̂— Voty. (Münk. ) .Sz . pirica, M pirica ' v á j ó , véső, V 3 
a teknő v. méhkas kivájásánál alkalmazott szerszám; 
Hohleisen (zum Aushöhlen eines Troges od. Rienenstockes 
gebrauchtes Werzeut ) ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 91) J piric 
'Breche isen , Brechstange'~(Syr. V AV Pees . p i r iy .Sz . Ud. 
V J ^ 
piri^ ' lange Brechstange, Eishaue (die Spitze aus Eisen, 
der Schaft aus Holz) ' ). 
On the Votyak t Chuvash £ correspondence see the 
J , partly to rm in Chuvash. 
The Cher. (Wichm. ) J JU purna ' K o r b aus Linden- od. 
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etymologies nos 1, 3 and 12. 
J 
The f o r m pir ic , or perhaps the hypothetical f o rm 
x I » 
piric can be considered as the Votyak lending form for w w 
the Chuvash word. From Votyak the word also got into 
Tatar: börös 'Stemmeisen mit langem Stiel, zum Aushöhlen 
der Bienenstöcke' and into Bashkir: böröz ' i d . ' . The 
Votyak _i Turkic ö correspondence can be due to its o c -
currence after the sound b. 
Wichmann 1903, p. 91 (Chuv. — » S y r . - Voty . ) ; 
Räsänen 1969, p. 387 (Chuv., Tat . , Bashk. = S y r . , Voty . ) ; 
Rédei— Róna-Tas 1975, p. 41 (loan f rom a Finno-Ugric lan-
guage). 
17. Chuv. (ASmarin XI, p. 104, 124, 125, 233) s i j 
' s tru ja , s loj z e m l i ' , sij a 'plenka, kozura na d e r e v e ' , s i , V 
aij, saj ' s l o j ' , (Paasonen 1908) si , si^ ' évgyárá (fán); 
SI 
Jahresring an einem B a u m ' . 
Voty. (Wichmann 1914, p. 102) J _si 'Jahresring an 
Baumen' , (URS1) si^ ' s lo j -<Syr . FV FSz. Lu. Le. $zkr . Ud. 
si ' volokno' ) . 
The Chuvash forms sij and si j can originate f r o m 
Votyak only in, case the Votyak word still had the assumed 
x x 
si j < sij p ro to - f o rm át the time of the borrowing. 
The etymological correspondences of the Permian 
words there occur in Cheremis as well: (Wichm.) KH ^gj, 
15 a ja, U si ja ' Jahresring an Bäumen (KH U), Fle isch -
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schicht, Fleischfaser (KH) ' , ( T r . ) Xi_ 'Baumschicht ' (eee 
SKES under syy). For this reason, the possibility that the 
Chuvash forms si j , si , si j and saj had been borrowed f rom 
Cheremis preceeding the time that the Cheremis aound-
-change took place, cannot be excluded. The Chuvash word 
saj ' s l o j , volokno* (Egorov 1964) is rather 
unreliable,, as it cannot be found neither in Aá'marin 's , nor 
in Sirotkin 's dictionaries. If there exists such a word at 
all, in all probability, it must originate f r o m a Cher, saj 
(<Xsaj) f o rm. (The Chuv. si>%i>s development, of c h r o -
nological considerations, must be excluded.) 
The Tat. zyj ' s l o j , volokno' (Zolotnickij 1875) must 
be a loan f r o m Votyak. 
Rasanen 1920, p. 260 (Cher. — » C h u v . ) , 1969, p. 420; 
Egorov 1964, p. 190; SKES; Fedotov 1968, p. 206. 
18. Chuv. (AKmarin XII, p. 63) Barak ' repa' , (Paasonen 
1908) sarak ' r é p a ; Rübe ' . 
Voty. X sarik, X sarik, Cf . (Munk.) Sz. sart^i, K 
i I v ~ 
garge ' r é p a ; R ö b e ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 97) G Uf. e a r c f 
M MU sar|i, J sart^i ' id. W Syr. V Ud. sorkni, V. Pecs . 
Le. I sortni, Sz. Lu. P sortni ' i d . ' ) . 
The Chuvash word, which has no cognates in the 
Turkic languages, can be well explained f r o m a Votyak 
x / x • 
sarik or sarik f o rms . The present-day Votyak words 
carry the denominál nomen suffix -^i . We have to reckon 
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with a Votyak Xáarikci^sarkci>aartci>/arci , and a Syryan 
X / I W F V W 
sorikni>8orkni>sortni>sortni development. On the Syryan 
о Votyak a sound-correspondence Cf. E. Itkonen 1954," 
p. 320. 
Wichmann 1903, p. 97 (Chuv. —> S y r . , Voty . ) ; Rédei 
- -Róna -Tas 1975, p. 42 (the Permian words are not loans 
f r o m Chuvash). 
19. Chuv. (AÜmarin XII, pp ,79 ,80) sem 'melodi ja, 
motiv; garmonija, podhodnost ' , to, <?to pod e i lu ' , в е т э 
'mot iv , melodija, garmonija, stroj , lad; porjadok, sposob, 
sootvetsvie ' , seman ' p o mere togo, как*. 
Voty. (Münk.) Sz. sam ' s zokás , tulajdonság; 
mód, természet , minőség; Sitte, Gewohnhiet, Eigenschaft; 
Art , Natur, Beschaffenheit ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 151) G J 
sam 'Sitte, Gewohnheit, Art , Charakter, Temperament ' , 
(Münk.) Sz. samen ' szerint, módjára, hasonlóan mint; 
gemäss, so w i e . . . ' , (Wichmann, loc . cit) G samen, 
sam-rn, MU samen 'wärend, unterdessen, a ls '~(Syr . sam 
'Verstehen, Fähigkeit, Geschicklichkeit, Charakter ' ) . 
According to Levitskaja (1976, p. 10) the Chuvash 
postposition seman i s , in fact, the word в е т э carrying 
the Turkic instrumental suffix -n . This view can hardly 
be plausible, as the Chuvash f o rm seman cannot be sep -
arated f r o m the lending Votyak poetposition в а т э п . The 
Chuvash f o rm - s e m ' p o mere togo, как' (Aemarin XII, 
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p. 79) has become a suffix and lost the -n instumental 
case-ending. 
The Cher, sem 'Melod ie , Ton*, seman ' g e m a s s ' , 
semgn ' wárend' (Rásanen 1920, p. 190) are loans f rom 
Chuvash (Rasanen, loc . c i t . ) . 
Paasonen 1902a, p. 266; Wichmann 1903, p. 151 
(Voty. —> Chuv.) ; Egorov 1964, p. 209. 
20. Chuv. (A&marin XII, p. 270) Burjm, Viryál sorgm 
' p u i o k l 'na , konopli, snop l ' n u ' , (Paasonen 1908) suram 
'két hánccsal összekötött kender- vagy lenköteg; zwei Bűn-
del Flachs od. Hanf mit Bast zusammengebunden'. 
P P X áorem>Syr . (SSKD) Lu. P e c s . Szkr. KSz. 
sorem, FV sorem, Le. sorom ' skird, skirda, dolgaja 
kiad' hleba' (see Voty. Munk. Sz. s u r - , K sua:- (aszta-
got v . boglyát/rakni, hányni; (Schober) errichten, machen' , 
URS1, sur i - ' skirdovat' ' ) . w 
The Chuvash word can be a P P loan-word. Concluding 
f r o m the Syr. sorem and the Votyak verbal f o rm sur i - , 
x / 
we could consider a Votyak derivation surem, but no 
such word occur8 in the relevant dictionaries. It would 
also be difficult to explain phonetically the Chuv. suram x ' 
f r o m an assumed Votyak derivation surem, since - a c -
cording to the rare relevant examples - the sounds 9 or 3 
correspond to the Votyak u in the Votyak loan-words in 
the Chuvash language. (Cf. the etymologies nos 2, 5 and 
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11; however, in the Votyak u). 
The Votyak word got into some Russian dialects as 
well: soromy ' sostavlennye v kozly Xerd id l ja prosu&ki v 
pole goroha v kit in ah' , ^orom ' skidra hleba' (ESK) - - I t 
is possible that the Russian word is a loan f rom Chuvash. 
The Syr. (SSKD) FSz. Sorom ' skird, skirda ' , (WUo.) 
P toro'm 'Getreidehaufen, Getreideschober ' is a r e -
-borrowing f rom Russian. 
21. Chuv. (ASmarin XIV, pp. 230, 331, XV, p. 13) 
tarüa .tar&si, türSsi, ta&sg ' obuh' , (Paasonen 1908) tars a 
' f e j s ze f ok , kesfok; der Rücken einer Axt od. eines Messers ' 
(Zolotnickij 1875) ? tu% 'Rücken v. Axt od. M e s s e r ' . 
Voty. (Münk.) tis (tisk-): purt-tis 'kesfoka; 
M e s s e r r ü c k e n ' , (Wichmann 1903, p. 152) J tis (tisk-) v 
'Ftlcken v. Messer od. Axt'«v(Syr. tis (tisk-) 'Rücken V «s 
der Axt od. des M e s s e r s ' ) . 
The sound r in the Chuvash f o rm tar8a can be sec -
ondary in the position before the sound <i. (On this problem 
Cf. Bereczki 1977, p. 66). 
It cannot be excluded that the Chuv. tarsa. taSsa might 
belong to the following words: türt, Viryal tört ' spina; 
oborotnaja, tyl 'naja storona predmeta' (AiKmarin XIV, p. 
228) and türt^s ' tylovaja storona; obuh' (op. c i t . , p. 229). 
If it is so , the suffixes -£ , -Saand are, in fact, the 
ancient third person possess ive suff ixes, which have s u r -
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vived only in kinship terms and some expressions. However, 
the problem is even more complicated, as the Chuv. türt 
has no c lear etymology. It is also possible that we have to 
reckon with a convergent development of two words - a 
genuine Chuvash word and a Votyak loan. In the case that 
the word originates f r o m Votyak, the above-mentioned 
third person possesive suffix could have influenced the 
development of the word-ending. 
The Chuvash f o rm tus - if this is a cor rec t recording, 
at all - can be the adoption of Cher. (Wichm.) KH U tos 
'Rücken des M e s s e r s , der Axt, der Sense u s w . ' . 
Wichmann 1903, p. 152; Egorov 1964, p. 239. 
22. Chuv. (ASmarin V, pp. 197, 288) vi j , vaj ' sila, 
s redstva ' , (Paasonen 1908) vgj *er6; Kraft, Stärke ' . 
? Voty. (Münk. ) vi (vi j - ) : Sz. kat'-vi ' e r ö , tehet-
seg; Kraft, V e r m ö g e n ' , Sz. M j o z - v i ' a test tagjai ( ö sz -
szessegükben ertve); die Glieder des Körpers (in ihrer 
Gesemtheti) '~(Syr. vij , vi: Sz. j e z -v i j 'G l iedge lenk ' , V 
1/ ' w v 
j e z - v i 'Sehne, F l e s c h s e ' ) . On the meanings 'Kraf t , 
Vermögen* and 'd ie Glieder des Körpers ' in Votyak see 
SKES; MSzFE (under - v a l / - v e l ) etc . 
It is poss ib le , that the Chuv. vqj is a loan f rom 
Cheremis , Cf . (Wichm.) KH U wi, M B w i [ 'Kra f t ' 
(Räsänen 1920, p. 273). Anyway, originating the word 
f rom Votyak or Cheremis is weakened by the. fact that' 
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the word can belong to the native word-stock of the 
x 
Chuvash language: uj_ Old Turkic, Uighur u- 'können ' ; 
Xuj -u^ (Räsänen 1969, p. 510). In this case we would 
expect a form Xvaia ) such f o rm, however, cannot be 
found in A lmar in . The words with labial vowels in aS -
marin (V, p. 261) vuj and voj ' s i l a ' cannot originate 
f r om Votyak. It is possible , that the Chuv. vi j and vaj 
are of Votyak or Cheremis origin, and the form vuj and 
voj are independent words f rom the f o rmer . 
Wichmann 1903, p. 153; Egorov 1964, p. 48; Fedotov 
1968, p .198. 
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